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BEATING

Steam Carpet Beating Machine, Pal, at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
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All kinds ol property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
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DYE HOUSE NOTICE.
Garments Cleansed or Dyed Whole, and
Pressed ready for wear,

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY RYE HOUSE,
13 Preble *»«., Opp. Preble Hmk.
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Augusta, July 3.—The villainous

crew

who infest the environments of the National
Soldiers’ Home, at Togus, selling rum and
indulging in all manner of wrongful practices are again showing their hand. About
a week ago Mr. H. W. Clark, an officer who
has been unusually diligent in driving the

liquor

the wall, lost a valuable
He was satispasture.
fied that the animal was poisoned, at the
time, but the circumstances were such that
it was impossible to discover the offender.
Mr. Clark last Saturday purchased another
horse to replace the one which had died.
On Monday night Officer Clark in company
with Deputy Sheriff Ames were out on the
famous Hallowell road in search after offenders against the liquor law and bitched
their horses in the vicinity of the Downs
House, where Malloy was shot. They left
their teams about two hours aud when they
returned, Clark’s horse gave a lurch and fell
to the ground, dying in a few moments. An
examination of the horse’s stomach was
made today and unmistakable signs
of
poison discovered. It is believed that the
poisoning is the work of some of the Togus
sellers

horse, which

to

was at

rumsellers and no effort will be spared to
appiehend the guilty one.
Extensive preparations are being made
here for the Fourth of July celebration tomorrow and the opening of Capital Park.
The track has beeu completely rebuilt and
is said to be one of the best in the State.
The Park has been fenced and a grand stand
of capacious dimensions built.
A judges
stand and other buildings have also been
erected in addition to nuniereus improvements made.
There are seven entries in
the class for gentlemen’s driving horses;
five entries in the three minute class and five
in the 2.40.

Josiah Allen

brought before Judge
Andrews this afternoon by Detective True
for entering a house in Halloweil on Monday and stealing $5 from a lady’s purse. He
pleaded guilty and was fined $10 and costs.
Allen has
Prison.

J0NK8. Observer

was

served

several

terms

in

State

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

committee of the whole will proceed quite
rapidly witii the bill, and that the debate
may be concluded within three weeks. He
has no doubt that the bill will pass the
Should the bill pass the House in
House.
three weeks, Mr. Dingley is of opinion that
a final adjournment will be possible about
the 15th of August, unless the Senate should
desire to devote a great deal more time to
the tariff than he thinks it will.
There are conflicting reports as to the action of the Senate judiciary committee on
the nomination of Mr. Fuller to be Chief
One is that the Republicans faJustice.
vored a report without any recommendation. Another is thatthe Democrats advised
that such action be taken in order to get the
nomination before the Senate.
The executive journal of the Senate from
the administration of Andrew Jackson to
and including that of Andrew Johnson has
been made public. There are fifteen printed
volumes.
The State department is informed of the
assassination of an American, Stephen Zakany, at his sugar mill near Ahome, Mexico,
by a well known bandit. The authorities are
in active pursuit.
he revision and extension of the civil service list includes all the clerical and skilled
employes of the government departments not
appointed directly by the President. The
President is now considering recommendations of the commission, looking to the extension of classified service to the railway
mail service and to the Indian service.
Congressman Boutelle says lie has arrived
at the zenith of fame. On his return from
the Chicago convention he accompanied Senator Palmer, of Michigan, to his country
place near Detroit, famous for its “log cabin” and tine-blooded stock, and the Senator
named one of bis promising blooded colts
“Captain Boutelle,” in honor of his guest.
Mr. Boutelle, following the example of other
visiting statesmen to the “log cabin" planted a tree on the premises during his stay.
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How the London Times Is
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the suit and the evident attempt of the
Times to give publicly the tenets of the
National league. The libel complained of
accused the Land League leaders, including
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in teams, and when they started
for the return to Biddeford had their teams
well laden with bottles, jugs, a barrel of bottled beer and a keg containing gin. Officer
Reid arrested two drunks this afternoon,and
took them before Justice Allen, who gave
came

The po.
each thirty days in the county jail.
lice are now looking for others. Nine special constables have been sworn in.
MAINE.
Another Disappointed Lover.

Biddeford, July 3.-Roswell Caine, aged
”3. attempted suicide last night, by taking
Paris grffin. Disappointment in a love affair
was

the cause.
A

Launching St Bath.

Batii, July 3—Schooner J. Frank Seavey,
of about 400 tons, owned by Dover, N. Hparties, was launched this forenoon by the
New England Shipbuilding Company.
The Cun Burst.

Baccaiiapi'a, July 3.—While Peter I.ariver, a Frenchman, aged 18, was firing a shot
gun late touight, the weapon exploded, a
piece of the barrel making a serious wound
in his head. The physicians hope the wound
will not prove fatal.
SHERIDAN NOT SO WELL.
He

Has

Attack

an

Pulmonary

of

Congestion.
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COOKING RANGE.
With Low End Hearth
and Lar^e Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.
Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET, ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, END TANK,
WATER FRONT, or BRASS COIL; also, oar
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and patent PEDAL
ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cooki ig apparatus yet produced. Made by
skilftil mechanics from the best materials.
EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by leading STOVE DEALERS. If not
for sale in your vicinity, send your address for
information to the manufacturers,

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.
BANGOR. ME.
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WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
IT CHEAPLY.
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“Sectjrus judicat
ORBIS

TF.RRARUM.”

Apollinans
“THE

QUEEN

OF TABLE WATERS.”

The filling at the Apollinaris Spring
during the year 1887 amounted to

11,894,000

bottles.

and
Of all Grocers, Druggists,

Mineral Water

Dealers.
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Benjamin Adams, ol Franklin, X. II.,
aged 4R, was arrested on the Montreal express
train Monday night, by Deputy Marshal

Hurlbut. of Lebanon, on a charge of falsely
revimpersonating a United States internal
Adamsis
enue officer and collecting money.
to
go
been
plan of operating is said to have
Into a saloon where liquors where illegally
01
sold, and extort money under a threat

firosecutlon.

David McKay and Robert Williams, belonging to the schooner Gladstone, left the
vessel the 22d ultimo, to tend trawls, and
were unable to reach the schooner again.
They were picked up the next day by the
schooner Fannie
Orne, of Boothbay,
and landed on Sable Island and taken to
Halifax.
A despatch from Portland, Oregon, reports
that owing to the continued cloudy weather
and obscuration of Mount Hood, nothing has
vet been seen of the signals from the illuminating party. It is impossible to make signals by means of the heliograph unless the
jjun

shines

brightly.

Lewes, Del., July 3.—The United States
ship Swatara, with Gen. Sheridan on board,
arrived off the Delaware Breakwater at 10
o’clock this morningThe following bulletin respecting the General’s condition was
furnished the Associated Press:
Gen. Sheridan stood the run from Hampton
Roads very well, though he is somewhat fatigued
by tho ship’s motion, there having been considerable grouud swell. It is proposed to remain here
for a few hours, and, if conditions are favorable,
ts sail for New Vork tnis evening. The General’s
pulse has continued good, but bis respiration and
appetite aie somewhat less favorable.
Robert M. O'Beillt,
(Signed),
H. C. Yarrow.
Delaware Breakwater, Del .July 3.—
The following bulletin was furnished this

evening by Gen. Sheridan’s physicians:
At about 11 o’clock this morning Gen. Sheridan
bad an attack of pulmonary congestion. It was
more easily controlled than on any previous occasion. At 8 p. in. be Is resting rather quietly, with
but little cough. His resp ration is about 30, aud
Irregular; pulse, 00; temperature, oo. He has
had several refreshing naps. The pusition of the
swatara being quite sheltered from any motion of
the seu, absolute quiet lias been maintained on

board.

_

Refuted by Cov. ForakerSprihgkield. Ohio, July 3.—At a Republican meeting here last night Governor For
aker refuted the stories recently printed to
the effect that he had been hostile to Sena“On the
tor Sherman’s interest. He said:
day before the nomination was made I received a telegram from Senator Sherman,
from which I readThink it best for
“I appreciate your position.
Have declined realitor Ohio to stand united.
should be a
There
quest of McKinley’s friends.
His
test vote on Blaine before 1 withdraw.
before
nomination
be
assured
should
(Blaine’s)
Ohio breaks.
Will you accept nomination as
Blaine’s Vice?
John Sherman.

“I answered that as follows:
‘Have refused toallow my name to be mentioned by
and
do
not
think it
for
anybody
anything,
will be mentioned in the convention, but if
it should be, it will be without my consent
or appr< val, and if J should be nominated it
will be declined, unless you should request
me to accept.'

Against the Sugsr Trust.
New York, July 3.—Attorney General
has furnished an ODinion in the mat-

Tabor

to bis notice
says the 1 aw restraining individuals from doing certain acts
matter
equally applies to corporations. Thesoon
as
will be presented to the court as
papers are prepared for the purpose of obtaining leave to prosecute an action against
The
the North River Refineries Company.
Sugar Refineries Company may be prosecuted at once.
ter of the sugar trust

brought

by Tammany Hall.

He

_

CENERAL NEWS
Members of the notification committee,
which will make its official visit to General
Harrison today, are beginning to arrive at

Indianapolis.
A large portion of the surface

over Bell
Slope mine, at Scranton, Pa., caved in yesterday. nna 30 miners narrowly escaped

death.

Numerous fires in the village of Hampstead, U. I., were traced to a gang of small
boys who set fire to the buildings. Several
of the ringleaders were arrested, but one of
them

escaped.

The United States Illuminating Company
ceased to supply their customers with electricity last night, owing to the attempt of
the authorities to put the wires underground,
and a considerable part of New York city
was left in darkness.
John Brady, Henry WilUnghoff, Henry
Bushel and James McCormack have been
arrested for stealing thousands of dollars’
worth of goods from Thurber, White <£ Co.,
wholesale grocers, New York. Two of them
were clerks in the store.
The east bound Northern Pacific passenger
train jumped the track Sunday at Gold Creek,
The
fifty miles west of Helena, Muntana.
day coach, dining and Pullman cars rolled
Two passengers were fatally
into a ditch.

injured. Many others
dangerously,

were

Want

the

Service Classified.

injured,

but not

Washington, July 3—The Postmaster
General lias written a letter to the President,
formally protesting against the proposition
made by the Civil Service Commission to extend the classified service
the railway postal service.

so as

to include

The Day in the HouseMr. lllouut, chairman of the committee on
post offices and post roads, submitted the
post office appropriation bill with Senate
amendments.
Among the amendments in
which non-concurrence is recommended is
that appropriating $800,000 to enable the

postmaster general to provide a more efficient mail service between the United States
and South and Central America and the
West Indies, also that fixing the rate of
postage on seeds and bulbs at two cents per
pound. The recommendations were agreed
to and a committee of conference ordered.
The House then went into committee of
the whole on the tariff bill.
Mr, McKinley moved to increase from $6
to $0.72 per ton, the duty on pig iron.
He
said the proposed reduction would have a
very injurious effect upon the pig iron industry. The motion was lost.
Mr. McKinley moved to restore the present real duty on iron railway bars weighing
more than twenty-five pounds to the yard.
This motion was lost.
Mr. McMillen moved to strike out the
clause imposing a duty of $11 a ton on slabs
and billets of steel and restore the present
rate of 45 per cent. This was agreed to.
Mr. Moffit. of Pennsylvania, moved to increase from $20 to $22 Der ton. the duty on
charcoal bloom iron. He spoke of the existing depression iu the iron industries of
the Lake Champlain distiict and the danger
of tlie utter destruction of those industries
should
the proposed reduction of duty
be agreed to. The motion was lost.
Mr. McKinley moved to restore the existing rates on bar iron, and the motion was
j_l
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Pennsylvania, in supporting the motion,
mode a political speech opposing the reduction of tlie tariff, favoring the repeal of the

tobacco tax and the tax on alcohol used m
the arts.
Mr. Scott, of Pennsylvania, charged the
Republican party with having deserted its
platform of 1884 for revision of the tariff and
with going before the country in 1888 on a
principal it never before advocated. Under
the cry of the American market for America
and protection for American industries and
labor the Republican party proposed to carry on a tariff system which would protect
1,500,000 wage workers as against 1G,000,000
wage workers.
Mr. Reed, of Maine, twitted Mr. Scott on
his absence from duty in the House, and informed him that those questions had all been
discussed aud the House was perfectly acquainted witli them.
Mr. Scott criticized Mr. Reed for having
pursued his usual method of turning a
serious question into a joke. Mr. Scott said
that 100,000 laborers had been thrown out of
work the past week in protected industries
which the Republicans stood np to defend.
These laborers had been driven out because
their employers attempted to make a ten per
cent, reduction in their wages. Why should
tlie manufacturers of Pennsylvania demand
that their men submit to this reduction?
Was not there a Republican Senate having
power to pigeonhole the tariff bill, or keep
it in committee for all time?
After debate had run on for some time,
Mr. Bland, ol Missouri, appealed, in behalf
of nine-tenths of tlie members of tlie House,
who wanted to proceed with their business,
to get through with this bill before the dog
days.
They were tired of hearing these
political discussions begun three mouths ago,
repeated day in and day out, until there was
nothing new under the sun to say about it.
It would be the middle of next week before
the bill would come up again.
Mr. Bayne of Pennsylvania, attempted to
interrupt Mr. Bland, who declined to pause
with the remark, “Pittsburg is notorious for
coal gas and natural gas.”
Mr. Bland’s appeal proved ineffectual, and
for an hour the old threadbare discussion
ran on as to tlie respective
position of the
two parties on the tariff question and as to
the question whether or not a protective tariff was a benefit to the farming community.
Finally Mr. McKinley’s motion was voted
down, 5G to 70.
Mr. Bowden of Pennsylvania, moved to fix
the duty on iron or steel rails, weighing not
over 25 pounds to tlie yard, at $1.93 per ton,
and on iron or steel flat rails punched, at
S20.1G. The motion was lost.
On motion of Mr. Breckenridge, of Arkansas, a duty of four-tenths of a cent per pound
was imposed on iron or steel, flat with longitudinal ribs for the manufacturing of fenc-

in£;
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Congress assembled in December it was confronted by a surplus of $79,400,000. To-day,
notwithstanding tbe purchase of $20,000,000
in bonds by the treasury, the
surplus
amounted to $129,272,000, and yet the House
occupied 28 days in a general debate upon
the tariff bill. The same rate of progress
would require, to complete the bill, 89 days.
Fair play to the business interests of the
country required that the bill be speedily

passed and sent to the Senate.
Having completed the consideration of
fou pages of the bill, tbe committee rose
and a conference was ordered on the river
and harbor appropriation bill. The House
adjourned until Thursday.
The Pension List.
Pensions have been awarded the follow-

ing Maine people:
Ephraim Ilinkley. Rangely.
William Verrill, Jr., North Raymond.
Patrick K. tie things, National Military Hume.

B. Morgan, Portland.
Sabin P. Higgins, Golden Ridge (navy).
Benjamin W. Tapley, deceased, Oldtown.
Ira V. Cutter, Farmington.
Davis H. McAUey, Looec.
Ira B. Bryant. Benedicta.
Reuben K Dickey, East Orrlngton, (special act)
JJiles S. Scribner, Springfield.
Then.

REISSUE.

Jolm Coffrou, Calais.
REISSUE ANI> INCREASE.

Benjamin F. Owen, Fresque Isle.
ORIGINAL, willows, J£TC.
Jolm, fattier of William J. Davis. Naples.
Heman, father of Bauford Foss, of Brighton.
Tbeodate, widow of John G. Cummins, Bidda-

Elizabeth,

widow of Benjamin W. Tapley.
Notes.

Congressman Dingley, who Is a very close
thinks that the

observer of tariff debate,
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Phuenix Park murders and formed a part of
the famous articles called “Parnellism and
Crime.” The Irish members tried to induce
the Government to bring au action against
the Times for libeling members of Parlia-

ment, but failed. They took no further action, but O’Donnell afterward brought suit
independently. He now stands alone with no
financial backing from the Land League,
now' the National J.eague, though it is notorious that the Times proposes to use the
suit as an attack on that organization and
bring into court its books and all secrets
pertaining to its management so far as possible.

Campaign

the

[Special to the Press.]
Sanford, July 3.—High ISheriff Hamilton
of Biddeford, with tliree of his deputies,
visited Sanford this afternoon, and succeed-

men

Doesn’t

the

London, July 3.—The O’Donnell case did
not draw so great a crowd today as it did
yesterday. There is a good deal of comment

O’Donnell

IAFTER RUM IN SANFORD.

Using

O’Oonnel Libel Suit.

not the worst libeled of
those arraigned in the articles, and will have
difficulty in proving that some of the statements referred to him.
He did not begin
suit upon the first publication, but wrote letters of explanation to the Times. Later he
brought it as one of the leaders of the Irish
parly Siuce lie left Parnell he has been employed as an editorial writer on the Morning
Post, the most ultra Tory journal in London.
These facts give color to the suspicion quite
generally expressed that O’Donnell is actually serving the interests of the Times in the
action. That journal has spent au enormous
amount of money in getting ready for the
and
must necessarily, spend ancase,
other
it
sum
before
is over.
large
The bitter antagonism of the Times to the
Irish party has been expressed by its first
leader daily for a long time past, and the
present suit is an opportunity which it most
eagerly desired. The consequence is that the
developments of the trial will be watched
with universal interest. All the officials of
the National League in England as well as
in Ireland liuve been served witli orders to
bring all the books of the two organizations
into court. Tbe Attorney-General has access to all official information on subjects
connected with the case.
Altogether the
suit looks very much like a concerted attack
on tne Irish party through the medium of
the Lord Chief Justice under the most favorable circumstances
that
the defendants
could arrange or desire.

IN FAVOR OF EXCLUDING CHINESE.
Cenerat Harrison’s Position Regarding Immigrants from China,

The

Doings

London, July 3.—The London Chronicle’s
Rome correspondent says that Cardinal Moran in a lengthy conversation with the Pope
advised him not to take too stern a view of
the national movement lest the Catholic
Irish and their sympathizers especially in
America, adopt an attitude of defiance toward tlie Vatican. The Pope appears to have
been influenced and it is probable he will be
publicly neutral in future, while secretly enforcing his views upon the Irish episcopacy.

Hungarians Determined.

Vienna, July

3.—Count Apponyi in a
speech yesterday at Pesth, said: “Foreign
papers again predict that we will be forced
to yield to Russia in regard to Bulgaria, but
the whole Hungarian nation insists that it
cannot allow even a hair breadth’s infriuge"
ment of tho treaty rights of its Balkan neigh
bors. We do not arrogate to ourselves any
special rights in the Balkans, but neither
can we allow other powers to assume greater
rights than are accorded them by their
treaty. We want peace. It is our hrm conviction that resolution means peace, while
vacillation means a long continued war.’’

Foreign Notes.
It is believed that a definite understanding
with Russia has been established by Germany. Emperor William will propose that
European powers reduce their armament.
King Milan of Servia, lias applied to the
church synod for a judicial separation from
his wife, Queen Natalie, on the ground of

insuperable avertion

of a Day in the Republi-

New Yoke, July 3.—Congressman William W. Morrow of San Francisco, wni In
New York yesterday, and expressc l his
views of the political situation, and iu particular of |the precise record of General
As a
Harrison on the Chinese question.
strenuous opponent of Chinese Immigration
and the author of the Morrow bill, the Representative of the IVtli California District is
particularly qualified to say how the Republican candidate stands on this subject and
how his votes and opinions are regarded on
the Pacific coast. Mr. Morrow said;
“I notice that it has been several times
said that Senator Harrison voted for the
Page bill. This is a mistake as you will

readily see on examining 'The Record.’ The
Page bill was considered in the Senate in
the early part of 1882 and Senator Harrison
voted against it. The bill, however, failed
as a law to keep out the
Chinese immigration and was amended In 1884. There is no
record as to Senator Harrison’s position on
the amended bill, but it Is known that he
favored the additional legislation; but even
the law as amended proved ineffectual, and
in the XLIXth Congress I introduced a bill
which became known as the Morrow bill. It
was drawn with considerable care, as 1 was
familiar with the subject, having been Assistant United States Attorney at San Franoisco and familiar with the Federal jurisdiction. The bill was approved by the collector of the port, the United States judges
and the United States Attorney, and it was
that it would accomplish everysupposed
thing that legislation could do under the
treaty. The bill was introduced In the Senate by Senator Fair, the Democratic Senator
from Nevada, and referred to the committee
on foreign relations, of which Senator Harrison was then a member.
1 had occasion
to meet with members of that committee
several times while the bill was pending before the committee, and among others with
Senator Harrison.and I know that he was in
favor of excluding Chinese immigration.
eitner oy suitauie legislation under me [realty, or a new treaty that could make exclusion absolute. I remember he and I were
members of a small party that went to Philadelphia in the early part of 1886 to attend a
dinner given by the Clover Club.
During
the trip I had quite a talk with Senator Harrison on the subject of Chinese immigration,
and I was gratified to find that he was not
only in favor of further legislation in restraint of such immigration, but he was in
favor of a new treaty that would provide
for absolute exclusion.”
In Cen. Harrison’s Home.
a

INDIAKAPOL1S, lull., July 3.— It was
quiet day at the Harrison home yesterday.

There were few callers, and the General
paid considerable attention to his correspondence, which is necessarily woefully behind. In the afternoon the General received warm congratulations from Senator
Sherman upon his nomination. The letter
is full of friendship to General Harrison,
and expresses warmly an intention to support the ticket. He says that just as soon
as possible he will
prepare himself for
speeches, and remain in the canvass until
its close.

Last night there

number of callers,
among them Gov. Cheney of New Hampshire, Mr. Allen of Maine and Congressman
Phillips of New York, members of the notification committee. The Republican State
campaign is being set in motion. Headquarters were opened in the new Denizen
Hotel wheie Chairman
Houston
began
was a

work.
Chairman Houston says that the campaign opens auspiciously, and that it will
be pushed with vigor. It has already been
arranged to give Blaine a big reception in
August. He will spend two days probably
in Indiana, and will deliver st least one
speech. In the league mail received Monday
was a letter from William Silver, manager
of the Lincoln League of Wells county, announcing that the first ladies’ league has
been organized there, with Mrs. R. J. Martin as president.
It will take the name of
"Mrs. Carrie Harrison League.”
Harrison to Augusta.
Augusta, July 3.—The following
gram from the Republican nominee has

telebeen

received by Mr. L. B. Hill of Augusta:
Indianapolis, June 30.
L. B. Hill, Republican City Committee, Augusta,
Mu,:

Dear Sir—General Harrison directed me to
thank you heartily tor the cheering words you
sent him from the home of the favorite son of the
entire party, in your telegram of the 26th inst,
\ ery truly yours.
w.

li. M.
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eu,
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A young New Jersey bank clerk is missing, with $14,000 of the bank’s money.
It is said that one of the wives of the very
much married man arrested in Chicago, lives
in Bangor, -Me.
The state of siege has been suspended in
Havana, the authorities believing that
brigandage has been suppressed.
Seligman Brothers and Company, of New
Their failure was
York, have assigned.
caused by that of Seligman, May & Co.
Samuel M. Henderson killed his divorced
wife, Sarah Henderson, at Trafalgar, Ind.
yesterday, and then killed himself.
Many distinguished Democrats arrived in
New York last night to attend Tammany

Hall’s celebration today.
Cincinnati is in holiday dress to celebrate
the settlement of the
the centennial of
Northwest. The exposition will be formally

Hon. A. P. Wisewell and Senator

ringing speeches.
Rockland, July 3.—The political campaign was opened here this evening by the
Republican Toung Men’s Club unfurling a

Hale made

handsome banner with the names of Harrison and Morton and Burleigh thereon.
An
eloquent speech was delivered by Hon. D.
N. Mortland, and great enthusiasm manifested. Next Saturday evening the Democrets will probably hold a flag raising.

opened today.

The Scotsdale Iron and Steel Company, of
Scotsdale.Pa., have signed tho Amalgamated
Association’s scale. Carnegie, Phipps & Co.
also signed yesterday.
Hon. H. W. Sage has agreed to pay for the
new Cornell
University library building in
case the University is defeated in the Fisk
will case. The amount Is $225,COO.
One hundred and fifty vessels participated
in the marine procession at Bridgeport, Ct.,
last night, and 15,000 people viewed the

spectacle.
Fire started by fire crackers destroyed
Weidner’s Opera House and Garden buildings at Dayton, Ohio, yesterday morning.
Loss 25,800.
A fire at 76 and 78 Leonard street, New
York, jesterday, damaged Mr. Bauendahl’s
There were
stock of woolen goods $50,COO.
other minor losses.
In the case of United States vs. ex-Chief
Customs Inspector lrwiu A. Gardner, of
Portland, Ore., charged with smuggling
opium, the jury acquitted the defendant.
Eben Gray, a painter, aged fifty, fell from
a tree while cutting limbs in Dover, yesterday, and was instantly killed, lie leaves a
widow, who is an invalid.
George Manuing was knocked from an
elevator at 52 Arch street, Boston, yesterday
morning, by a wheelbarrow which fell upon
him from above, and Instantly killed.
Mrs. Lawrence Jerome, of Sharon, Ct.,
He is
says that Mr. Jerome is not at all ill.
with a friend, Mr. Duffy, in Pennsylvania,
Any rumors regarding his being ill are with-

out foundation.
The stage running between San Francisco
and Hildreth was stopped Monday by masked men, and robbed of an express box conThe robtaining $10,000 in silver bullion.
bers escaped.
William Fearing Gill has returned to New
York City, and threatens to sue the New
York papers for damages exceeding $1,000,000 for libellous statements about nis marriage with Mrs. Vanderbilt’s sister.
Harry B. Skinner, a well known broker in
tailor trimmings, of Boston, was found dead
in a room yesterday morning at Young’s hotel, having choked himself to death during
the night with a shawl strap.
An electrical storm Sunday wgs of Intense
severity in Minnesota and throughout the
Northwest. Numerous houses were destroyed by lightning.and half a dozen people were
killed on the prairies.
The loss caused by the almost total destruction of the Beading, Penn., hardware
works Mouday night, is estimated at about
$176,0C0; insurance, $208,000.
They will be
rebuilt at once.

Pioneers of ’49.
3.—Around a table in room
No. 21 at the Crawford House in this city,
there sat the other evening a remarkable
company of men, nearly all of whom were
gray-haired, gray-bearded and venerable
looking. They were California gold hunters
of the memorable year “1849,” and met to organize a society of California Pioneers of
New England. A draft of constitution and
by-laws was submitted, circulars prepared,
and arrangements perfected to mail such
copies to everi pioneer who resided in California prior to Jan. 1,1860, whose name may
be made known to the committee, who have
already about 300 names on their books.
Designs for a seal and for a certificate of

Boston, July

membership

submitted nnd adopted.
The seal bears the name of the society, surrounding a monogram, in which “’49” and
the memorable pick, shovel and basin are
The certificate
ingeniously interwoven.
bears this, and also graphically commemorates scenes in th6 daily routine of pioneer
life at the “diggins.”
The committee on organization is Charles
A. Dole, chairman, East Somerville, Mass.;
William II. Thornes, Boston, Mass.: William
J. Towne, Newtonfille, Mass.; Nicholas Bovey, Richard Harrington, and Thomas H.
Norton, Salem, Mass.; Charles T. Stumcke,
dosian naywara, treasurer,
Boston, Mass.
No. 11 Rockville Park, Boston. Mass. Geo.
G. Spurr, secretary, No. GU Commercial
street, Boston, Mass.
It is intended to hold a reunion and banquet Sept. 9th of each year to commemorate
and celebrate that interesting time of the
admission of California as a State into the
were

Union.
All California pioneers desiring to unite
with the society are requested to call on

either member of the committee or address
at once the secretary, Geo. G. Spurr, No. G9
Commercial street, Boston, Mass.
Vilas’s Suit Discontinued.

Minneapolis, Minn., July 3.—The celebrated criminal libel case
General Vilas against Wm.

city,

was

of

Potomac

And

Men

Postmaster

Welch, of this

discontinued today.

Allen, D. D.
Rev. Stephen Allen, D. D., died suddenly
Rev. Stephen

at G o’clock Tuesday morning, at Winthrop.
Rev. Mr. Alien was born in Industry, March
20,1810. He was converted at Norridgewock
in 182G, under the ministry of Rev. Greenleaf

Greeley, and was received into the Methodist
church, of which he was so long a prominent member. He was a graduate of Bowdoin
College, class of ’36, and taught the Bucksuort High School for one year before he was
licensed to exhort, in J03G.
In 1844 My. 411en was appointed to the
Waterville mission, and thereafter was in
active and effective service in the Medthodist church until 1883, when he received a suHe was appointed
pernumerary relation.
financial agent of the Maine Wesleyan Board
of Educatjop in 1863, and held that office
part of the time in connection with a pastoral charge until 18G6, when Sampson Hall was
He was also
completed and all bills paid.
the Maine Industrial
superintendent of
Schools for Girls from 1876 to 1879, and presiding elder of the Augusta district from 1879

Hear the

snd flowers.
by Rev. E.

The ceremony was performed
The bride, one of
a beautiful costume
of white corded silk and lace, with diamonds
The couple received many costly presents.

C. Guild.
Brunswick’s belles, wore

HANCOCK COUNTY.

There are more cottagers at Bar Harbor at
present than at the same time last year.
Among the arrivals, Boston, New York and
Philadelphia are largely represented and
they include some of the most wealthy and
prominent society people of those places,
who have come there for the first time to
spend the season and disburse their ducats.
Col. Hadlock of Islesford has purchased
three acres of land on Clark’s Point, Southwest Harbor near the steamboat wharf, for
which he paid $8000.
OXFORD COUNTY.
Mr. N. H. Perry of South Paris has discovered a rare gem stone not before found
in this country.
It is plenacite, and was
found In a lot of white topaz. It is well
known that topaz is only inferior in value
and hardness to the diamond, and when cut
can only be distinguished from them by an
electrical test. When subjected to heat their
color can be changed to original ruby.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A. E.

Pote,

Hope avenue,

who

resides

on

Mount

Bangor, has this season
of 25 sheep and lambs,

near
a flock

lost 19 out of
by being killed

by dogs.
The official schedule of premiums for the
coming Eastern Maine State Fair, Aug. 28th,
29th, 3otb and 31st, at Manlewood, and Norotnbegaand City halls, has just been issued
in a neat pamphlet form.
Applications are
ou
nnminir in
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exhibits, and everything points to the most
successful fair ever held in eastern Maine.
The arrangements for the establishment of
a cattle yard in Bangor are now being made,
by a corporation of Bangor gentlemen, together with the Maine Central railroad, and
it is probable that the final arrangements
will be made next week when General Manager Payson Tucker will meet those Interested in the project.
The pennant offered to the winners in the
Maine College Leagne by Wright & Ditsun,

has arrived at the Maine State College, Orono, and is a very imposing affair. Itis about
20 feet long and 8 feet wide on the staff side.
It is bright red in color, and bears the inscription “Champion of the Maine College
League.” An immense staff has been erected, where it will gaily float next season.

The Bangor Commercial says that GenHenry L. Mitchell, city solicitor, has asked
the governor to appoint the overseers of the
poor in that city as commissioners of immigration, but no action has yet been taken in
the matter.
If appointed they will be able
to control the Italians.
The net income of the Bangor custom
house during the fiscal year 1888, a9 given by
Collector Huberts, was >133,000, or >00,000
more than in any previous year.
Last year
the net income was >75,000. This represents
the imports from New Brunswick and the
increase this year Is not on one class of
goods alone, but on everything. It is a great

showing

for this customs district. Ten years

Bangor custom house was hardly
self-sustaining. Its prosperity has been
identical with the prosperity of the New
Brunswick road, and year by year the net
ago the

income to the government has been

on

the

increase.

YOKK COUNTY.

Mrs. Patterson, of Biddeford, fell down
stairs recently with a lighted lamp in her
hand.
She received injuries which may
prove fatal.
BASE BALL.
New

England League.

The New England League games yesterday resulted as follows:
AT LYNN.

Lynns. 10; Manchesters, 3. Base hits—
Lyun9, 13; Manchesters, 3. Errors—Lynns,
9; Manchesters, 13. Batteries—Demaris and
Terrien; Knowlton and Grady.
Base hits—
Salems, 7; Worcesters, 2.
Salems, 9; Worcesters. 8. Errors—Salems,
6j Worcesters, 8. Batteries—Bingham and
Knowiton; Walker and Derry.
Other Carries.

At Cincinnati—Brooklyns,6; Cincinnatis, 3.
Kansas City—Clevelands, 9; Kansas City,

Louis—Athletic, 10;

St.

Eloquent

Uniforms

of

Oration by George

Louis,

yesterday entered the National
General Robinson, of New York,

as

cemetery.

leaning heavily on his crutches, requested
Rev. Dr. Twitchell, of Hartford, to open the
second day’s reunion exercises with prayer.
When In concluding be began the Lord’s
Prayer, the crowd joined him. The poet,
George Parsons Lathrope, was unable to be
A part «f bis poem was read by
present.
General Horatio C. King, secretary of the
Society of the Army of the Potomac, and received by the audience with much applause.
When the orator, George William Curtis,
was presented, three cheers were called for
by General Sharpe. The speaker was greeted witli hearty applause at the conclusion of
his oration. He spoke as follows :
Mr. Curtis’s Oration.

Upon tills field consecrated by

American
valor we meet to consecrate ourselves to
American Union. In this hallowed ground
lie buried, not only brave soldiers of the blue
and the gray, but the passions of war, the
jealousies of sections, and the bitter root of
all our national differences, human slavery.
Here long and angry controversies of political dogma, of material interest, and of local
pride and tradition, came to their decisive
struggle. As the fate of Chiistendom was
determined at Tours, that of American Independence at Saratoga, and that ol modern
Europe at Waterloo, the destiny of the
American Union was decided at Gettysburg.
A hundred other famous fields there are of
the same American bravery in the same
tremendous strife; fields whose proud and
teriible tale history and song will never tire
of telling. But it is here that the struggle
touched its highest
point. Here broke the
fiery crest of that Invading wave of war,
Prom this field the civil contest, through renowned campaigns of courageous endurance,
of tearful carnage, and of accumulating
heart break for Northern and Southern hemes
slowlv receded toward its end. This there.
lore, is one of the historic fields of the world
and to us Americans no other has an interest
so profound.
Marathon and Arbela, Worcester and Valniy, even our owu Hunker Hill
and Saratoga, and Yorktown, Helds of undying fame, have not for us a significance so
vital and so beneficent as this field of Gettys-

burg.

beneath this summer
valley of golden harvest
fields, of stately woods, of teeming orchards,
of glisteuing waters and of cheerful homes.
Beyond those airy walls of mountain stretches
westward to the Sierras and the Pacific,
northward to the lakes, southward to the
gulf of Mexico, and eastward to the Atlantic
the continental empire of an industrious and
fraternal people. Its great aspect, its characteristic features are all unchanged.
Over
it beam the benignant heavens, upon its
broad and beautiful expanse lies the benediction of peace. From the day when
pioneers first reached it on their western
way,
on through the gradual
development of civilization and its transformation by tranquil
industry from a wilderness to a 'garden it
had been the happy valley that we behold,
As we see it to-day
suu it is a happy

secluded from the world, until revealed in a
sudden blaze of glory, with Its heights and
slopes and meadows. Seminary Uiilge, Culp’s
Hill and Wolf’s Hill, Hound Top, Little
Round Top. the Peach Orchard, and Cemetery Hill, all caught up into immortal remembrance.
In that fierce light this noble landscape
rises at once into history and becomes dear
to the human heart. Arouud its chief and
central interest gather associations of felicitous significance, as if the Divine Providence delighted to enrich a spot so fair in
Itself, so precious in its story, with kindred
memories. Dike the House of Delegates in
Williamsburg, where Patiick Henry roused
Virginia to resistance; like Fanueii Hall in
Boston, where Samuel Adams lifted New
England to independence: like Carpenter's
Hall in Philadelphia, where the Continental
Congress assembled, this field is invested
with the undying charm of famous words fitly spoken. While yet the echoes of the battle might have seemed to linger in the awed
and grieving air, while far beyond the Potomac the hostile armies still lay
encamped
and the final issue of war was veiled, stood
the sad and patient and devoted man, whose
burden was greater than that of any man of
his generation, and as greatly born as any
solemn responsibility in human history—the
man from whom no disappointment, nor cal-

umny.

AT SAI.EM.

St.

Wore

William Curtis.

mands
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Mr.

Who

Southern Cray

today

Last Monday evening, Mr. James Lee
Doolittle of New York, of Bowdoin, ’88, and
Miss Helen Antoinette, daughter of Mr. A.
V. Metcalf of Brunswick, were united in
marriage at the bride’s home, in the presence
jf only the relatives and a few friends. The
parlors were decorated with ferns, ulants

2.

Ki lswoktu, July 3.—The Republicans of
Ellsworth had a flag raising this evening
and a large and enthusiastic ratification

to her.

CENERAL NEWS.

Veterans of the Army of the

UETTYsmrHG, Pa.. July 3.—At 3 o’clock
a procession of the same military com-

THE STATE.

secretary.

Maine Republicans.

meeting.

Bowdoin College conferred
ipon him the degree of 1). D. in 1889.
Not the least important of his many
works was the preparation of tiie History of
Methodism in Maine, of which he was the
luthor.
The funeral will be held at Cumberland
Foreside Thursday afternoon.

The

nor

defeat,

nor

calamitous disaster

couid extort an unkind or ungenerous word
of a single foe—the man who said of the
Southern soldiers when the war began that
like their opponents they "are American citizens with essentially the same characteristics and powers; exceptional advantages on
one side are counterbalanced by exceptional
advantages on the other; we must make up
our minds that man for man the soldier
from the South will be a match for the soldier from vhe North and vice versa.’’

8.

Bv

a

both parent*
Notes.

Saturday after the Fourth Mr. Thomas
Hayes’s club will meet Mr. Evans's club,
with J. M. Deering pitcher for Hayes and.
Mr. Blakie for the Evans. Mr. Trederick
will be

umpire.

James McGuire, the catcher released to
the Philadelphias, has been signed by Detroit.
A matched game at Thomaston yesterday
resulted' Thomastons, 7; Warrens, 6; after
an

exciting struggle.

Judge Symond’s Oration at Bates
College.
[Lewiston Journal.]
Few public speakers in Maine have a better control of pure English than Judge
Joseph W. Symonds, of Portland. The ideal
of an orator in bearing and in gesture, his
inflection is perfect and bis tones modulated
and musical. If anything, he is the admired
of the scholarly and critical, rather than of
the average listener. He talks particularly
to the subject, yet sacrifices nothing to
rhetorical fireworks.
His sentences are
long and intricate, and his ideas lucid and
full of point.

J udge Symonds delivered an address before
the united literary societies of Bates College
on

Thursday evening—the closing public

ex-

ercises of the week.
He was introduced to the audience by the
of the literary societies, and spoke
for forty minutes. His address should have

president

been heard by every undergraduate and
An abyoung college man in the country.
stract does it no justice. He prefaced his remarks by an expression of pride in the welfare of Bates and a satisfaction at the good
work the college seems to be doing.
He announced no definite subject, but took for a
text the remark of Emerson in an essay on
Henry David Thcreau.the uaturalist.recmse,
poet and author and the sage of Walden,
that “man gathers in the earlier years of his
life the material for a palace, ana in middle
life builds him a woodshed.”
Out of this text, the speaker considered in
nu nunij
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many points it recalled tbe vissionary treatise of Ilezekiah Butterworth, delivered In
the
same place, under the same circumstances, a few years ago, although treated
from a wholly different standpoint, and in
an entirely different way.
At this time of
the year, particularly, the young men who
are graduating from the college are wondering from the future has in store for them.
They have built a palace out of their fancy,
and wait for time to decorate it.
Most men
have ideals, and it was this In the abstract
that the speaker wished to consider.
In point, Judge Symonds urged, in magnitieient diction, the need of good aims and
lofty ideals, but beyond this tbe need that
every young man should live in tbe present.
The opportunities of the life of
the world
The demands of tbe
were pointed out.
times; the perils of the nation; the needs of
the world and its work are all that young
content themselves with
men should not
dreaming, but should live in all the activity
A life well lived is better
of the world.
than a life well dreamed.

Freeport High School.
The annual meeting of the alumni association of the Freeport High School took place
in the high school room Monday, at 8.30 p.
Much Interest and enthusiasm was manm.
ifested in the welfare of the institution, and
it was voted to offer prizes for proficiency in
the important brandies. The meeting to the
public will be held Tuesday, July loth, in
the Town Hall, at 8 p. m. The exercises
will consist of an oration, poem and other
exercises appropriate to the occasion.

Burglary

at

Sebago,

The building owned and occupied by K. i,.
Poor, in Sebago, as store, post office, town
clerk’s office and law office, was broken into
Sunday night. July 1st, and the money
About $.v> in
drawer pried off with an axe.
money, $40 in two cent stamps, and a quanThe
boots and shoes stolen.
tity of knives,
thieves also ransacked a part of the letters
in the office,

a son of Virginia, he shares
with Washington the affectionate gratitude
of his country. Upon the field he spoke the
few simple words which enshrine the significance of the great
controversy and which
have become a part of this historic scene,
to endure with the memory of Gettysburg
and to touch the heart and exalt the hope of
every American from the Gulf to the Lakes
and from ocean to ocean, so long as this valley shall smile with spring and glow with autumn, and day and night and seed time and
harvest shall not fail.
Already he had said with the pathetic
yearning of a true American heart while the
war was imminent, but had not yet begun:
“We are not enemies but friends, we must
uot be enemies. Though passion may have
strained it must not break our bonds of affection. The mystic cords of memory stretching from every battlefield and patriot grave
to every living heart and liearth-stene all
over this broad land, will vet swell the chorus of the Union when again touched, as
surely they will be, by the better angels of
of our nature.” Today his prophetic vision
is fulfilled. The murmur of these hosts of
peace encamped upon this field of war, this
universal voice of friendly greeting and conthese cheers of the gray echoug tile cheers of the blue, what are they but
the answering music of these cords of memory; the swelling chorus of the Uniou responding to the better angels of our nature?
If there be joy In heaven this day it is in the
heart of Abraham Lincoln as he looks down
upon this field of Gettysburg.
But the occasiou has yet another profound
interest of association. It was on the 21st
and 25th of June, 1788, that the vctes of New
Hampshire and Virginia, decided the adoption of the Constitution of the United States.
This year, almost this very day, it is centenary, and no where in the country could the
glorious anniversary be celebrated with such
perfect propriety as upon the field where, by
the majestic decision of forces from widen
there is no appeal, the Constitution was decreed to be an imperishable bond of national
union and liberty. Like all euduring political instruments the Constitution was not as
Mr. Gladstone’s phrase would Imply, an inspiration, in the sense of a work struck out
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development.

was not an Inspiration but a
It was the result of actual experiment.
It
was founded upon the experience of self-

governing British colonies, embodying the

ancient miniments of English liberty and the
traditional distribution of political power.
The whole constitutional scheme had been
already tested in simple political communities. The distinction ol the constitution is
the application of that scheme not to another
simple political society, but to the creation
of one of the most composite political communities ever known, a successful system of
complete double citizenship. It transformed
a congress of colonies into a nation of States.
It was as United Colonies that on the
“haughty day," of which tomorrow is the
one hundred and twelfth anniversary,
the
American people declared their independence, of Great Britain a condition
which,
existed,
strictly speaking, had never
were
united in
as the
colonies
the
Crown, had become so jealous that
new
Constitution
in devising the
much was

left obscure. Notwithstanding this opportunity of various interpretation, however, so
strong was the State feeling that except for
the confidence of America in Washington
the most sagacious observers of the time
doubted li the Constitution would have been
adopted. Beside the obscurity there were
compromises Indispensable to Its formation,
but the scope, the operation and the consequences of which no human wisdom could
forecast. More than all else two things com
eluded anticipation or calculation.

Sletely

ne was

the sectional

development

of

another of
But in any
Constitutional interpretation.
'lew it was an inevitable war, If ever such a
ihrase may be used. Conflicting convictions
nterests, passions, wore all so absolute, so
(implicated, so powerful, so defiant, that,
mwevcr the lover of peace and of the mild
way of reason may deplore the tragedy, it
The issue
vas forecast in the nature of man.
it stake was ostensibly the nature and vitalBut beneath
ty of a great political union.
ind beyond lay the problem of a social and
ndustrial system inextricably involved by
he compromises of the Constitution with the
lational conscience and the national life. It
vas a war without precedent for the grander of its significance, for the vastness of Its
((sources, and for the stern tenacity of Its
ombatants. It was a contest not of .'regular
innies nor of mercenary levies to gratify dylastic ambition or to extend ruthless conluest, but of republican citizens self-organzed into military hosts to maintain contlictng principles held with equal sincerity and
lefended with equal courage. Only American valor could hope successfully to assail
American Union, and nothing but the same
ralor could successfully maintain it.
Vet
iven that heroic devotion might not have
withstood the fiery onset of an equally resoute political conviction. But when Union
if Constitutional vindication, In

THE LAST MY AT GETTYSBURG.

>rganization.

Candidate’s Home.

can

was

In Public and Private.

Morrow

As Stated by Congressman
of San Francisco.

1883. He supplied at Ea9t Readfield and
it Auburn in 1883 and 1884.
He was three times a delegate to the Gen;ral Conference, was a member of the book
committee for four years, and of the cornmit,ee on missions four years.
For 48 years lie
lerved on the board of trustees of the Maine
Wesleyan Seminary, and had been a member
>f the Maine Board of Education since its
.o

slav-

ery which compelled the important compromises of the Constitution. At that time it
seemed to be a passing cloud of controversy,
but it was destined to overshadow the land
and to burst In an awful tempest of wrath
and fire and blood. The other was the sentiment of nationality, as yet uncertain and
vague, but which springing from homogeneity of race, language, religion, aud political
tradition was destined to grow with the marvellous material development of the country,
with the ease and simpficity of popular government, and with the passion and pride of
an English speaking people, until the Union
would become uot so much an ingenious political contrivance as the ark of ths covenant, the sacred shrine of thedeepest instinct
of the American heart.
In all these conditions lay the dual causes
of the civil war. In one view it was a war

Mjcame identical in the
irs with human liberty

mlrds of Its defend
and human welfare,
.ben the stars in their courses, the hopes and
irayers of mankind, fought for the Union,
ind even if the conflict had lasted a hundred
tears the final evont of the mighty assault
lpon the Union would have been typified in
;he last, brave, desperate deed upon this
ield upon this day twenty-five years ago, the

iteady, stern, magnificent, heroic,—hopeless,
(harge of the gallant Pickett.
But that the glory of this day, and of Amerca, and of human nature, may be full.it is

;he veterans and survivors of the armies
whose tremendous conflict interpreted the
Constitution, who today, here upon the field
>f battle and upon Its twenty-fifth anniveriary, clasp friendly hands of sympathy to
mlute a common victory. This Is a spectacle
without precedent in history.
No field of
the cloth of gold, or of the grounded arms,
10 splendid scene of the royal adjustment of
(onquests, the diplomatic settlement of treates, or the
papal incitement of crusades,
rivals in moral grandeur and significance
ihis simple pageant. It Is not for one who
lid not bear arms In the strife to attempt to
express the emotion which fills the heart of
jvery veteran upon this field at this moment
ind which the glowing words of welcome
ind response that have been already spoken
oy those whose title to speak is the highest
possible, have adequately and eloquently expressed. Nor would you ask of me to repeat
to you the details of a battle of which yon
were the combatants, a battle in which every
soldier was a hero, where dauntless courage
md sublime resolve contested every step,
ind where, amid the awful scene, as a
thousand fond traditions tell, the truest and
IVMU'UVJ*
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in life and in death, were

manhood,
llsplayed.

equally

Twenty-five years ago, soldiers of the gray

breaking up

on

the

Rappahannock just

a

month before this day, your hearts beating
high with the joy of many victories, your
hopes bent upon turning back triumphantly
the flood of aggressive war, you eluded the
foe, and crossing the Potomac moved swiftly
forward up the Cumberland valley, your
fires by night flashing against yonder mountains, your long stretched lines by day pressing forward until they hovered around this
spot, reaching In sudden incursions even

the Susquehanna and meditating in
tranquill heart of a great and prosperous
a mighty blow which should
shake the capital, dishearten the people and
across

the

commonwealth,

decide the Issue
practically
last sun of

of the war.
The
June sinking behind the western
mountains saw your force concentrating
yonder to the northwest, perieously near to
this little town and tranquilly awaiting the
dawn of a day of anticipated victory, meanwhile, soldiers of the blue, long-tried, untiring and undismayed, marched farther to the
east and covering the Capital, you moved
northward on various lines, uncertain of the
point where battle would be offered, but
steadily under a burning sun, lookpressing
ing for the foe, undisturbed although upon
your march vour Commanding General was
changed, still pushing Ion toward the spot
which sheltered hitherto in happy obscurity,
was about to be baptised with fire and blood
into a fame as wide and lasting as that of
Thermopylse, and Blenheim, and Bunker

Hill.
The

sun of Gettysburg rose on the first of
and saw the army of the gray already
advancing lu line of battle; the army Of the
blue still hastening eagerly forward and converging to this point. The glory of midsum-

July

filled this landscape as if nature had
arrayed a fitting scene for a transcendent
event. Once more the unqualling lines so
long arrayed against each other stood face to
face. Once more the inexpressible emotion
mingled of yearning memory, of fond affection, of dread foreboding, of high hope, of
patriotic enthusiasm, and of stern resolve,
swept for a moment over thousands of brave
hearts, and the next instant the overwhelming storm of battle burst. For three long,
proud, immortal days it raged and swayed,
drifting from Seminary Hill far around to
Wolf s Hill and Culps Hill, then sweeping
back, with desperate fury striking the Peach
Orchard and dashing with flash and roar
upon Little Round Top, raging in Devil’s
Den, the earth trembling, the air quivering,
the sky obscured; with shouting charge, and
rattling volley, and thundering cannonade
the ground with mangled and bleeding
piling
blue and gray, the old. the young, but always and everywhere the devoted and the
brave.
Doubtful the battle hung and
paused. Then a formidable bolt of war was
on
forged
yonder wooded height and
mer

launched with withering blasts and roar of
fire against the foe.
It was a living bolt and
sped as If resistless. It reached and touched
the flaming line of the emhattlnl hln»
It
pierceu the line. *or one brief moment in
the sharp agony of mortal strife It held its
own.
It waS the supreme moment ot the
peril of the Union. It was the heric crisis
of the war. But the fiery force was
spent.
In one last, wild, tumultuous struggle brave
men dashed headlong against men as
brave,
and the next moment that awful bolt of daring courage was melted In the fervent heat
of an equal valor, and the battle of Gettys-

burg

was

fought.

If the rising sun of the Ith of July, 1063,
looked upon a sad and unwonted scene, a
desolate battlefield, upon which the combatants upon either side had been American
citizens, yet those combatants could they
have seen aright would have hailed that
day
as more glorious than ever before.
Kor as
the children of Israel beheld Moses descending amid the clouds and thunder of the
sacred mount bearing the divinely illuminated law, so from that smoking and blooddrenched field on which all hope of future
Union might seem to have perished utterly,
they would have seen a more perfect Union
rising, with the Constitution at last immutably interpreted, and they would have heard,
before they were uttered by human lips, the
words of which Gettysburg is the immortal
to

mankind, government of the peo«ey from
the people, for the people, shall not
the
perish

earth.
The sun that set on Gettysburg had not
seen. Indeed, the end of the war. The army
that withdrew from the field maintained
from that day a war of defence, but with a
skill, a courage, and a persistence, which,
although they could not summon on either
side braver men than fought at Gettysburg,
called larger armies to the field and demanded still greater sacrifice. The actual tssue
was long delayed.
But not one armv alone
determined the result, it was the co-operation of the East and the West which at
length prevailed. Here at Gettysburg Meade
and his illustrious lieutenants had written
their names in our history. With other
fields the famous captains of the last great
chief of the war have identified their renown;
Sherman, who has out-lived all foes ami
calls every true-hearted American his friend ;
the silent, noble, generous Thomas; Sheridan, our romantic Muiat, our
chlvalrlc
whiidA laitrala

twill

iip.vnm

fading lustre the memory of the bravest of
the brave; and a great multitude of gallant
officers worthy to rank with these and to
lead men as dauntless as the men the;
fought. But by a happy Providence it was
decreed that the leader of all these leaders
and of the united armies should be a patriot
with whom, at the head of a million of victorious soldiers, American liberty was as
secure as

it was with

magnanimity

Washington,

whose

was worthy of his country,
who, dying, knew no section and no foe, and
whose
by
bier, forecasting the happy day
that we behold, walked, mourntag ana honoring, the lieutenants of Lee, his old foemen
in the field. Might a people not justly consider itself the favorite of heaven which, led
by Washington to independence, then torn
by angry domestic strife, should find itself

brought

to perfect and euduripg peace, with
malice toward none, with charity for all, by
the patriotism of Lincoln and the magnanim-

ity of Orant!

Fellow Americans, in telling any part of
the story of America we seem to boast. The
simple statement of the truth sounds like a
fairy tale. Yet could the citizen of any
country exalt his land with more reason
than we?
What other civilized state
stretches from ocean to ocean with such unchallenged continental dominion, with such
a varied realm of natural grandeur and beauty, with so vast a population, so free. M intelligent, so industrious, so contented ? In
older countries, in the soft air of the storied
amid accumulated riches of art, and
terature, and long and romantic legend, the
finest ttower of civilization mav seem to
bloom. But if civilization means human
welfare, the happiness of the individual man,
a fairer opportunity, a nobler
Ideal, a more
equally diffused well-being, then this very
whose truo significance is
America,
year,
fair play for all men, is the century plant of
civilization, covered with the opening blossoms of a greater general welfare than his-

Rast,

tory records.civil

war has but
quickened and
activities. Like
mountains
spring-touched
of snow melting
quietly into the earth, moistening and fructifying the seed eager for the harvest, so
those mighty armies of the blue and the
gray

Even the

deepened

our

prosperous
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CLASS DAY AT COLBY UNIVERSITY.
Students and Alumni Meet Beneath

8millng

Skies

To Listen to Orations and

Then

Play

Brown

De-

Ball Together.
President Robinson of
scribee the

Typical College.

Watkrville, July 3.—Class day at Colby
opened fair. At the church In the morning,
there was an oration by Henry Fletcher and
a poem by Addison K. Lorlmer.
In the afternoon, on the campus, the history was
given by Walter B. Suckling, prophecy by
Royal Tilton, and an address to the undergraduates by Emery R. Gibbs. The parting
At tba
address was by Martin S. Howes.
alumni meeting Larking Dunton, LL. i>.,
of Boston; Hon. Leslie C. Cornish, of Augusta; and Mr. Marble, of Worcester, Mass.;
were nominated as trustees to represent the
association. The officers for the ensuing
year are:
President—K. F. Merrtam, Boston.
Vice President—Mon. J. H. Drummond, Portland.
Secretary—E. W. Hall, Watervllle.
Councilors—Hon. Rouben Foster, Dr. Oeorge
B. Howard, Professor Jefferson Taylor, of Watervllle.

The base ball game by the Colby team
against the alumni resulted 10 to 8 In favor
of the Colbys.
President Robinson of Brown University,
delivered an eloquent oration at the church
this evening upon the typical college.
He
said that for 29 centuries of authentic history the question of education has engrossed
the attention of intelligent and inquiring
minds and has been discussed with remarkable ability. The question consists of two
parts
First, what are the best methods ol
education ? Second, should these methods be
directed to the end of • special or general
education? The Institution of the American college is the answer to these questions.
The presumptive argument against the
American college Is founded on the failure of
many graduates to succeed and also the eminent success of many non-college men. This
is due to different possibilities in the men
and the different aims for which they strive.

Often men are sent to college physically
and mentally weak, whereas men with vigor
oi Doay rush into too business oi me ana
often overcome it bv force.
The college
graduate sees bis profession far off and forgets the connectiod of each day with his final
aim, hence he does imperfect work. It must
be admitted that mnch learned ignorance
leaves our colleges. Such men are not capable of success. Though stored with book
knowledge they are ignorant of the agencies

and realities of dally life.
The colleges
teach dead languages at tne expense of life
and exploded theories, instead of the facts of
science.
The relative value of linguistic and scientific training was briefly discussed. Innu-

"proposed

merable educations are
as remedies for these defects. These are not wholly
remedial. The elective courses of studies
are not wholly
The three
successful.

requisites of

model college

First, an
tyye of manand morally;
second,
thorough course of discipline for the mind, preparing it for any future vocation.
As a third requisite, the
a

aim to

are:

develop only a high
hood, mentally, physically
a strict and

speaker strongly advocated Increased attention to English studies and ably presented
the demands of a more thorough and comprehensive study of English.
The necrology list for ’87-’B8 is as follow:
1830—Caleb Burbank, born at Belgrade, Me.,
died at Stockton, Cal.
1831— Frederick Lord, born at South Berwick,
Me., died at Paw Paw, Mich., aged 77.
1835—Rev. Stephen Bensen Page. D. D., born
at Fayette, Me., died at Cleveland, O., aged 70.
1837-Rev. Geo. WliltefleM Hoswoith. D. !».,
born at Bellingham, Mass., died at Wakefield.
Mass., aged 99.
1843 -Moses Lyford. D. b born at Mt. Vernoa,
Me., died at Portland. Me., aged «8.
1847—Rev. Blkaiuih Andrew Cummings, A. M.,
born at Parkhain, Me., died at Maplewood, Mass.,

.--

aged 88.

1840 Rev. John Rounds, born at Minot, Me.,
Minneapolis, Minn., aged 88.
1887—Rev. Henry Augustus Hart, A. M., born
In Portland. Me., died at Haverhill, Mass., aged
Bl.
1368— Johathan Godfrey Soule, A. M., born
in Bebec. Me., died at Watervllle, aged 81,
1870—William Kmery Murang, born Fastpurt,
Me., died at Nashville, Tenn., aged 38.
1881 -Asher Hinds Barton, born at Benton,
Me., died at Yankton. Dak., aged 20.
1887—Fred Miller Perkins, born at Charlestown, Mass., died at Somerville, Mass., aged 24.
died at

ITEMS FOR HORSEMEN.
Fourth of July Meeting at West Camden Driving Park.
Mr. C. H. Shaw of Winthrop, owns one of
the best yearling colts in that vicinity. She
Is now a little over fourteen months old,
stands lit hands high and weighs 700 pounds,
fn style, gait and disposition she Is a superior colt. She was sired by Hugo, she by
Gen. Withers, he by Almont.
Hugo’s dam
by Henry Clay, by Dean’s Black Hawk, by
Hill’s Black Ifawk. Hugo stands 13-3 hands

trotter. The dam of Mr. Shaw’s colt was by
Whalebone Knox, with a long line of high
blooded antecedents. Mr. Shaw Intends to
exhibit his colt at the fairs this fall.
Few villages, if any, of the size in the
State can boast of better horse stock than
Last year tb«
the busy village of Liberty.
people of that section decided that they
and
a
wanted
trotting park,
today they have
a fine one, on the “Plains,” so called, between Liberty and Montvtlle.
It is a half
Its soli is
mile track and nearly circular.
one of the best description for racing, and
when fitted up it will be a very fine track.
C. F. Ilaley, a well known Lewlstou horseman, is located in Liberty for this season,
and has a fine string of blooded horses to

handle.

He occupies the Mitchell stable In Liberty
Village. Noticeable among the horses that
he will handle U a handsome Gideon mare
belonging to Wm. Collins of South Montville. The mare is nearly black and can
She has never been
strike a good gait.
worked for speed, but will probably enter
some contests this season.
She Is very stylish and high spirited and will probably trot
fast this season. Inez C., the property of
Geo. O. Bailey of Belfast, is anothor of Mr.
Haley’s pets. Inez is a four-year-old, after
Hambletonlan Chief, a half-sister to the lamented George O. and full sister to Klmbrook, record of 2.42 as a two-year old. Inez
is the perfection of a bay, and won second

money at Fairfield last year in the colt
stakes. She is very true gaited, shows evidences of speed, and Is entered iu the colt
stakes at Lewiston. Mr. Halev Is also handling a pacer belonging to Charles Brown of
West Searsmont, a six-year old chestnut
geldlug, by the Cooper horse out of a Knox
mare.
He Is green norse, quite speedy, but
has never been worked.
A four-vear old
colt belonging to Marcus Bowler ef PalerThis colt
mo, is also in Mr. Haley’s hands.
is by the Cain horse, is a black with good
blood and a fine roading mare.
Mr. Ilaley
is just breaking her.
Mr. Haley’s list is

completed by a six-year old mare of good
breeding belonging to John Allen of Waidoboro.

Austin Crockett of
_„

1.1

'PL...

Liberty, has
a

I.

tf

a

LI..*

good

and Drew stock.

HU coat Is a beautiful
dark dappled bay. He certainly will make
his mark.
He weighs 1130 pounds and
measures 16 hands ana three-fourths of an
inch.

Mr. James Carr of Brownville, has the
Nelson colt foaled In Piscataquis
county. He is out of a speedy mare by EmWilliam,
by General Knox; and. fudgperor
ing from his appearance, he will make a
Mr.
horse worthy of bis noble ancestry.
Car has a four-year-old gelding out of the
second

same mare

ing.

by Gloster

that Is

very

promis-

a trot at the West Camden
Park t ilsy, with #351) in purses.
Three minute class, purse of #100, divided;
#30 to first, #23 to second, #15 to third, and
#10 to fourth. Free for all, trot and pace,
divided; #100 to first, #50 to second, #30 to
third, aud #20 to fourth. Fifty will be added
to any horse trotting in 2.27.
The above
races will be trotted on the
day specified,
weather
permitting. In all classes five must
enter and four start
Entrance fee 10 per
cent and five per cent, must accompany the

There will be

Driving

nomination In all cases.
claims the right R> declare

The proprietor
off on ac-

races

count of bad weather.

Richard Nevens, Jr government architect
of the United States court house and post
office being built at Plttsbu'g. Pa., has been
arrested, charged with making fraudulent
claims against the government for work In
constructing the United States government

buildings at Pittsburg.
claims is abont #4,000.

The amount of the

Our readers are reminded that there will
be a special train from Saccarappa to Portland after the exhibition of fireworks there
this evening.

—
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We do not read anonymous letters and commu
nlcatious. The name and address of the writer
are in all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication hut as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

FOR

PRESIDENT,

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF

INDIANA.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

LEVI P.

YORK.

NEW

OF

FOR

MORTON,

COVERNOR,

Congress,

First IHstrict—THOMAS B. REED.
Second District—NELSON DINGLKY, Jr.
Third JMstrict—SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fourth IHstrict—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

thTprUs
-FOR

THE-

CAMPAIGN!.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
will be furnished from now until Sep*
tember 15th, postage prepaid,

FOR $1.25.
From

now

The declaration of the Republican platform that it would be better to repeal the
tax on whiskey than abandon the protective
system is very shocking to the moral sense
of the Democracy.
Yet in almost every
Northern State in which the attempt has
been made to restrict the sale of liquor by
legislation the Democratic masses and the
Democratic officials have interposed what
force they could muster to prevent its success.
Hill the Democratic Governor of New
I
Tork, has twice vetoed a measure of moder
ate restriction’ and almost every Democratic
member of the Legislature of that State has
twice voted against such a measure. The
watchword of thepartyfor the past two years
in the Empire State has been free ram and
plenty of it. In Pennsylvania the same has
been the case. There the Democratic members of the Legislature resisted to the best
of their ability the high license measure
which became a law by Republican votes.
Precisely the same was,the case in New Jersey. The moral sense of the party does not
appear to have been shocked by any of these
things. But the declaration of the Republican platform that it would be better to repeal the whisdey tax, which nobody pretends operates as a restrictive measure at all
and which the Prohibitionists and the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union have declared was in effect a protection to the
liquor traffic, rouses their moral sense to a
pitch quite alarming.

until the November election,

FOR $2.00.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

which is published every Thursday, will
be furnished from now until September

took nlanp

began

FOR 40 CENTS.
The' cash rnnst accompany all ordera
A dress
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
97 Exchange Street,

__Portland, Maine,

*
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Various
Fourth in Portland all alone to himself.
Those Pittsburg Democrats who have beRepublicans should move over Into
New York State. Pennsylvania has Republicans in abundance already. New York has

come

for a few more.

The Boston Globe appears to think that
Mr. Burleigh’s resignation was the result of
Its five column screed on Maine politics last
week. That collection of mouldy chestnuts

influenced nobody. Months ago Mr. Burleigh declared that he should resign if he be-

Republican candidate.

the

fhon

thinks

not

Tho

more

Ihrnn HamcnKiia

to vote against the Mills
bill—Randall,
Koran and Sowden, and the latter is under
concern of mind and liable to be converted to

the Free Trade side. The administration
appears to have done some lively whipping
in.

Father McGlynn is trying to organize an
anti-rent association. He wants five thousand New York tenants to band together and
refuse to pay anything but a fair price for
their houses with nothing for ground rent.
This, Father McGlynn thinks, would bring
the landlords
to terms
and put Henry

COMMENT.

MB.

HARRISON'S NOMINATION.
[New York Tribune.]
The truth is that no more democratic
nomination for the Presidency has ever been
made.
ENGLISH SYMPATHY.
[London Globe.]

Presidential contest has very
![u*e *hefor
little ?
Interest
the Old World. On the
present occasion, however, an issue Is Involved which very closely concerns
Europe,
more
Great Britain. Mr. Cleveparticularly
tH2en
his
stand
on
free
trade, and
“5? “aJ his
although
party managers have considerdown
ably planed
his platform, he is unirecognized in the States as pledged
yersally
to Initiate a new departure in fiscal
policy.
Nor can there be any doubt that he would
act up to this

understanding were he elected.
The central issue of the contest
lies between the maintenance of the
present
fiscal system intact and its modification in
the direction of free trade. And on that
broad question Mr. Cleveland’s candidature
naturally and necessarily carries English
sympathy.
OBN.

HARRISON

AND

[Boston Transcript.]
A feeble attempt to prejudice the chance*
UI uenerai uarrison is that
which holds up
to public condemnation bis course
during
the railroad strikes of 1887. He simply did
what every good citizen should in a similar
emergency. The strikers were in possession
of the Indianapolis depot July 24, and would
let none but mall trains depart. He volunteered to protect property, and commanded
one company of volunteer
militia, and General Gresham another. General Harrison
with leading Democrats who conferred with
the strikers, recognized the men’*
right to
strike, but warned them that they had no
right to prevent others from working. General Harrison interceded to get men released
who had been sentenced to ten days’ imprisonment. Then it is said the old Greenbackera of Indiana will not support the
Republican candidate because of his
currency views.
This is to his credit, as well as his action in
the Indianapolis strike.

Previous to

The total Democratic plurality in the four
doubtful States in 1884 was 13,255 in an aggregate vote of 2,064,875. That is to say, a
change of 524 in New York, or of 2,899 in
Connecticut and Indiana, or of 5,463 in Indiana and New Jersey, would have defeated

Cleveland. There is every reason to believe
that the Republican party is now stronger
in each of these States than it was four years
_

The nomination of Mr. Fuller to be Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court seems in a fair
way to be confirmed by the Senate. Whatever charges were before the committee the
proof of their truth appears to have been insufficient to justify an unfavorable reportIt is to be regretted, however, that the committee did not take definite action one way
cr the other.
It is of great importance that
the man who is to fill the highest judicial
office in the land should go there with the
concurrence of all parties concerned in placing him there that he is morally and intellectually fit for the place.

The oiler of the Portland Savings Bank for
the city’s gas stock is dated June 13, but it
did not reach the city council until a late
hour on the evening of July 2, and it ex-

pired

at noon the next day. Evidently there
was not time for the council to give the mattei the consideration it deserved, and it was
very properly postponed. The gas stock, if
sold at all, ought not to be sold until the
people have had an opportunity to be heard

Ladies’ and Children’s Outside Garments
One lot reduced from
“

the subject, and to discuss it in all its
bearings. The danger of loss from holding
on to the stock is not so great as to call for
action.

The selection of William H. Barnum to
manage the Democratic campaign gives the
New York Sun great joy. “Mr. Barnum,” it
says, “is a protectionist of the most decided
school; he is one of those whom the crazy
free traders were proposing only the other
day to kick out of the party.” Undoubtedly
it was largely because Barnum was a protectionist that he was selected as campaign
uuuuuauucif

a no shujc

UiU

gallic

U1

U16 1USI

campaign

is to be played over again, as far
circumstances will allow. The Kandall
wing of the party is not to be kicked until after election.
as

Tlie Halifax Herald reviewing the career of
Canada since the confederation was formed
twenty-one years ago says:
When the confederacy was formed. Canada possessed 2,380 miles ol railway; but In the twentyof

our national existence we have added
years
10,000 miles at a cost of over *500,000,000. We
have fringed two oceans with an improved coast
service of lighthouses, life-savmg stations breakwaters, buoys, etc., tor the protection of our shipping. we have about 6,800 of sea and inland
coast to be lighted up and provided with beacons
buoys, hells and whistles; uud so thoroughly has
the great work been accomplished that already
we have one light on the average for every ten
miles of coast. We have 60,000 miles of telegraph wire for the service of the public; we are
connected with Kurope by direct eabl,*, and will
soon be placed in similar connection with Uerinuda and Australia. We have extended our postal
system lo every village north of the United States
boundary. We have rapidly developed our manufacturing Industries. We have upwards of
20,000,000 of acres under cultivation; and in
addition upwards of 7,ooo,ooo of improved pasturage. In a word, our capitalized wealth is estimated at *3,260,000,000: and our annual income
one

*r»oo,ooo,uoo.
Tlie Herald points to these tilings as proof
incontestable that the confederacy has been
A much better test howa great success.
ever of the successfulness or the reverse
of the confederacy is the attitude of
While the westthe people toward it.
have been satisfied, there
ern provinces
at

“

.....
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$7.50

to
9.00 lo

EQUALLY CHEAP.
Dress Goods and Silks to be Closed Oul Regardless of Ike Sacrifice.
54 inch Newmarket Cloths reduced from
$8.00 to $1.00
“

......
reduced from
1.50 to
.75
54 inch Hair Line Ladies’ Cloth reduced from
1.00 to
.50
One lot of Gray Dress Goods at half price.
Black Silk Warp Henriettas greatly under price.
......
85 Inch Black Surah Silk
75 cents
One piece 84 Inch S« tin Duchess reduced from
$8.00 l« $1.39
Hamburgs marked down.
Ladles’ Hosiery and Underwear at less than half price for some lots.
Job lot of Parasols about half price.
An examination of our stock and prices will convince any one that
we are determined to reduce it.

This is

a

Great

Call

56

Bargain.

14,

Sizes

early Monday Morning,

the

immediately alter

elected President.

Itepew

’•

Glycerine.14

Marguerite.14
Vaseline.
16
Tar.11
Eau de Cologne..18
Naiades.14
Cuticura
.16, $1.76 per doz.
Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.36
And an immense stock of Tootb, Nall and Hair
Toilet Articles too numerous to mention.

Oil
ij3i

Powder.IE
Sozodont..4«
Brown’s
Toothpaste. ,3a
JewsburyA
Calder’s Dentifrice.
IB
16

16
Lanman’s Florida Water.47
Hoyt's German Cologne.16
Swan Down Face Powder.10
Hiker’s
17
Saunders’
24
Lablache
30
Lazell’s Perfumes, bulk, oz.26
Vaseline.12
Imported Bay Hum, per pint.40
Guppy & Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.06
Oriental Cream.06

Coudray’s Ilrillianttne.30,

.40

Lavender Water.46. .60
Pinaud's
.00, .06
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wine.36
Wine of Cocoa.60
Florida Water.20, .86
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
Laird’s Bloom of Youth.60
1 (rushes, Combs, Puffs and Puff Boxes, and other

Corner

PUPPY £ Pfl

Price*

Our Own
Brown’s
Murray &

UUrri (X UUij

ALL PRICES

and Preble Streets.

-

Largest
T. Hall, J. K. Brown. Sawyer & Dyer, Jas. DeWolf & Co., W. E. Ross & Co.. Jos. H. O’Neil, T
Hooper, Son & Leighton, F. W. Bailey, John Cronin, M. W. Pert, A. T. Archibald, Mary O'Donnell
Mrs. Chas. Mullen, A. R. Alexander, E. M. Akely, Tenney & Dunham, Geo. C. Shaw & Co.. C. W. O
Coding, Tolinan & Co., O. M. & D. W. Nash.
W. & C. It. Milllken, Twltchell, Champlin & Co.,
JOBBING AGENTS
H. H. Ricker
WS&MSm
ap26

Commission Merchants.
CANNED GOODS and DRIED FRUITS.

There’s

tion about that man.
The eight JIazen brothers

no

procrastina-

who formed a
brass-band and went through New York
State in a log cabin in 1840 playing for Harrison, are all alive and most of them In Fond
du Lac county, Wis.
Their ages range
from 00 to 80, but they are hale and hearty
and propose to whoop things for the grandson.

Dr. Mary Willets, a graduate of the Philadelphia woman’s medical college, is the first
of her sex to be chosen to membership in
the Philadelphia county medical society.
The conservative element is very strong in
the society and a two-thirds vote is required
to elect a member; but after persistent

efforts for four years she received at the last
meeting 107 out of the 140 votes cast.
In his latest editorial

the subject of
Engllshphobia, Henry Watterson writes:
“The whole warp and woof, of English society, politics and journalisms, are hostile to
America and Americans; and no self-respecting American can pass a season in London
without feeling it on every hand. If he goes
on*

into
society lie finds himself at a great personal disadvantage on account of his lack of
a title, and can only
gain recognition and
consideration by the adroit and Incessant
flattery of British vanity. If he succeeds in
getting into a club at all, he finds himself
not merely a stranger there, but treated as a
kind of barbarian, not as a welcome
guest.
The very atmosphere is full of that snecies
of supercilious disdain which only your thor
when, safe
c,an,heIeelwithin his own paddock,
can effect a lordliness wholly foreign to his servile nature."

promise

132 STATE

ST., _BOSTON,

CO
UJ
CO

largest and finest assortment of

SOFAS,
Easy Chairs

off any store in Maine, and we know
by actual comparison that we are
giving finer goods

ROCKERS,

in this department than can be obtained else
where at the same prices. We are

selling

Flour at Wholesale Prices!

Reception

We carry the finest line of Canned
Goods,
Preserves, Dried Fruits, Imported Fancy
Groceries, etc., in the city. Call and get onr

Prices-

well as Odds and
Ends of about everything we handle, that

roy2«d«

MUST BE GOT RID OE!

stock may be found

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

of every kind,’ Our long experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best
material. A PERFECT FIT Is guaranteed in every Instance.
We would call special attention to our
Improved pad. By their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA can he retained.

-

CTpRYE,
Portland,

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,
JelO

•

Hie.

M,W&Ftf

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICES FOR FINE GOODS.
Out

-

Bargained !

We offer as an extra bargain a large lot of Men's
2500 Boys’ All Wool Sailor Suits, in 20 different
All Wool Sack Suits in both light and dark colors, and styles, from Levy Bros.', New York, Flannels, Cheviots,
In all sizes 35 to 42, a! the extraordinary low price of | Yacht Cloths, in plain gray, brown, blue and fancy ool; ors, are the
$8.00 Per Suit.
highest class of goods made, are elabortrimmed and are true to name and color. We have
ately
These goods have been retailing for $12 all the seabeen selling these goods at $4.G0, $4.50, $5.00 and
son, and at OUR PRICE TO Orr is less than most
$6.00 per suit.
dealers own them at
Tweeds
and
Cassimere
Suits
Homespun, Cheviots,
Price To-day only $2.50 Per Suit.
In Men's sizes, at only
I

10.00 Per Suit.

These

nice, high grade business Suits, and at
the price are only two-thirds of what they are worth.
1000 pair Men s All Wool Pantaloons, mat'e to
retail at $4.00, now offered at only]
$8.00 Per Pair.
are

Extra quality Cents' fine Black Alpacca Coats, in
sizes 33 to 44, at only
$1 50, $2.00, $2 50, $3 00, 350 and $4.C0.
100 dozen Boys' Shirt Waists, regular price 50
cents, now offered at only
85 Cents Eacli.

Like values are unknown in the annals of trade. Ho!
for tennis, 500 blazers, vests to match, stripes, blue,
red and tasteful combinations; price till now $3.00,
choice for

$5.00

PER

SET.

The sale agency of tills world renowned instru*
went.

These are the best Teeth manufactured in the
world, and the prices lor these teeth the past M
teen years have ranged from $10.00 to $15.00
and even $20.00 per set. 'Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Filling $1.00 and upwards. Silver Fillings 60
cts. to75cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 50 cents.
Appointments by mail will receive prompt attention.

Dr. F. J. BONNEY,

•

complete

SAMUEL THURSTON,
^

<

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Dentist,

Jyl6

Je29

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of Clothing in the United States.

255 MIDDLE

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

—

AND

1888,

REVERE HOUSE

week if
want
fou
any of the
a ibove at the
greatest

BOSTON.
Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

yon

Top Chimney.

| A dealer may say
and think he has
others as good,

r

„
d3m

J

*

Insist upon the Exact J.abel and Top.

N^TIUVTQ

Fob Sale Everywhere. Mare

GEO. A. MACBETH & GO.,

Made of galvanized iron and copgm. Strong upward draft. Exhausts foul air, odors, gases, steam,
etc., from mills, stores and dwellings; cures smoky
chimneys. Perfectly storm-proof.
Galvanized iron and
gutters.
copper cornices andillustrated
Sheet metal work for buildings.
Send for
Circular.

Pittsburgh, R*

[which hare now only Owe Yeas more

to run]
avalllns of the premium
realized upon them, as a few

to the Importance
which can now be
months hence they
alL We think It is

of

will command no premium at
also Important to convert the

Cent

[which

Bonds,

have but little over Thick k Yeabs
to run]

now

i>u

UUUUII

Ui«

|HC9CiU

111£U

piOHUtUD

which must gradually and surely become less as
they approach maturity. We are offering some

excelleut securities which we can recommend to
holders of above bonds, or la exchange for any
other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
nappy to communicate or confer with them regarding such exchange.

my29

Prak'.I.Iaad, Peril..at Harter.
0. H. Kxowlto.n,
....
Manager.

AFTERNOON and EVENING,

commencing Monday, July 1, the

WALTON & EDWARDS
Trans-Atlantic

Tickets, Including admUsIc*,.
ADULTS 30c.

CHILDREN

We.

»OIVT HAIL. TO ASH HUH THKh.
ur
__

I HE ulwlJOYS ARE COMING'.
Together with all the Startling

and Remarkable
Attractions of the Famous Historical

"Wild West” Shew,
Now Gloriously United With

ami rtnm
Laurel

Crowned Arenlc. Zoological and
Htppodrouiatlc Aggregation!

Magnificent Presentation of

the

seme

ntupen“*

Street,

Portland,

Me.
dtf

MANHATTAN TRUST COMPANY.
NO.

10 WALL STBBET, NEW YOBK.

CAPITAL..»1.000.000
DIBBCT0B8:

__

0. French, N. Y.
H. W. Cannon, N. Y.
R.J. Cross N.Y.
John R. Ford, N. Y.
H. L. Higglnsou, Boston. T..?. Coolldge, Jr.,Boston
Augustus Belmont. Jr., N. Y.
K. D. Randolph, N. Y.
James O. Sheldon. N. Y.
C. F. Livermore. N.Y.
A. S. Rosenbaum, N. Y.
C. C. Baldwin, N. Y.
Wm. l)owd, N. Y.
Chas. F. Tag, N. Y.
Samuel R. Shipley, Phlla.
Henry Field, Chicago. R. T. Wilson, N. Y.
John I.Waterbury, N. Y.
Francis Ormond French. President.
John I. Waterbury, Vice-President.
Authorized to accept and execute Trusts of every
F.

description.

Trustee for investment anti management at real

and personal estate.
at interest subject to
the Clearing House.
Registrar and Transfer Agent.

JJeppsits
Je29

checgue through
eodlmF.M&W

4 PAW and the “WILD WEST’’ Coiibind

BONDS.

Will Exhibit, Afternoon and Evening, at

820,000

Androscoggin A Kennebec K. K.
Maine Central R. R. 5s.

6s.

Dae 1983.

PFRIDAY®’JULY20
Will also Exhibit at

87.000

Maine Central R. R. Consols
Rid Regiilcrfd.

7s.

Biddefurd, Thurduy, July Itt,
As«s*IS, Mslardny, July fl.
Hanger. Vlee,lay. July A3,
Wuseryllle, Tuesday, July‘At,
l.ewiaisn, Wednesday, July 11.

825.000

Portland Water Co. 40 year Cold
CfRpRi

4s.

Registered.

mad

2OO-SC0UTS. SOLDIERS and SAVAGES-20O

85.000

Portland Water Co. tfs.
For Sale by

Appear In the Thrilling Equestrian Drama,

Due 1891.

H.M.Payson&Co.

Hawker., 311 ExckaagcBl.

mylT

CUSTER’S

LAST

or, the Battle of the Little

dtf

RALLY !

Big Horn!

Presented with all the Vivid Realism and Startlin* Effects of the (irlglnal Production in New York
Lily, where It was given 153 times, under the
Management of Mr. Adam Forepaugh, with Brilliant and Unparalleled Success!
^
a

STEINWAY
AND

HARDMAN

Greatest gathering of Scouts, Cowbeys, Cowgirls,
Crack Shots, Vaqueros, and Real Blanket Indians,
this side the Rocky Mountains! Triumphantly reinforced with PH. w.n. V. CAR.
V K H. the noted ex-Chlcf of Government Scouts,
and Dead Shot of the Plains.
ever seen

PIANOS
and several other well-known makes.

ILL THE FAMOUS FEATURES OF THE
GREAT FOREPAUGH SHOW I
rhe Splendid

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

Furnishing Co.,

Oat,.

PARCHED FARINOSE

53\?SE

Prepared

for table

in

two minutes.
Wheat Graham Flour, roller proceed.
Be sure you get Schumacher's Oat

ileal,

S&WOm

■Mi

ATKINSON, General Muuager.
atf

Portland. Me.. July

lunl

I

F.M&WCiu

SUMNER,

exchance

etmsj.

on

a

margin of 3 per emit.

upward*.
mall

or

telegraph

Specialty.

a

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

MpMConBroM **•»

Rolled

8. M. Pennock h Son, N. E. Ayt’n, Boitoi.

&

Bo,ton.

Mas|iS

DAVEMENTS, STONE,
■

Plum

34

Triple Circus—The Mammoth DouMenagerie-the 8oul stirring Hippodrome
Races—the Terrific Gladiatorial Combats
—the Marvelously Trained Fighting,
Dancing and Clown Elephants, together with all of

ble

ADAM

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOfiKS

Whit®

Wheat, Cracked Wheat, Pearl Barley, Rolled Barley, Rolled Oats, Hominy, Yellow Granulated Corn
Meal, in original packages. Sold by all Grooers.

of

j

INSTALL-

on

WOODWARD

and

ROLLED AVENA

or

MENTS.

Ordert by

^*

Organs.

can

Bought and told

_

THE
the Synchronous Time
at the

GREENWOOD GARDEN OfERA HOUSE.

SWAN ft BARRETT,
186 Middle

For CASH

< Jor.Pearland Middle Streets,

J«a»

E. VAN NQOROEN & CO.,
Harrison Ave., BOSTON, Mass.
stockholders

O.

ever

ATKINSON
House

only iy

feti’i?_MWF&wtf

of the

O. Gt.

July, ,# Kupir. Unit, P«>
laud, IHe.
Friends are Invited tolotn I, this delightful excursion. Trains leave Grand Trunk depot at T.IO
and 9.15 a. rn. Tickets from Portland $1.00; half
rates from other points on line.
jy3d0t

is on each Pearl

91.00 A DAI UP.

Meeting

XT.
the tlh ef

m

PICNIC

THE

BUT HE HAS NOT.

Annual

GRAND EXCURSION

/This exact Label

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegaut suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentleadded, and first-class

Jan23

”t

4

All others, similar are imitation.

men’s cafe and blUlard-room
In every respect.

383

DOW’T Fill. TO AMK FOR THK.Vf.

Jv2

^ knew.

I’hisistheTopoftheGENUiNE
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.
r
eo
apr27

1 bargains

_

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

KOOJIS Fit 071

this

ADULTS 30c, CHILDREN 10c

lyg_

—

State of Maine 6s, due 1889,

mar29_

Company will be held
office of the company in Oils city on Wednesday, July 11 at 2 p. in.
dtl

Portland 6s, due Nov.

KjjunimA

$1.00 Per Suit.

Standard Clothing Co.,

will be paid at our office on presentation. We
would also Invite the attention o( holders ot

and NOT
FOR THE PROFIT.
Come

4

Bouts will leave Cuitom rouse
Wharf every half hour.

Maturing June 1, 1888.

SELLING,

Congress, Cor. of Brown.dtf

IN THE OPERA HOUSE

10.30 a. in.11.30,4.00 and 8.00 p. m,
Two bands of music, Bon-Bon .Shells. Fire Balloon
Chinene Feast of Lanterns, Unique Marine
Fire Works, 13 Mammoth S*-r Piece*. Japanese
Day Fireworks, Punch and Judy for the Children.
14 HOURS OP SOLID PUN !
Providence Shore and Clam Bake served Every
Day at the Garden.

EVERY

£3 WW V

PORTLAND.
85 Cents and

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

0li?.,,.gra0.veliuB

v

EveoingljtaiBmer Carnival!

SHOWS

tudtf

FOR THE SAKE OF

I MAC C.

Largest

possible.

fiVV All
wv

(ttt

TUNING TO OllDKK.

as

We think this so necessary that to make
S*

<*. B.-A.h far the Bl'HDETT ORGAN

$1.50 until closed.
1000 Boys' Sailor Suits, bought of Levy Bros., New
York, in blue, collars worked with anchors, sires 3 to
12 years, price until now $1.50 and $2 00, your
choice until closed

These goods are just
as
valuable to the
buyer, but of less
worth to us, as our
] itock
MUST BE as

S .8* White’s, H. D, Jnste’s, anil Johnson II Land’s Best Teeth-

4991-2

Bargains,

Securities!

87,000

■

GrESO

Chairs,

All Day and

LEWISTON 6s SPECIALTY COMBINATION!

as

CO
our

—

dec28

tnre,

TEAS and COFFEES

MASS

eontl

drawn and Letters or Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities in Europe.

crowded
Store'
houses.
We find we
have
also a great many
Odd Pieces of Furni-

Lowest Prices!

PEAK’* ISLAND.

cluding Admission,

work, particularly in United States 4 1-2
Per
our

Finest Stock!

Greenwood Garden,

Hosts will Lea re Canton House Wharf
Every Half Hoar. Ticket*, In-

STERLING EXCHANCE

a#

AND
6eod3m

*J-

COMPANY

Investment

to pay.

aniAiin#

JULY 4tll! JULY t!

^lTLANO-

DEALSItS Of

We are taking stock,
which necessitates the
handling of the Furniture two or three
times, which is an immonso

Bis Attrition!

4

•

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

your

dtd

WoodburyA Moulton

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

WAIT THE
GOODS, WE WAIT
THE
ROOM.
We
want
the
cash
or

J®'*7__

Continuous Entertainment from
lO a. in. to 10.30 p. ,ii.

lelO

STREET.

At 2.30 p. ib.
The programme will consist ol 18 sports, and
among them a
\99 lari!» Daab. Running High Jump. Broad
Hammer, Hack Ra.-e, Potato
Bar Vaulting, and a
Mn1vTtiror?L*n.K ®*** toBall, amatuer
in the state,
any
p.or&i.tot wbleh
SUrtsa
may be sent to J. E. I)oldr. Entrance tee *1.00. Book closes June 80th.
Lor sal® bY members, 26 cents |
tor sale Monday,
rents;
? <TUu'1
at
9 *• m- »* Palmer's shoe store.
7
*’
,£u

fnr

AND

A.

We carry the

t jn.ru

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
•ther First-Class Securities.

Stoves

COMPANY,

Store!

PTr'hanvw

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Whitney Building,

■

nr

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.,

YOU

205 Federal St.,

advise the holders of

these Bonds to sell

at the

iJ?J>'-rIhrorln‘'

1891.

other securities.
We hare on hand a
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trust
Funds, and would be pleased to have the
holders of the above mentioned Bonds
communicate with us.

Chamber Sets,

TELEPHONE SOX 33.

FREDERICK C. HOWE & BR0„
BROKERS

to reduce

—

WEDNESDAY, July4th

First National Bank Building.

GRocrma

Congress

v

—

PORTLAND BASK BALL (jROlNDB,

as they apth® Pr*®« will decline
premium will be wiped

ont.
We therefore

0» THE

Portland Turnverein,

d3t

interest, and that

pr?ff?LmatPr,tJr
until the whole

Ranges.

MARRINER &

Pay.

Two and OnB-quarter Per Cent

AND

GUARANTEED.

EXCHANGE

1.AD1EI

Carpets TRUST

180 Middle Street 182

NEAR

July «th

m,

PORTLAND

C.J. FARRINGTON,

next

Articles.
Hood’s Tooth

of Chevi-

from $3.00 to $12.00.
See our line of Thin Coats and Vests.

A NEW CARD TO THE PUBLIC

y

3p.

We beg to call your attention to the
fact that the above mentioned United
States Bonds at the present price yield
only

Parlor Suits,

ship equals any custom garment.
We have a very large line ofIShort Pant
Suits, ages from 5 to 16 years, prices

^^__end

Article*.
Price.
Lubln's Toilet Powder.15
Perfumes, bottles.66
bulk, per oz.29
Soap.28, .42, .60
Pear’s Soap.13, .16, .19
!“
Shaving.18, .20, .45
Violet Powder.16i
Colgate’s
"
Caslunere Bouquet.16
Perfume.26
Violet Water.88, .70
Kosodora Water.38
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
Soap, Kosodora.14
Pansy.14
Cashmere Bouquet.21
Spermaceti.30
Violet.30

us

both American and Foreign
and which are made up in the
most approved styles. The workman-

■ URES Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache,
W- Neuralgia, Nervous Waakneaa, Stomach
Prlc« $100. Sold by Druggists.
Liver Dieeesee. Rheumatiem, Dyepapeia, and all affection* of the Kidneyi. WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. Prop’*
BURLINGTON. VT.
lanll
eod&wrnmly

quality—

elegant line

an

V

line of

Goods,

Paine’s Celery Compound is not a cathartic. It is a laxative, giving easy and natural
action to the bowels. Regularity surely follows its use.
Recommended by professional and business
m6n
mod for book.

the

our

in

ots

CONSTIPATION

“The bast advertisement for an article is
consideration is price.”

1C.

We have got

Paine’s Celery Compound strengthens the
stomach, and uuiets the nerves of the digestive organs. This la why it cures even the
worse cases of Dyspepsia.

V

y

by helping

up in sizes.

DYSPEPSIA

7th,

DUE

^ ^ ^

v

DOVER,

SATLeuaY,
at

United States 4 1-2
Per Cent Bonds,

But find time to say this
much:

d3t

ATHLETIC MTS
—

TO THE HOLDERS OF

IN A HIVE,

Has the best line of Men’s Youths’ and
Boys’ Clothing to be found in Portland.
The Young Men who have neglected
to get their Summer Suits should do so
at once, before our stock gets broken

1’ainky. Celery c\>mi«.i ni» p,nixies the
blood. It drives out tin- lueiie ue.U, which
causes Rheumatism, umi lectures the bloodmaking organs to a healthy condition. It is
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

kidney complaints.

In

should be

have all the sizes.

’88i

FOURTH OF JULY!

risAaciai..

16 1-2.

J. FARRINGTON

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

iimue

16 and

i

Pains’s Celery Compound quickly restores
the liver and kidneys to perfect health. This
curative power, combined with its nerve
tonics, makes it the best remedy for all

bells,

Speaking of Presidential candidates the
Washington Critic says that Benjamin
means “fortunate,” Levi means
“associate/'
Allen isn’t scriptural aud Stephen means
“crowned.” It is also noticeable that all the
candidates except Mr. Harrison are sons of
preachers.
An aspiring citizen of Trescott,
Kansas,
wrote to Chauncey M. Depew on the l!)th of
June, filing an application for the postmasshtp at that place, the appointment to be

we

1-2,

’88.

■.KAtil/K.

vs.

FBIDAV,

(8 1-4

RHEUMATISM

_

FBHIAY and

IF YOU WILL, YOU CAN SAYE

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS

The solemn bells of Sainte Marie.

“The world is full of want and woe!”
Rings back the jangling voice above.
“God gave the world to us below
With song and gladness, Joy aud love!”
Respond the birds,
The glad, wild birds
To the chanting bells of Sainte Marie.

while

15

i*2_

Paine's CeleryCompou nd is a Nerve Tonic
which never fail*. Containing Celery uud
Coca. those wonderful nerve t-tixnuiants, it
speedily cures all nci veus disorders.

B.

When sweet and clear on wings of air
The matins of the birds respond;
“Awake, the day so gay and fair
The day of life and joy has dawned!”
Thus trill the birds,
The careless birds,
The merry birds of Sainte Marie.

1-2, 15,

X. John Little & Co.

WEAK HERMES

"Arise ye, holy priest and nun!
Know’st not the day is here again
In which hard duties must be done,
The day of troubles, care and pain?”
So ring the bells,

Soring

14

buy tlckete °* commute#
Je3d2t

ball.

\ASII1A

BUSY AS BEES

BROS.

f

wliarf.UltS 3B cent3’;

and

dtf

Responsive Service.

Now sharply breaks on silent world,
In stern command, their
mighty tone;
•‘Oh, wake, ye braves with dew-drops pearled;
Rise up, ys flowers; lor night has flown!”
So call the bells,
The gloomy bells,
The proud old bells of Sainte Marie.

WE ARE AS

at

Jl'LY 4th.

HOPEJSLANI),

IVItK.rATK

5.00

OTHER LOTS

TURNER

selling

been

their Annual

on

BAS£]

$1.00 EACH.

$1.00

THE BELLS OF SAINTE MARIE.

O’er Rougemout glows with beams of lire
The Sun's celestial majesty,
And turns to glittering gold the
spire
Which shields the bells of Sainte Marie.
The booming bells,
The clanging bells,
The haughty bells of Sainte Marie.

on

Jly3

ALMOST GIVEN AWAY.

on

precipitate

Hathaway’s Laundried Shirts,
$1.25 and $1.50 each, to close at

Taking Stock.

AND

BY B. H.

will go

dim

We offer our stock of

AniNKnioT*.

The Free Baptist Sunday School

MERRILL, Nos. 115 and 117 Kennebec St., Foot of Preble.

RAILKOAD

THE

AVUSEUKHTS

PICNIC TO

STRIKES.

George’s theories into practical operation in
the country.

ago.

1e6

decisive, as a vigorous pursuit of the retreating foe might have made it, assuming that

_

■'IBIVITIKK.

LAUNDRIED
SHIRTS!
GREAT MARK DOWN

J. F.

on

the Union troops were in condition to follow up their advantage, its advent marked
the|high watermark of the rebellion, and
when on the night of the third day the Confederates faced southward the waves of the
great civil contest had begun to recede, and
the ending of the struggle with the overthrow
of the confederacy had become
merely a
question of time. The backbone of the rebellion was broken. Of the great generals
who led the Union and Confederate forces
only few remain. The most have gone over
te the majority. Meade and Sedgwick and
Sykes and Hancock are all dead. So are
Lee and Ewell and Hill. But Sickles and
Slocum and Howard still live and were present at the reunion which closed
yesterday.
The only noted Confederate general there
was Longstreet.
Indeed he is about the
only Confederate officer of prominence who
fought at Gettysburg who still lives. Of the
great battles of the civil war, the conflict at
Getttyburg will ever stand out as the most
prominent. It was the turning point of the
rebellion.

Ei.i.ANtum.

HATHAWAY

Merrill’s Improved Dry Air Hard Wood in three styles aud four sizes of each; with an established
reputation of 20 years: 3000 iu use in Portland, and giving universal satisfaction.
ine largest stoek in Maine to select from. Do not
pay Freight, Carting and Commission, but buj
direct of the manufacturer, aud get me that is warranted and save from 26 to 50 per cent.

nnsaf nnntUAt

CURRENT

From now until the November election,

Congressman Dlngley

REFRIGERATORS.

J uly 1,1863, and closed on the night
of the third. On the fourtli the Confederates
retreated.
Though the struggle was not so

FOR 25 CENTS.

came

.mst
_

The reunion at Gettysburg closed yesterday with the oration of George William Curtis, which Is published in full elsewhere. A
quarter of a century has elapsed since the
events which this reunion so vividly recalled

1 util)

room
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EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
For Representatives to

has
been
the
abundant proof
that
maritime provinces, especially Nova Scotia,
have not found it to be all they desired or
expected. Nova Scotia has once voted to
secede
and rautterings of discontent in
that region have by no means ceased.

Street.

FOREPAUGH, JR.'8

Sensational Specialties, Including his Di'lng
30 Horse Bareback Act, the Rope Walking Blondtn Horse, and the

AMAZING FEATS OF “ECHP8*,”

TRAPESE

rhe

LEAPING

HORSE J

tjr-See the Combined “Wild West" and Fore>augb Parade at 10 A. M. on the day of exhibition

, icre.
lonal
•an

Altogether the Most Remarkable Procesever seen on the streets of an Amer-

Display
City.

Admission 60c; Children, under nine, 26c. Cheap
tound Trip Excursions on all Lines of TraveL
ee Local Agents for Particulars.
Two Exhibits Daily, at usual hours. For the accommodalou of the nubile who would avoid the crowds on
he ground, General Admission and Reserved
eat Tickets can be secured at Stockbrldge’sMuslci
lore, at the customary slight advance.

ty-SrsowGr
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Day aad Dale

j PORTLAND,

FRIDAY,
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The iouowing are to-day’s quotations ot Governsecurities:
United States 3s
..
New 4s, reg.
187%
New 4s, coup.
127%
New 4%8, reg.107%
New 4%s, coup.107%
Central Pacific lsts.
113%
Denver & R. Gr.tUts......119
Erie 2ds. 96%
Kansas Pacific Consols.108%

ment

...

WEDNESDAY MOltNINW, JULY 4.
WIT AND WISDOM.
In a city school not long ago a member ot the
committee asked the class widen was under examination the question:
"What Is the cause of the saltness of the
ocean?”
Soon one little girl, flushed with the discovery
that had flashed upon her mind.
“You may tell,” said the committee man.
“Salt fish,” said the pupil.
The Opening of the Campaign*
To open the campaign with any hopes of speedy
success, attack the enemy, malaria, before It has
An obstinate |foe ’twill
a chance to intrench.
prove If yon don’t go right at It If you are prudent, too, you will Have fortified, upon the first Intimation of its presence In your neighborhood
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters Is the medicinal ammunition that you require. Every form of malarial fever yields to this fine preventive and reme
dy. For constipation, liver complaint, dyspepsia,
nervousness, and kidney trouble It Is no less effective.
Residents of malarial localities, and
persons sojourning In or bound for the great
West, should select this medicine as a means of
defense against the frequent visitations of miasma.
Those in delicate health, the aged and the
enfeebled, should in every instance resort to this
signal invigorant. Use It for weak nerves.
fellow once tried to kiss a Quakeress.
said she, “thee must not do It.”
“Oh, by Jove! but l mast,” said the youth.
“Well, friend, as thou hast sworn, thee may do
It; but thee must uot make a practice of It.”
A voung

“Friend

Why

Liver

Little

don’t you try Carter’s

positive cure for sick headache, and all the Ills produced by disordered liver.
Only one pill a dose.
Pills?

They

are a

Rome one threw a head of cabbage at au Irish
orator while he was making a speech once. He
paused a second, and said:
“Gentlemen, I only ask for your ears, I don’t
care for your heads!1’
He was not bothered any more during the remainder of his speech.

Derangement of the liver, withcoustL
pstlon, Injures the complexion, induces pimples,
BfUlUtt 3ILII1.

nUIIUBV 111,

Little Liver Pills.

UtUBV

UJT USlllg

One a dose.

OregonTNav.

July

Am. Express.107
Geutrai[Pactflc. 30
Chesapeake A Ohio.
Chlcago A Alton.183
do pref
.166
CUlcago, Burlington A Quincy....112%

140
107
80

133
166

112%

24%

16%
24%

Delaware/.Lacka. & Western....128%
Denver A ltlo Grande. 16%
Erie

.....

IlllnolA.CenVral.ii®
10

!1®J4
10%

Ind. Bloom & West.

fSSSS.*""’.'

gg

teSSai'tesss:::.”: IP’
Michigan Central. 79%
Minn

&

St. Louts.

do

pref.

4%
19
71%
80%

Missouri (Pacific....
New Jersey Central.
Nor. Pacific common.23%
do pref.. 51%

Northwestern.106%

Norihwestern pref ..188
New York Central.102%
New York. Chicago & 81. Uiuts.. 14
•do pref.
fil
Ohio ii Miss. 19%
Out. & Western. 14%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l. 23%
Pacific Mail. 82%
Pullman Palace.169
Beading... 68%
Hock IsUuid.1(0%
St Loulsak San.Fl an
28%
do pref. 66%

dolstprf.118%
St Paul...... 63%

tnef .102%
Sc Paul. Minn & Man.101
St. Paul & Umaha. 84%
BL Pau'IA Omaha prf.102
Texas Paclflc(new). 20%
Union Pacific. 64%
U. 8. Express. 71%
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific_ 13
do pref. 23
Western Union.76%
do

g

8$
79%
4%
9

71%
80%
23%
61%
106%
137%
102%
14
61
19

14%
23%
82%
168%
68%
102
28

64%
113

64%
102%
100%

34
100

20%
64%
71%
12%
22%
76%

New York Minins Stock*.

[By Telegraph.]

FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Lldskolf
and Midas, Portland lo Monte■Barks
video for orders, lumber S10V4.
Bark Martha Keed, spoolwood to Clyde at private terms.
Bark John E. Chase, Hoboken to Portland, coal
76c and discharged; thence to Bosarlo with lumber at 911%.
8chrs Uov. Hall, Minor Bell, F. L. Blcli&rdson,
J. B. Hamel, Jr., B. C. Cromwell, Philadelphia to
Portland, coal at 90c and discharged.
Schrs Wm. A. Marburg and Kebecca J. Moulton, and Bark H. A. Litchfield, Baltimore to Portland, coal |1 06.
Brig Henry B. Cleaves, Kennebec to Philadelphia, Ice Boe.
Schr Grace Webster, Portland to Glen Cove,
empty bbls 8c.
Schrs Ariadne and A. B. Weeks, Kennebec to
Philadelphia, Ice 60c.
Schr A, Heaton, Kennebec to Philadelphia, lee
600.
Schr Samuel Dilaway, Kennebec to Baltimore,

liil.r O

IQOQ

ThAlfAllAwnnA

a.a

dosing quotations lor mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal..
33
Hocking Coal
18Vi

Hmnesiake.
10 00
ontai in.30 oo
9 ho
do preferred.
34 Vi
Amador.
2 40
Sierra Nevada. 4 on

Quicksilver

—.

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, July 2.—The following Is a recapitnlation of the public debt statement Issued
to-dav:
INTEREST-BEARING DEBT.
Bonds at 4V4 per cent.
Bonds at 4 per cent.
Refunding certificates at 4 p. c.
Navy pension fund at 3fp. c...
Pacific Railroad bonds, 6p. c...

Principal.*1,016,146,102.00
Interest.

11,624.206.28

Total.*1,026,770,217.28

DEBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE
MATURITY.

Principal.

*2,496 093.26

Total.

*2,664,363.12

168,267.86

Interest.

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
Old demand and legal tender
notes.
*346,737,823.60
Certificates of deposit.
14,415,000.00

(Jold certificates.
119,897,377.00
Silver certificates.
200,887,376.00
Fractional currency Jess *8,376,934.00, estimated as lost or
destroyed.
6,922,643.82

Principal.

Washington,

Kennebec to

ice

*689,360.213.32

TOTAL DEBT.

70c.

Schr A. J. York, Portland to New York, copper
ore and empty bbla at private terms.
schr Lucy A. Bavls, Clarks Cove to Norfolk, ice
at private terms.
Schr Bobert G. Bunn, Baltimore to Boston, coal
tl 06 and discharged.
Schr Eva May, Baltimore to Stouington, coal
•1 06 and discharged.

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOB THE WEEK KNBING JULV 3.
Flour is quiet, but firm at unchanged figures.
There is au Improved demand from the country,
In
where stocks are reported extremely light.
Grain, there lias been an easier feeling for Corn
and prices have dropped. Sugars have been firm-

Interest.

11,792,473.14

Total.*1,717,784,793.72

Less cash items available for
reduction of the debt.
Less reserve held for redemption of United States notes..

*348,979,672.37
100,000,000.00

*448,979,672.37

Total.
Total debt less available casu

.*1,268,806,121,35
103.220,404.71
theTreasury,
Debt less cash in the Treasury
July 1, 1888. 1,166,684,666.04
Debt less cash hi the Treasury

items.
Total net cash in

...

June 1,1888
1,180,014,159.08
Decrease of debt during the
month.
14,429,502,14
Decrease of debt since June 30,
1887,
*113,884,080,38

Coffee Is dull with Bio quoted %c lower, while
Jaya remains steady and without quotable
change. Molasses is firm at quotations. Teas are
quite firm; some new Teas arriving, which command higher figures than some grades ot old.
Provisions steady and firmly held. Cheese firm
and a trifle higher. Burning Oils Vic better.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. July 3.1888.—The following are to
day's quotations oi Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00®17 60 [Short cuts 17 60®
17 76: backs 17 76@1800; light backs 17 00:
pork tongues 18 00.
Lard—Choice 9c »> ft in tcs; 9Vic In 10-lb palls;
%9«9%c in 6-lb pads; 10®10V4C in 8-lb palls.
Hogs—Choice city dressed bogs 7%c
lb;
counlrv do at 7c.
Hams at ll®12c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams 12@12Vic.
Muirer—Westerujextra
creamery at 20®21c;ext
1 IY
»/ lx
A .nto
D/Sl1 OI/
I...

imports.
BARRINGTON, NS. Scbr Harry Mathers—
2071 cases canned lobsters to Portland Packing
Co.

at 1 be; do seconds at 16c: do factory, cboice at
16® 17C t flo fair to good 15®16c;N York and Vermont eitra creamery 21®21 Vic; do ext firsts 19
®20c. The above Quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices

_mm.

«...
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Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. July 8.1888.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 40 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con
pectlug roads 111 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday's quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening..*.

79%

Aug.
79%

Pec.
82%

Closing.

{£}>
7M%

78%
78%

81%
82%

July.
47%

Aug.

aESSf::::
Lowest.

OOSJf.
June.
Opening....
Highest....

47%
46%
47%

47Vi
46%
47V4

lowest.

Closing.

48%
47%
48%

OATS.

June.

jj®.
89%

Opening....
Highest.
lowest.

Closing.

Jh’s

Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Julv.
79V»
79%

Opening....
Closing.

...

Aug.
79%
79%

Pec.
82%
82%

COBN.

July.

Opening.

Aug.
48%
48%

41%
47%

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
79%

Aue.

4«i%

Sept.
80%

79%
80%

72%

79%

80

80%

80%

July.

Aug.
48%

Sept.

..

COBB.

47%

Opening.
Highest.

Sept.

48%

80

Op-mug.
lllgUeM.
Lowest.
Closing.

48%

49

Lowest.

47%

Clnslug.

48

48%
48%

s.

80%

80%

49%
49%
49

49%

OATS.

July.

OpeuhiK
Highest.
Lowest.

30%
31

....

30%
20%

Closlug...

Portland Dally Press Stuck List.
4/orrected by SWAB A Baubktt, Baukers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
8 T O C K B.
Asked
Par Value. Hid.
Descriptions.
Canal National

Bank.10O

163

166
144

Casco Nat. Bank.loo 142
114
First National Bank.100
47
Suueierlaud National Bank.. 40
Merchants' National Bauk.. 76 118
National Traders’ Bauk.100 182
PorLiaud Company.
96
80
Portland Gas Company. 60
BUN D 8.

48
119
134
100
86

stale ot

lira

aiaiue

os.

tine J»su

....

l@2c higher.

Foreien Exports.
KOSAKIO.SA. Bark Ella—*62,406 ft lumber.
BUENOS AYBES. Bark Sherwood- -875,2«» it
lumber.
Bark Vstawa—663,187 ft lumber.

...i02

Portland City Us.Miiniclp’l vanousloO
Pori land City 8s, K. K. aid l»o7...123
Portland City Funding 4s.1016k
Bath City Us, Mini, various.102
Hath idly Cs K. U. aid various_luj
Manger City ns, long K. K. a'd....] 18
««jgor City fis, longMuu.120
BellWd I Ity 1,8, U. H. aid. 104
And. A Ken. K. k. Us, vgrious.
108
Portland A Kim. It. K. «s, 1886. 100
d,eeds & Farining’tu K. H. Us.loo
Maine Central it. k. 1st mtg 7s.. 119
Maine Central K. It. C< nsol 7a....131
Maine Central k. k. Hkg Fund Us. 106
Water Co.
Portland
“
2d mtg.Us. ...103
-•
■
3d tntg.us... .110
"
Consol 4s.

life

116
126

10264
106
iv)3
iio
'22

106
lu4
111
111
121
133
108
106
112
98

CLObeese—Northern choice At 9c; lower grades,'as
to quality; Western at 8®bVic; new sage at 9c.
Jobbing prices Vic blgber.
Eggs—Eastern eit lYV4®18p; some fancy nearby stock biglier; Eastern firsts at 17c; ex Vt
and N H 17Vi@18c; fresb Western at 1GV4®
17c; N 8aud N Bat 17c; Michigan cboice 17c.
Jobbing price lc higher.
Poultry—Cholccspring chickens 23.25; Northern diressed fowls at 12Vs®14c;
Western iced
fowls lie; dressed ducks 13@18c; live fowls at
11c; live chickens 20; Hve spring ducks at 12®
Beans-choice small N V hand picked pea at
2 90@3 00
cboice New York large hand
picked do 2 85® 2 90; small Vermont handpick
ed do at 3 10®3 16.
May—Choice prime hay 1 u 00; some fancy $20;
fair to good at <18 00®$18 00; Eastern tine $14
®(16; poor to ordinary $13®$16; Eastlswale 10
®fll. Bye straw, choice, at 24 00®$26 00; oat
straw 10 00® 11 00.
Potatoes—Best old Maine, New Brunswick aud
Nova Scotia burbauks, and prolific* at 50®66c;
choice cheuangpes In bags at 46®50c: other old
stock 40c; new $2 60®2 75 $> bbl for [cboice Nor
folks, 1 75®2 23 for fair It, good,

•jt.bush:

Domestic Markets.
NEW

YOltll.

iBy Telegraph.}
July 3, 1888.—Flour

inurket-

.eceiots 14.389 package.; exports 2848 bblsaud
2<)10 sacks; moderately active; sites 23flfi bhls.
clour quotations—Erne at 2 060 2 75. supernuc
Western anu suite 2 JtnuJ < O: common to giOt
extra
Western and State at 2 9l)®3 40; good to
eli#:ce co at 3 50®60<>; common ;to cboice
Whltelwheal Western extract 4 40®4d9; fancy
do ai 4 4Utg6 PQ, common to good extra <Jhm
at 2 95.6 tit; imjujuon to ihoiee estra St L< uts
al}2 96 a 6 00; paten’ MlUhesota extra g.xxt to
prime at 4j60e4 75; choice, to fancy ao at 4 80
'aft JO, others unchanged; ^including 12,500 bbls
low extra ,.f 2 05®3 39oo city mills extra at 4 s»
®4 (10; 4900 bblsjV.lnnesota extra at 2 75a6 00;
6900 outs winter wheal extra at 2 76®.ft *••; 926
bids n mo cue at 2 36®6oO; 12 0 nt a ;md»4
2 05®2 76. Southern flour steady ; common to fair
extra 3 20a3 80; good to choice do n| 3 9' ®6 CO.
Bye Hour uulet. Whrai—receipts 10 bush: exports 87.828 bush; sales 129.000 bush; higher;
No 2 Bed at 89V4®89% • delivered, «8'/4®88ViC
store and elev, 89®89Vs fob. Use dull, Unrley
Is quiet.
receims 141,800 bu b; exports
114.936 bush, sales 213,000 mi; steady aud fairly active, closing easy; No 2 at 63% a64c delivered. Oais-receipts 147.103 bush, exports 670
bush; sales 138,n00 bush; closed steady. No 3 at
35, do White at 40c; No 2 at 36V4c; White do at
40Vk®41V4c; No 1 at 36c;Whtte do at43c;Mixed
Western 84®38c ;White do 4<>®46c ;No 2 Chicago
36%c. Coffee dull,
CI1K AGO. July 3 1988^-Tbe Flour market—
Wheal Is firm and higher; No
in better demand.
2 Spring Wheat 7»Vi«80c: No 2 Bed at 80%e®
ato
sic. Chid active aud higher: No 2 at 47Y«c.
Bye at Meter No2.
mproyu —No 2 at 30%c.
Barley—N" 2 at 63e. Provisions weak and lower
-Mess Pork at 13 46, Card at 7 97Vk®8 00 Dry
salted shoulders at 6 00®U 26; abort dear sidt I
7 86®7 90. Whiskey at 1 20,

itectiiDta—Flour. Ift.tiOo hbla: whftat. lo.OfO
i-u-11; corn 110,OCO bush; c ats 82,000 hi 8: rye
2,"0i> hush; barley. 2.000 busli.
Shipments—Flour. 14,000 t>bl.: wheat, O.OuO
bush: orn, 168,mo,bush oats, l45,0O‘i bt sh: rye
4 000 bush, barley 2,0'iu bush,

ST. LOUIS, July 3, 1888.—The Flour market
Is quiet. Wheat quiet light trade: No 2 Red at
BlV4@82e. Corn higher but glow: No 2 Red 45114
a4tic. Oats better at 32V4@33. Whiskey steady
St 1 14. Provisions are dull; Pork Jobbing .4 26.
Lard nominal at 7 76. Dry salted meats—shoulBacon
(lersjat 6 0O@8 00; short clear at 7 87 Vs
—shoulders JT37 Vi ; long clear at 8 37Vi@8 40;
short ribs 8 35(0,8 46; sliart clears 8 55@8 G2ViHams 11 00®12 5U.
Receipts -r lour. 1,( 00 bbls, wheat OJXlo bush,
orn 13,000 bush, oats 31,000
ush. harpy, OOOO
bush,rye ooon bush.
wheat ti.utO
sbtpnieuls—Flour 10,000 bbls,
hush,'corn «,00< J i.usli; oats 9,OoO hush, alley
h.iiisi bush, rye 00.000 uusli.
DETROIT, July 3, 1888—When-No 1 White
80V4c:No2 Red at Stic. |Cori!-No 2 at 49Vic.
Oats—No 2 at 34Vic

{By.Telegraph.]
The
danv:

lollowlng quotations ol spicks

New York
d<< nrel

are receivet

Receipts—Wheat

bush,

3900

ORLEANS, July 3
1888,—Cotton is
quiet; middling 9%c
SAVANNAH, July 8. >LH88.—Cottou Is Orm;
middling 0% c.
CHARLESTON, July 3. 1888.—Octou Is quiet;
NEW

386k
116

Aten.,lopeka

and Santa

Fe

Kailroad.

866k

212
Boston A Maine It.
Boston A Cowell Kailroad.*166
Portland. Baco Si Portsmouth U.119*
Chicago, Burlington a Northern. 48
*198
boston dt Albany.

Old Colony Kailroad.'ASS'*
«Vb| leiennone. 228
14Vk
Mtstjean Central.
Marne Central Railroad.ISO
166k
Wisconsin Central.
1176k
Pastern Kailroad.
Plat A PereJMarquette Kailroad com. 89
«< trei
*1006%
'laluuiet Si Heels.*240
tu.’UurniaHoutbeiu Kailroad. 40.’
666k
Meg, "kn Central 4s.

•Ex-dlv.''1®11*1-_
Now York t„'OK

*rd

Mcr.ev Workct

fB/ telegraph.]
NKW YOKK, July 8> 1888.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging ir«n 1 to 16k Per cent .last
loau'.at 1. closing offered .'1 1 P«r cent. Prime
jnercamtie>
paper 3@G per
dmi and
dull
toonctaEI£5“K

steady

and
(/overnmen..
stock
Kailroad bonds dull and a9*
market closed
intensely dull but steav?v» generally
at slight fractions better
opening prices.
at the stock kxenange
gated 35,800 shares.
steady.

MEMPHIS, July 3, 1888.-moth,n steady;m tillug at 97kc.
MOBILE, July 3, 1888.—Cottou nominal: mirllln* 9%c.
_

and New Knalapd Kailroad.

Mol.

heading

Clear.(26(3828
2d clear.$20(0,323
Pine.

Hoops—

New 14

It

Shingles—

"*26

X cedar....8
Old
#20@$23 Clear cedar.3
Short do 8 It «UKs*12
X No 1.... 2
7 It
|8 I No 1 cedar. 1
Pop’r staves *12®?] 4 | Spruce. ...l
12 I Laths—
Spruce rough
Oak lihd
Spruce....I 2 0082
staves
*12 50@* 14
Ijimc-Omesl.
Cordage.
1
Lime IP cask..
Ainer’u
ft
l
11®12 l Cement.
Manilla
tlalrlir*.
12V4@13Mi
Manilla Bolt Hope 14
Star, |p gross
Russi uo
16®17
Dlrtgo. 39(3
Blsal.11 ®12
ill rial a.
copper—
Druit and Urn.
14x48 coin
l
Acid Oxalic
14x48 plan12@14
tart....
ished.
60® 62
Ammonia—
Bolls...|_
carh. 16®20
i Y M sheatn
Ashes, pot.. «%®
8
YM Bolts..
Bais coaDia.. 70® 76 I Bottoms....
Beeswax. 30® 33 (Ingot.
Blch powders
5 ;Tw—
Borax. 10® 12 I Straits..
2J
Brimsione_2 Mi®
a I
Kngllsb. 21(5
Cochineal_ 40® 46
Char. 1. C .0 76*

16
Ob
60
60
4

..

■

3 I Char. 1. X
8 00<5
88
Teme.8 26® 770
12® 17 1 Coke.6 25,'a 660
70®1 26 Antimony. 14® 16
15® 26 I Zinc.7 00@8 00
Camphor....
28® sc ! Solder Mi xVi.
820
Myrrh. 60® 66
yiolasnra.
Opium.3 25S3 60 I Porto Klco... 28® 40
Shellac. 26® 30 IBarbadoes.... 30® 32
IlldigO. 86®1 00
24® 26
Iodine.4 25®4 38 I Bolling. 20M821
Ipecac.
.2 00 i KancyiPouce.. 38040
Licorice, rr.. 16® 20
Nail..
Lai ex. 84® 40 iCask.2 1 ho2 26
Naval SltorrH.
Morpmne.2 40®2 06 I
Oil bergamot. 2 76®8 00 iTar V bbl.*..3 25®3 60
Cod liver.1 60®2 OC ICoal Tar....3 60&3 76
Lemon.2 26 a 2 6C
iiu.ra
-■ itr.._
nr
IWU. Pitch....300®3 26
Pel) in.2 76® 3 DO I Rosin.3 00@4 00
Wintergreen..2 20®2 3C Turpt’ne, gall 41® 48
Potass br’mde 40@ 48 Oakum-0Vi@10t4
Chlorate. 20® 22
Oil.
®8\4
Iodide.3 10@8 26 I Llnseeo. 62® 67
72 I Boiled. 55® 60
Quicksilver...
Quinine.
63®5S I Sperm.Looul 15
KtrUuebarb.. 76® 1 61 ■ Whale. 60® 60
40 IBank. 30® 3o
Kt snake.
Saltpetre. 10® 16 I Shore. 28® 33
30 IPorgie
Senna.
® 33
4® 4Vi I Lard. CO® 70
Canary seea..
Cardamons. ..1 00® 1 76 I Castor.1 25® 1 30
Soda. bi-caib.3% @6% INeatsfoot. 0(1® 1 00
Sal.Vi# 3 I Elaine. 52® 60
PainkSul pur.2 Vi® 3 Vi
Sugar lead... 20® 22 Pure gro nu ldC25®C 76
White wax... 66® HO Pure dry lead6 00®6 25
8 Eng Ven lied.
Vttrol. blue..
6®
3® 3V4

Copperas.l'A®
Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.
Gumaraolc...
Aloes cape....

87®

ICienluegos....

36®
26®

Vanilla, beau. $7®S'3 I Red Lead
7® 7V4
Am. Zluz.6 00.87 00
Ourb.
Rochelle Yellow... 2Vs
33
No 1.
Mice.
30 Rice, p lb.... 6V4® 7
No 3.
No 10.
120 Rangoon. 5V ®5%
1«
Maleratu*.
8 oz.
20 ISaleratus.
10 0Z.
6@6>A
Ouap*wdrr-8li«l.
Spice*.
Blasting.3 60®4 00 Cassia,pure.. 15® 17
Sporting.6 25@66 60 Cloves. 26® 28
Olnger. 13® 16
Drop shot....
7
Buck.
Mace. 75® vo
Nutmegs. 65® 70
...

Bay.

Pepper.

22®

20

Starch.
Pressed.812®i 14
Straw........ « B@* 11 Laundry.; 8*£g7Vi
Tea*.

Common. 2 Vi®2 Vi
KelUied. 2 Vi® 2 Vi
4
®4Vi
Norway..
Cast steel
.12
@16
Herman steel 6
@7
Shoe steel....
3
Sheet iron—
Common.... 8V4@4Vi
H.C.. 4@4li

Souchong.

18®

Japan..
do choice..

25®

35®

7

a.

8

Flour.

Superfine sna

low grades. 2 06@4
X Spring and
XX Spring.. 4 35@4
Patent Spring

30
40

Tabacco.
>

Best brands..
Medium.
Common......

60® 60

30@

40
30

Vi Natural leaf.. 60®
Crain.

70

25a,

Russia..13Vi@14 Halfip.......

lialv.

60

Oolong. 20® 30
do choice.. 35® 60

H MutCorr.
00 Corn, bag lots..
Meal, bag lots
60 Oats,car lots44

'Oats, bag lots

62 863

00807
..64®C5

®45
r|48®49

Cottonseed,
car lots. .25 25®25 60
Mich, straight
do bag .20 00® 27‘>0
roller .6 0O@6 86
clear do_4 75® 6 00 Sack'dBr’n
car lots.. 19 00®20 00
stone ground 4 60®4 76
do Dag. ..21 00®22 00
St Louis st’gt
rouer.5 13@6 26 Middlings. 21 00®24 <>0
clear do....6 00®5 26 do bag lots.22 00826 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.6Vi@6 60 PorkBacks... 18 26® 18 50
Fish.
risor
it r,iu
u
Cod. V qtl—
Mess. ...16 2&816 60
large Shore 3 7 6@4 00

Wneats.6Vi@6

60

M

Uonlrl

Ae.ro

OnrA

A.

Kft1

H 0 I_
Ex Mess.
00

8 008 8 60
Small.3 60*4
Plate....
Pollock.3 50*8 26
0 0089 26
Ex Platt
9 60@10 00
Haddock.
Hake.2 00*2 25 Lard-Herrins ||
TubsV #..8%®9%c

Tierces_8%@i»vic

Scaled v bx..
No 1.

00*001 Palls.8%@9%c
Hams V lb 11% @12
Mackerel »>bbl—
do coveredl 2%814
Htaorcls.18 Ci0@20 00
Shore 2s.16 00®17 001
Oil.
Med. 38.
$10*12! Kerosene—
Kel. :Pet. 7V4
Laree
$12*14' Po
Produce.
Pratt'sAstT.^bbl. 11
Oranoerrt escape Cod 00 00*00 001 Devoe’s Brilliant. 10%
jea Seans.. .3 00*3 261 Llgonla. 8ya
Medium,...2 60*2 761
German md2 60*2 761 Centennial. 8%
Fellow Eves.2 60*2 76|
Raisins.
potatoes, Br'bnks«0&70' Muscatel_ 2 268 3 36
White Brooks 60*091 uondon Lay’r 2 86@3 26
P K Islands
8V*89c
66*60! indura Lay
NewPotatoesS 60*3 761 Valencia...,.
7@>%
Ber Unions,ct2 25*2 401
Sugar.
Turkeys.17*181 gntnuiateo ® ft.7%
Chickens.12*161 Extra C.6Tk
Fowls.11*141
Seeds.
Red Top... .$2% @$2 Vs
Geese.
1 Timothy Seeds 0083 10
Ducks.
Clover. 8%@12Vac
Apples.
*4 76
Kussets,
Cheese.
Vermont— OVsffil 1
@
Fancy Baldus I
Evaporated I'll, 8® 10c M.Y. factory 9%@11
...

Sage.11

@12

Butter.
Lemons._ Creamery® lb...20@22
Palermo.6 00*6 60 lilt Edge Ver....20822
Messma.6 00*6 60 Choice.17818
3ood.16817
Malaeers—
I Store.16@16
Oranges.
®>
Florida.
l
Eggs.
Valencia
1 Sastem ex”
17818
*
I Can&Western
Messina and Pa17@18
Palermo Vbx.6 00*0601] .lined.

Westernland.New York. Antwerp. ...July

4

Haminpnla.New York..Hamburg. ..July 6
Clenfuegos.New York. Clenfuegos July 6
Citv of Atlauta...New York..Havana—July 6
Athos.New York. Kingston....July 6
Santiago.New York..Hav &|Mcx.July G
City ol Columbia New York..Havana ....July 7
Etruria.New York..Liverpool...July 7
MINIATUKK ALMANAC.
lK*‘wttter
Sun sets.7 271H

JULY 4.

I.

8 03

SSUiS

MARINE^NEWS.
PORT OF PORTLAND

TUESDAY, July

3.

Arrived,
S
ole of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB,
via Eastr- " for Boston.
Sell Lucy A Davis, Luting, Philadelphia—coal
to Me Cent Kit.
Sch Bewail, Ulmer, Boston.
Sch Harry Mathers. Smith, Barrington, NS—
canned lobster to Portland Packing Co.
Sell Helen Maria. Alley. Jouesport for Boston.
Sch John Cadwallader, Cole, Sullivan for New

York.

fauna & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell-J H
Blake.
Cleared.
Sell C V Minot. Hathaway, Machias—J H Blake.
Barque Ella, Lewis. Kosario—It Lewis & Co.
Barque Sherwood, llr) Douglass, Buenos Ayres
Frank Dudley.
Barque Yslawa, (Nor) Sveunegns, Bueuos Ayres
W & CK Milliken.
Sch Minnie C Taylor, Quinlen, BtJolm, NB, to
load for New York -Gallagher & Co.
SAILED—Barque Sherwood; brig Kesultaao;
Beiis J K Smith, Mabel Hooper.
Sell

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

SACO, July 3—Cld, sch K A Dennison, ColemanBoston; Casste Jameson, Kcckport.
WISCASSET, June 30— Ar, steamer Lincoln,
CofJIn, Boston.
July 2-81d. sch Niger, Adams, Boston.
July 3—Sid, sells Pearl, Barter, Bath; Ira D
Sturgis, Blaisdell, New Haven.
EASTPOKT, July 3—Cld, sch Portland Packet.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE,
Sid [m Illogo May 9, barque Adolph Obrig, Peterson, Boston and New York.
At Yokohama June 8, ship Win J Kotch, Gibbs,
lor Tacoma.
Ar at Hong Kong prev to June 30, ship Sachem,
Bartlett, Cardiff.
Sid May 27lli, ship Titan, Allyu, for New York;
29th, barque Escort, Waterhouse, Iloilo.
Passed Uiingeness 1st Inst, ship Reaper, Sawyer, from Tacoma for Antwerp.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, July 3, 1888.—Consols 99% for
money and 99 11-lti for the account.
VONDON-July 3,1888.-U. 8. at 4s, 130; 4Vis,
109 Vi.
July 3.—The Cotton market—
PLIVh.RPoOI.,
business moderate; middling uplands at 6Vid: do
Orleans at 6 9-ltid; sales H,uOO bales; speculation
and lexport 1000 bales; receipts 16,000bales.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
For the week ending July 3, 1888.
PUot
do

arvaa.

Bhlp.4Vi@
Crackers

Pipe.7

jptb..«&8Vi

<

Meal.

PfirT.6

l.eoihrr.

I New

Franklin.

Lehigh.

6

#7 80

Slaughter

75@tiOO! Goodd'ingd.

Coffee.
Klo. roasted 18 @21

Am

Sherman, do; lvauhoe, Carter, do.
PORTLAND, O-ln port 24th, ships 8ea King,
Getchell.for New York; Jas Drummond, Curtis,

22:
23

Copeland,

;

19®

_

20

call. 00® 1 00
I.umbrr.
South pine,30 00340 00
java do.... 26 ®28
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Uhhd shooks and hds—
Cppers. *66<a*65
Select .$43®*6o
Mol. city.., 1 60® 1 76
Bug. city... 06<a1 06
Fluecommou$35@t40
Bug. s’d shk 60® 70 Spruce....S13U14
Pine sugarHemlock.*ui»12

Fall River.
sch G L Drake,

Goldthwaite, Fall River.
2d.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3d, sells Hattie H Barbour,
Hazeltlne, Kueeiaud,
Prescott
Fletcher, Bangor;
Belfast.
Cld 2d, brig H B Hussey, Hodgdon, Weymouth.
RICHMOND—Ar 2d, sch Kensett, Clark, from
Ar

Kennebec.

Lane, Dyer,
NORFOLK—Ar 30th, sch Carrie
Portland.
Ar 2d, sch B R Woodside, Wade, Maine.
A

FOR

MALE—$600 buys stock, lUtures and
FOR
team of first-class cash grocery and provision

actually worth $800; cor. 2 streets; low
rent; a great bargain. W. F. CAKKCTHKRS,
11 Court St., Boston.
4-1

store

male-$1600 buys V4

1AOR MALE-$1,000 buys a handsome fruit,
I1
OnitfanflAllOrV onrl nlnni- at.
mIaa U...
......

Washington St.,

Euii; good prolltable
business, and well worthy ol examination; come
aud see It. J. McGRATH, 28 School St., Boston
29-1

beach; *300 pays

r«

TO LET
Cottage on Little
Diamond Island; seven rooms; all furnished; will be let for the summer. Inquire of L. F.
LUNT & CO., i> and 10 Union

COTTAGE

Wharf_3-1

TO LET-Westbrook 1’ark,
Falmouth, Me., 4Vi miles from Portland;
near water; fine beach for bathing and boating,
fishing; pure spring water; stable to accomodate
6 horses; steamer Alice will touch at tills place
four times each day. Address E. T. MERRILL,

COTTAGEM

L_

IT

BACCO

Portland,

CHEWING AND

BOTH

FOR

SMOKING, YOU'LL

EITHER

HAVE

TO

A POOR CHEW OR A POOR SMOKE.

IF YOU CHEW,

TO
ett

O Honesty

DON’T

BE

TOtage,

LET—Upstairs
TO
one-half of stable,
on

NELL, 79 Commercial St., Portland.

eod&wlytopofcolcd

known

corner

or

June 16, lat 24 40, Ion 66 13. brig L F Munson,
McKown, from New York for Demarara.
mr I\ Ik NT

ar* A!*****

w

n

m

M.. —

our

size

SAFE CO., Cincinnattl,
FOR

O._myl8W&83m

DALE-Pagoda tent, in good condition;
FOR
16 feet square, with 6 foot walls; complete
set of
poles ana

Middle

W. E. ULMER, No. 188
pegs.
street, Canal Bank building.
3-1

R MaI,B-100 thousand cabbages. 60 thousand celery plants, by KENDALL & WHITNKY, cor. Federal and Temple slreets.
3-1

FO

WALE or TO I.KT-A yacht. Enquire of FRANK JOSEPHS, Preble House.

FOR

_8-1
RACE—The residence of the late H. O.
at Woodfords; 2 storied
brick
house with ell and stable; grounds finely ornamented; lot about 120x100 *eet; cars every 16
minutes; will be sold at a great sacrifice lo close.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.3-1

FOR
Wheeler

TTtOR WALK OR TO

LET-Remington type
wilier, ivu. a, wiin iame, patent Kiiee-sout
copy holder, all in good condition; writes capital and small letters. Apply to W. E. ULMER,
No. 188 Middle street, Canal Bank building. 3-1
jl

and

wm

Body covered

raw.

I

going

Uured

tell you of the extraordinary
change your Cuticuka Remedies performed on
me. About llie 1st of April last I noticed some
red pimples like coming out all over my body, but
thought nothing of it until some time later on,
wheu it began to look like spots of mortar spotted
on, and which came off in layers, accompanied
with itching. 1 would scratch every night until I
was raw, then the next night the scales,
being
formed meanwhile, were scratched off again.
In
vain did I consult all the doctors hi the country,
lint without aid. After giving up all hopes of recovery, 1 happened to see an advertisement in the
newspaper about your Cuticuka Remedies, and
purchased them from my druggist, and obtained
almost immediate relief. I began to notice that
the scaly eruptions gradually dropped off and disappearedone by one, and have been fu lly cured.
1 had tile disease thirteen mouths before f
began
taking the Cuticuka Remedies, and in four or
five weeks was entirely cured. My disease was
eczema and psoriasis. 1 recommended the CuticuiiA Remedies to all In my vicinity, and I know
of a great many who have taken them, and thank
me for the knowledge of them, especially mothers
who have babies with scaly eruptions on their
heads and bodies. 1 cannot express In words the
thanks to you for what the Cuticuka Knmedii.h
have been to me. My body was covered v ith
scales, and I was an awful spectacle to behold.
Now my skin is as nice and clear as a baby's.
CEO. COTEY, Merrill, WIs.
Sept. 21. 1887.
Keb. 7, 1888,—Not a trace whatsoever of the
disease from which 1 suffered lias shown itself
since my cure,
UEO. COTEY.
am

to

We cannot do justice to the esteem in which
CuTicuha, the great Skin Cure and Cuticuka
Soap, an exquisite Skill Beautitier, prepared from
it, and Cuticuka Resolvent, the new Blood
Purifier, are held by the thousands upon thousands whose lives have been made happy liv the
cure of agonizing, humiliating,
itching, scaly and
pimply diseases of the skip, scalp and blood, with
loss of

hair.

Sold everywhere.
Price, Cuticuka, 60c.;
Soap, 26c.; KESOLvent, 81. Prepared by the
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston,
Mass.
E3&C" Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases," 64
pages, 60 illustrations, and 100 tesiiinonlais.
DIMPLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped and
oily skin prevented by Cuticuka Soap.

1IM

I CANT BREATHE.
Chest Pains, Soreness, Weakness,

Hacking Cougfi, Asthma, Plurisy and

Inflammation relieved la one aliaale by tile Ualirura
Auli-Paia
Nothing like it for Weak Lungs.
nrci c_

MALE.—The

valuable property formerFOB
ly occupied by E. 8. Hamleu. situated at 278
one

Block.

30-1

B « A L E—The very best Gent's $3,00 shoe
to be found iu this city. Congress, Bals and
Button. This shoe is warranted in every respect,
solid leather insoles and counters, mat top, seamless. J. p. WELCH, 425 Cocgrcss St.
30-1

LINIMENT
FOR

INTERNAL
■Ajsro

EXTERNAL

USE.

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Erer Known.
KT CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarsenoaa, Influence, Hacking Cough.
Whooping Cough, Catarrh. Cholera Morbus. Dysentery, Chronio Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
gpinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back. Lameness
and 8oreneea In Body or Limbs. Circulars free.
X. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.
—

containing

ress

30-1

St._

committee wishWANTED—Entertainment
ing music for concerts, church
society
or

entertainments, evening parties, picnics, etc., can
find cornetlst, soprano singer and pianist by
addressing L. A C., Press Office._28-1
farmers In want of
mowing
WANTED—All
machine
horse rake to examine the
a

or

a

Kelley mower and the New York champion rake
at KELLEY’S Agricultural Works,
Kennebec
street: they are way ahead of every thioginthe
uuirKHi.

zb-2

LOST AND FOUND.

Cape Cottage and Exchange
street, a lady's black satin shopping bag.
containing a Japanese portemonnate with $10, or
more, in money; also a memorandum tablet. The
Under will be rewarded bo leaving it at 32 EX
CHANGE

LONT—Between

STREET._3-1

Juue 27th,
LOUT—On
Charm. The finder

Portland Commander)*
will be rewarded by
leaving the same with MR. CAKNKY, Masonic
Hall.2-1
a

a

car

MALE-The grass standing between
Portland Street and the Sacearappa road
and west of St. John Street. Enquire J. HOPKINS SMITH, Room No. 2, First National Bank

people
FOUND—That
subject to Kheumatlc
much in the
ache

FOB

Bonding,30-1

some
the same

658 CONGKESS ST.

at

80-1

generally who are
Neuralgic Pains,

or
summer as In the
ot it, as Newell’s

as

There is do necessity
will relieve every time.

winter.
Mixture
Kind It at WAY’S DRUG

STORE._29-1

July 3rd

4.06; Hartford 4.11; Canton 4.26, and (Mlbertvllle 4.35.
BKTCKN1NQ—Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 a. m.|
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m., 13.16 p. m.
STACIE C9NNECTIOSS.
DAILY
From W. Minot 10.is) a, m. and 3.30 p
m. for llebrou Academy;
BuckBeld 3.66 p. m.
for W. Sumner aud Turner; Canton 4.37 p. m.;
at Cerv 6.30; Dixfleld 8.00; Mexico
arriving
n fin
alsn tnr D»or«nn>. Mill.
T i—,__

re-

Block.

__30-1

MAI.E
Desirable cottage
FOB
Diamond Island, both open and
also 5
—

lots

on

MAI.E
A centrally located boarding
FOB
bouse, containing 12 rooms; newly furnished
within
—

sale, tbe furnishings and good
will of house: a good opportunity to engage in the
busiuess. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange street.
a

for

year;

29-1

The peroxide of stlieater, lie
only arlicle that will positively destroy the
potato bug without Injury to man, beast or the
vines; price d cents per pound. C, B. DALTON
& CO., 27 Preble street, city.
23-1

Fob

MAI.E

STATES HOTEL.

Big

assessment
acres in common, situated on the
lots;
shore. Big Cbebeague Island; good lots. N. 8.
GARDINER, 4 Exchange street.23-1

—

MALE—A desirable property consisting
of two story house and ell with outbuildings
ai d four acres of laud.
Enquire of W. P. NEWMAN, at W. Falmouth.
23-1

FOB

male— Aullque mahogany furniture,
such as bureau, round front; side-boards;
tables; and chest of drawers, a hundred and fifty
years old. For particulars enquire at Counting
room 428 FORE STREET,28-1

FOB

MALE—Pigs and shoats by G. M.
STAN WOOD & CO., 2til and 286 Commercial St.
28-1

FOB

29-1

BOARD.
BOARDKHH WANTED—In
SlnqKR
good location, 2 miles from Gorham village,
board and
a

good
very nice water, receive mall from
post office every day, terms reasonable. Address
lor further particulars, MBS J. K. MESERVK,
Gorham, Maine,_
3-1

looked after. Address MBS. WILLIAM COLLINS, South Gorham, Me.
2-2
few gentlemen boarders In
WANTED—A
private family j good rooms and centrally

a

located; (near the park.)
Box 1314, City.

29-1

BOABD
Parties wishing sumboard In a pleasant place near river

ST91H1ER
where there
mer

Address W. 1L. P. O.

—

Isgood fishing and boating privileges,

find same by addressing C. M. CLARK or A.
0. BUTLER. Muscongns, Me.25-3
can

VRVEBIIBfi HOl’NE, Fryeburg,
now open; beautiful situation; mountainous scenery; many pleasant resorts; piazzas
shaded by magnificent elms; orderly house; neat
rooms; pure spring water and good fare; at reasonable rates; send for circular. M. P. JOHNSON, Proprietor.20-4

THE
Maine;

some

street._

NELL, Uoruam, Me., Box 4, one and
from depot. City references.

half

one

mile

18-0

Wanted.
transient or permanent; table
board by the meal, day or week; furnished
rooms let with or without board.
Appply at
jly2dtf291 SPRING STREET.

MALE—Farm of 80
early tillage BOARDERS,
FOB
land; 40 acres under cultivation; balance
wood and
acres

pasture; large 2 storied house, 18
plenty ol outbuildings; 6 miles out; must
be Bold tor $1500, including farm tools; title perfect. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
rooms:

EDUCATIONAL..

_23-2
HUNT,

Strou water.

Con-

on

A. F.
18-3

MAI.E—A good story and half house
with 2Vi acres land, five minutes walk to
horse car, school house and hall. For particulars
inquire of CHARLES O. WOODMAN, I.unt’s
Cor., Ocean St., East Deering, Me, Also cottage
on Long Island to let,
14-4

FOB

Pleasant residence at Nason’s
FOB
Corner; good 2Mi story house and nice sta
MALE

—

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

W.

COLCORII

143 PEARL STREET.
]au24

4tt

FOB
iruiii

A ,1,1

KllltlVl'nltn

,'i.„

STIIVV

vniTM

oc6tf

lot oil State St.
desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Pine street:
tor terms applv to J. S. KICKER.
feb22tf
MALE

House

IWU
Brick house and very
180

and

Dye House For Sale.
House of Newburyport,
years, fitted with
work and doing a
good paying business; extra chance for good dyer.
Address A. M. TUFTS & CO., Newburyport,
Mass.
Je22dlui*

Newburyport Dye
THEmodern
Mass.; established eight
for

Horse For Sale.
sound

HITCHING’S STAdtf

leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
and 6 p. m.
E. B. MALLETT, Jr„ Manager,

has had some experiNone others need
Congress St.
30-1

who

WANTED—Boy
In shoe store.
401
a

ence

BROWN,

single man forty
WANTED-By
situation
foreman
age,
a

as

a

on

a

years of
farm or

preferred; thoroughly
Sentienian’s
erstauds the care of horses, and driving; good
residence

un-

painter; rough carpenter; strictly temperate and
first-class references. Address J. W., Press Office

You

sufferer from any of this list of symptoms,
some of which warn you that you are liable to an
attack of Apoplexy ? Dizziness or Pressure In the
Head, Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of Heart. Pain in Region of Heart with Feeling
of Suffocation, Ringing Sound In Kars, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially tho Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and In 8ide, Pain In Small
of Back or Hip, Dry Cough, Flatuleuce, Sour
Stomach, General Debility, Loss of Appetite, Ac.,
a

YOU
be cured by purchasing a bottle of ANTIAPOPLECTINK and taking It according to
directions. It is strongly endorsed by the leading
physicians of Montreal, as the only " Apoplexy Preventive, and Is everywhere regarded as a sure cure
for Paralysis, Heart Dlseaae, Rheumatism,
can

Pectoris, Chronic
Bronchitis,
Lifer Coniplalut, Kidney and Bladder
Troubles, Sciatica, Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For sale by all druggists. Price fl.OOa bottle, six
bottles for S3.00. Send to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON
& CO., Enosburgh Falls, Vt.. U. S. A., for circulars
100 Emergencies price 15 eta
and testimonials.

FOR DIAMOND

ISLANITANO

from 16 to

being

and after MONDAY, June 11th, and
ON further
notice, the Miraaser Ida will
follows:

Address with

references, "GRADUATE,” Advertiser office.

WANTED-For Bangs New
Self-Wringing Mop am Amylou. None but
first class canvassers need apply. ALLEN K
BANGS, No. 20/Middle 8t., Portland, Me. Butterick Pattern
20-4
Room._

SALESMAN

collect small pictures to
copy and enlarge in crayon, India ink and
water color; salary paid aud outfit free. Address
With references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Main 8t., Bangor, Me.
14-tf

WANTED—Men

to

—LIMB FOB—

until

California, Japan, China, Cnntral

run as

(Sundays excepted.) Leave Burnham’s
Wharf at 6.00, 7.00. 8.45, 10.00 a. m., and 12.20,
Leave Casco
2.00, 3.00, 5.00 and 6.16 p. m.
Wharf, Diamond Island, at 8.30, 7.40, 0.15, 10.20
a. in., and 1.30, 2.30, 3.20, 5.45 and 6 45 p. m.
Tho 10.00 a. m. and 3.00 p. m. trips will De made
around the island touching at Diamond Cove,
jelldtfLEWIS A. GOUDY, Manager.

STEAMER

and South America and Meiioo.

ft.

auB

MWFlv

SAMPLES, NOW,

XAMINE
fPTTT C I

lllio 1

*

1# L1 L>
i I V

il A

'mtv

i*

•*-fnuno ua rtieutuca

Rowell A Co’s Newspapps

to

A DA.VIM

A

STEAMERS.
SUMMER ARRAN6EMENTS.

Fare

Only $1.00.

FIBST-CLAAS STKAJfBBA

JOHN BROOKS and TREMOXT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

captain.

every week day evening at 7 o’clock, arrlvlnglln
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for PravMeaee, l.ewrll,
Waree.ter, New Verb, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WU ARP, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston
at 7 p. m.
Jeiatf
__J. B. COYLE. Manager.

FAKESSingle ticket, round trip, adult..$ .20
Children under twelve.10
[Admission to Garden, Adults 10 cents. Children
6 cents, at the gate.]
Twelve rides.. 1.00
Twenty rides, scholars...|1.00| for residents and
Sixty rides, adults. 3.00) cottagers only.
F. N. WEEKS, Manager.
F. M. WEBBER, Clerk.
Je22dtf

Casco Bay Steamboat Co., MAINE STEAMSHIP COIFM
For NEW YORK.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharton Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m

2d.

The Onljr Line Helling Tickets to Greenwood Garden,Kink or Roller Coaster.

septaf-dtfGeneral

WEEK DAYTIME TABLE,
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak’s

On and after MONDAY,

m.

Steamer

Leave Portland for Long Island 8.00,8.00,9.00,
*12,10, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.46, 7.30,

10.30 a. m.,
•9.30 p. m.

DIRECT

Internationa!
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

—

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS. 1888.

Steamers of this Line grill leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY ami FK1DAY at 5.30 p. m., for
KASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination. ep*Freight received upto 4.00 p. V.
For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply at the I n Ion
Ticket Office, 40 Eichauge St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wlmrf. fort
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
nnvl4dtf
Hen”, Manager

and Intermediate Landings.
Every Pridy at 7.00 a. in., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland aud Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland about 2.30p. m., conneetlng with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on
the boat to Boston.
Positively no freight received after 8.16 at Portland on the day of sailing.
Freight received aud delivered by W. II. Bohanon on the wharf.
myddtfA. MONTGOMERY, Pres.

sIMIhEK

Little

Portland, Me.

MAINE’S MOST POPULAR

w

RESORT^

“THE BLUFFS.**
MOUNT

I

DESEHT

FEKKV.

A new house, overlooking the seat
all modern
conveniences; In full view of Bar Harbor; boating
iml Ashing unsurpassed; Ane lawns for teunls and

rroquet.

D.

jeie

B. STOCKHAM & CO., Proprietors,
dim

•

ft Is acknowledged to be the best, safest wad
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Bold toy All Si-usKlsta,
PRICE 35c. 50c. and »1.00.

andtblHy

anis

i

Chebeaguejsland,

of the most popular summer resorts on Casco Bay;
unequalled as a quiet resort for families;
Hotel accommodations strictly Arst-class; pure
water;
spring
perfect drainage; superior facilities
lor batlilug, boating and Ashing. Opeu June 37th.
Je4eod3mJ. B. KEEP, Manager.
One

i

""EXHAUSTED

KKNOKTM.

THE WALDO.

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

on«

—

The

Boothbay and I’emaqutd.
Returning will leave Dumariacotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., far Portland

DISCOVERY

AND ALL PANTS OP

road

South Bristol, Kast Boothbay, Clark’s Cove anil
Damartscotta.
Every Thursday at 8.30 a.m. (or Squirrel Islaud,
Boothbay, Heron Islaud, South Bristol, Kast

1A GREAT

—

Sew Hrssiwltk, Ssvs Srsiia, Prfacr Aid.
wards Island, and Cape rtrelaa.

Squirrel Island, Boothbay, Heron Island.

i

fob

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. I.. HALIFAX N. S

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co
STEAMER ENTERPRIsFXAPT. ALFRED RACE.

g

ITAf.lTY.

A Ureal Medical Work for Yaaoc and
Middle-Aged Men.

LADIES !
Jo your

at home, with Peerless Dyes
dye everything. They are sold every
Price Ii»c. a package—40 colors.
They
lave no equal for Htreugth, I.l ightness, Amount
n
packages or for Fastuess of Color, or nou-fadng Qualities. They do not crock or smut.
For
aie oy u. w. iieseltlue & Co., Urur
psti, corner
< Congress and
Myrtle streets; N. U. Nichols, Drug[ist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; K. W.
Itevens, Druggist, corner Cougress and Farris
treets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Contress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Jruggl.it, corner Mldu le and Franklin streets; D.
Horr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
Banks, Druggist, Junctlou Congress and Free
Itreeta: T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 313 Danlnrth
treetiCook, Everett & Fennell, John W. Perkins
k Co.; H. U. Hay & Son, and A. W. Smith, DrugPortland St., Portland. Maine,
to. W.
list, 107 &
Whipple Co., 31 Market Square, and WoodI ordfs Comer. Peering,
Me,JlyUeodly

rhey

owu

will

Dyeing,

vhere.

]

i In Accounto fthe the Death ofSanior Partner theStookof

R. STANLEY & SON,

KNOW THYSELF._
»

Nerroos

and

ft£te-.“,ssA®SBsj3E
mtonTsa “nint thL.n

2s^atssa

R. STANLEY & SON,

bindSSTSu

OsessiSiffsa^SS^^
Deni

mill'll h«

ik.

ui<

HOForeSt.,

Portland, Me.

Iwb7__

FLY

OFFAL

KILLER

death.

peace and quiet. Always ask for DCTC HKR'S.
For Nule (everywhere.
eod&wlm

Evergreen

A

i

ItaNWOOP

redaeed

rates.

PORTLAND, UT. DESERT A MACHIAS ST BT CO.
Steamer

of

City

KIcIhdoimI,

CAPT. WM. K. DK.NNInON,
(weather permitting^ and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11
o'clock p. m.
Returning, leave MschUsport
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 o’clock A m., connecting at Portland with the night and early
morning trams for Boston.
PAYSON TUCK Eh. General Manager.
K. E. BOOT 11 BY. Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 26, 1888.
je23dtf

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OP CASA0A
SI JPIPB

lltKANUEnEilT.

Oa aad after MONDAY,
trains will raa aa

Jssr-V, I NUN,
fellew. —

DIPABTIIBI*.
her Aabara aad Lewittm, 7.10 and 9.16
а. m. and|1.16 and 6.20 p. m.
Par l.vrhaa, 8.16 A m. and 1.30and 6.30 p.
m.
Per Meatreal and Ckieage, 11.16 A m. and

1.30 p.

m.

Par Oaebec, 1.30 p. m
Per Murk Arid aad C'aataa, 7.10 A m* and
1.80 p. m.
Per Daarille Juactiea, (Mixed) 6.25
p. in.

AKHIV %|.tl,
Preas l.ewUtea aad Aabara, 8.26 A m.
12.16. 3.16 and 6.38 p. in.
Praia Lierkaa, 8.25a.m., 12.16and 5.48 p. Li.
Preas Chlcage aad Maatreal, 12.18 and
б. 48 p. in.
preas Oarbec. 12.16 n. m.
Free. l.laad Feed (Mixed) 7.15 b. m.
Vreas lln a v tile J uuities, (Mixed. 7.45 a.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping can on nlghi train and

Pwlor can
Montreal.

on

day train between Portland and

Tlt’BKT O WICK

35

Eiohingi

I

St., red Oeoot Foot ot India Street.

Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth Junc-

tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chica$21.00 and (19.00: Detroit. (16.76 and
16.00: Kansas City, (32.50 and (2H.85, 8t.
'aul (32.60 and (2IL00; St. Louis eta. Detroit,

{(>,

(25.island $21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, (2K.f>o
and (24.90; California, (82.60 and (63.73.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Genert Manager.
WM. EDGAR, GenU Pass. Agent,
J. STEP! KNSON. mat.
Portland. June 26,18(8.
Je25dtl

BOSTON AND MAINE

rTr

effect Jane 24, till

In

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains

leave Portland.
Union
Station,"
Ver He.ioa
17.80. 8.45 a. m., Y 19.45 412.50,
8.80 *6.10 p. m. Maatea far Pertlaad 7.80.
8.80, 9.15 a. m., 1.00. 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
Por
■earbere Brarb, Piae Petal. 7.30. 8.46,
10.25 a m., 2.15, 8.80, 6.15, 5.45 *8.30 p. m.
Old Orchard Hrarh, Mara. Hlddefard 7.30,
8.45,10.25 a m., 19.50. 2.15, 8.30, 5.15,5.45.
6.10, *8,30 p. m. hrtarbath, 7.30, 8.46 AH*..
19.50, 3.30, 6.15, 6.00, *8.30 p. m.
Brils
Beach, 7.80, 8.46 a m., 3.30. 5.15 p. m. North
Berwick,Ureal Valla, Derm 7.80, 8.46 Am.,
18.50, 3.30,6.15.6.10 p.m. Kseter, flaaer
hill, Lawrence, .in.I I.ewell, 7.30, 8.46 A
m., 18.50, 3.80. 6.10 p. m. Hacbeatrr Vara
Ingtan. Altaa Bay, 8.45 a. m.. 19.50, 8.80
Bairbara iml 4'ralrr llarbar, 8.15
p. m.
a.

m., 12.60 p.

Maecbrairr and 4‘aarav I

m.

(via Lawrence) 8.46 a m., (via Newmaiket
Junction) 8.80 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION for Mcarbere Bruch aad Pier
Peiai 7.10, 8.36 a. m., 2.00, 3.30 p. m. 7.10 A
m. train connects at Union station with 7.30 Am.
train for Boatan, the 8.36 a. in.. 12.40. 8.30,
8 00 p. m., trains connect at Transfer Station
with tralps for Boatoa and way statlous.
Trains leave Union station for Commercial St.
Station at 8.90 a m., 12 55, 6.06, 8.10, clO.10,
cll.06 p. m.

Sunday Trains From Union Station.
For Beatea 1.00 and 6.80 p. m. Deter 1.00,
4.16,5.30 p.m. Itrarbereegh Braeb. Piae
Paiat. Old Orchard

Hrarh,

Ware aad Mid.

fard, 10.00 a.m., 1.00, 2.15, LV3.30, 4.15, 5.30,
a7.00 p. m.
f Boston and Bar Harbor, Limited, composed entirely of Pullman Vestibule Palace cars, on which
an extra (are is charged.
(■Tuesdays and Fi “lays.
tConnects with Kail Lines (or New York.
Old Orchard Beach 25 minutes.
ps at Old Orchard Beach 80 minutes,
at Old Orchard Beach one hour.

Sat

Eastern Division From Uniou Station.
Ver Haataa (12.00 Am.,
dally), 19.00a.m„41.06,
t6.0<)

p. m. Returning leave Maatea 57 so i.aun
13.30 p. m.
(••7.00 p.m. daily).
Baddeford, F«rtiii«Mih, Newbury purl, Naira,
l*rmm 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.06, 6.00 p. m. lar.
bary 9.00 a.m., 1.05, 6.00 p. m.
Pullman cars on above trains, and connects
with rail line for New York, South and West.
IConuects with Sound Lines for New York.
••West Division from North Berwick Sundays.
hVla Western Dtv. from Scar boro Crossing.
Through Tickets to ail points South ana West
for rale at
*taii«u, 4'ongr««« Harm,
Com we rent I Hireel Htuiieo. and at CsUa
Ticket Okce, 40 Kacbnuge Htreei,
JAS. T. FUKBKK, Gen’l Manager.
Hoaton
D. J. PLAN DRUB, tren.
A Ticket Agk.
Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Oen'l Agent,
__

i«23atf

Portland.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE,
Portland & Rochester R. R,
STATION, FOOTTTpREBLE STREET.
On And nner Bnilaf, Jaw# •*», 1 ww».
Passenger Trains will l.eare •'.rtlaadi
Mar ware eater, (Tlat.a, Ayer Jaarll.a,
Nashua, WI.et.ai And lreli| At *.3®
a. at. and 11.11 ■> m.
War Tlaarkr.trr. Caarard, And points North
■I Nil lit
aw

.Nf»ffyi

aww_

WHN—|

O. HN

p.

OB.

W*Mlf.rd'. at 1.M

'••••—•
Oom Portland eonneetsat
aliS Jaacl.
',J M »•with tr»'“
il.aaar T.aarl

V«r

!?Ltt!L?r<2w"£if
fer FrovMeacc
•ee,

io

Vessel Owners.

11HE Fort Clyde Marine Hallway has been thor

oughly rebuilt,

and is now In readlucss to
me out all vessels in ueed of repairs.
All work
Ispatched quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed
W. a 8TIMFSON, Jb.,
.duress,

UeelOUtf

Fort Clyde. Me.

u..o

and

Mew

Vark
«it
New
wl,h
*
the Beat and Mew York
• »lso with N. V.
*
Maryland Route”) Ior

ill?:!’
■*. for
V'm "if se“ -r'-d-y
mLm.o'.Mci 9te»'n«fI

THMW«'«H
PIL1.UAT
,• *“**
11 (( K
•Liirno cam
tre mu

dally (eicept Sundays) via
tween

tills route

Be-

llnrbur, Portliiud and Hush.
1nK» II. C. \» lllioul rbuiiKf.

Close connection made at Wr.,hr.ok
Jfaite.
tlaa with through trains of Maine cntral R K and
U Grand Trunk
Portland, with through
uu**
iratns »f Grand Trank
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth

Transfer,

Railway.

najj

1

Alalia., Ware-

Pr«yi4«ace l.iue" for Narwkk md

Bur

cemetery vases ; L

24 Plum Street.

NOTICE.

LL persons who have any complaints to make
lor the non-removal of offal or any apparent
leclect of duty ou the part of Ihe drivers, will con
instead
era favor bv notifying the undersigned,
if making complaints elsewhere, as quicker atteuion will be given the matter by so doing. G. M.
* CO., Nos. 301. 308 and 305 Cum
]*39dSm
iiereial street. Telephone 980.
&

N° hunting with powder and gun as for suuirrels, only to stuplfy them. No lingering death on
the sticking plaster. Files seek It, driuk and are

KILLED OUTRIGHT
“Wtekly they cannot get away. Use
Huvr,ejyit
irceiy.
Prevent reproduction, secure serene

(Limited Express.) 1.20 and 11.30
p. m. Vancebera aad Heultaa, 6.60, and
7.10 A m., 1.25, 1.30 and tll.30 p. m.
til.
Miephea (Calais.) Araastaek I'oaaCy, at.
Joba Halifax, aad the Praviaccs, 1.26.
1.30 and 11.30 p. m.
Br*The Bangor and Bar Harbor Limited Ex
press from Portland, at 12.20 p. m. stops at Danville Junction for Poland Spring passengers and
stage for that point also connects with trams
leaving Portland at 7.10 a. m., 1.25 and 5.06 p. m.
tNIgbt express with sleeping ear attached, runs
every nigM, Sundays included, through to Bangor, but not to Bkowhegan Monday mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, except
to Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Sunday mornings.
Trams are due In Portland as followes:
The
morning train from Augusta and Bath 8.36
a. m., Lewiston 8.40 a. m.; day trains from
Bangor, Koekland. etc., at 12.28. 12.30,12.a6,
and ML Desert limited, at 12.40 p. m. The
afternoon train from Watervllle, Bath, Augusta
and Koekland, at 6.20 p. tn., Flying Yankee, at
6.30 p. in.. Farmington, Maranocook and Lewiston 5.40p. m. Night Pullman at 1.30 a m.
I.ituiled Tickets, first end wrssd class
fer all peiau ia Iks Praviaccs ea -ale at

IMPORTERS.

_

i

DUTCHER’8

BAR HARBOR,
12.20

low In (he orlKltml
package to dose the estate,!

Optra Mold*
Physical Dehilit*

Blood, and the untold

tll.30p.

will be wold

More Than One Mllliou (

u treats upon

Oaklaad aad North ta-oa MOa. in 1.26 p.
m. Watrrrille,aad nkewkegaa ria l.ew
lea, 7.10 a. m., 1.26 p. m., via Angaatn
U.50
a. in., 1.20 p. in. (Express,) 1.80,5.10and til.30
Belfaol aad Dexter. 1.26, 1.80 and
p in
m. Baager via l.ewistea. 7.10 A
in. 12.20, p. m. (LlinTted Express) and 1.25 p. m.
via Aagu-la, 6.50 a. m., 1.20 (Express) 1.30
and 111.80 p.m
Haagor aad Pisrataqaia
K. H., 0.50, and 7.10 A m., tll.30 p. m. Kile
wartk aad Petals aa Ml. Drserl Hraaca,
1.20 and tll.30 p. m., and for

TO I. a eg Uhsrf. II..MS.

3Jdtf_

20-Rtde Ticket (or Scholars.*1.00
60
Adults. 3.00
Only to be sold to residents and cottagers ot
the Islands after they move down.
Jy2td_C. W. T. GODING, General Agent.

W

rate of

Freights for the West by the Fenn. B. it., aud
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bsust Trip 4 IN.
Passage 410.041.
Meals aud Boom Included.
For freight i* passage apply to
U. H. NA.WPMON, Agml,

cents

§

For Aabara aad LrwUtra, 7.10, 8.48 A m.,
1.25 and 8.06 p. m. I.rwiatra ria BraasWielt, «.60 A m., 1.30 and 111.30 p. tn. For
Hath, «.60 a in., 1.80 and 6.10 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.30 p. m. Hwltlaad and
Maas aad I.iaeela K. K., 6.60 a. m. and
l. 80 p. m., and on Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 6.10 p.m. Hruaswiek, Uardlaer, Hallawell, aad Aagusta,6.60a. in., 1.20.P, ou
faraexpress), 1.30, 6.10 and 111.30 p. tn.
iagtaa ria l.ewistea, 8.46 A m., 1.36 p.m.;
ria Braaewlclt. 11.60 A m., UO p. m. Maaaaaath.
Wiathrep aad l.alte Mar a aw
reek. 7.10and 8.46 a m. 1.26 D.m. Kraddrld

nan Tiwsda; and Frida;.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 9
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,
p.

—_.-vs

Single tickets, Hound Trip.26 cents
Children.16 cents
10 Bide Ticket.*1.00

*

Oa aad after MONDAY, Jaae 46. INNM.
Hturaitr traias Iratr Partlaad
fren* New fa tea Ntatien, <ea|rrn Atrret
ae fallawet

LIXE.

lj ttCPlcx Philadelphia, at 13 m.
1«lMjirl\iiT Insurance one-half the
•*6#Tbio»c*»salllng vessel.

rTiIrOAD

MAINE CENTRAL

From PHILADELPHIA

Adult, with admission to Greenwood Garden, or
Rink.30 cents

*

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON amr WEDMESOAV and SATURDAY.

FARES.

|

Hawthorne

Boston; Philadelphia

!•)—Not

lor

July 2,

will leave Lake Station for Naples, Brldgton, No.
Brldgton and Harrison, at 1.36 p. m., or on arrival
of 12.50 p. m. train from Portland. Returning
next morning, leaving Harrison and all landings
In season to connect at Lake Station with 12 m.
train for Portland.
Stage connects at Harrison for Waterford.
Tickets on sale at Union Station.
C. E. GIBBS, Proprietor.
Brldgton, June 28,1888.le21Mlm

Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen, 6.40, 6.00, 6.46, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m., *12.10, 2.00, '3.16, 4.20, 6.46,
16.10.7.30. *9.30 p, m.
Leave Peak’s for Portland 6.16,7.15.8.30.9.20,
•10.16,11.00, *11.20 a. m., 12.20, *1.20. *1.30,
2.15, 2.36, 3.20, *14.46, 6.00, 6.20, 6.06, 6.30,
7.00, *7.30, 7.50, 9.00, *19.60, *10.00,10.16 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s fur Portland, 7.06, 8.20, 9.30,
•10.05,11.10,*11.30a. ra., 12.30*1.10. 2.46, 3.30,
8.60, 4.50, 6.16, 8.40,*7.20, 8.00, 8.60,*10.50 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, 6.20, 7.05,
7.80, 9.10. 10.10, 11.40 a. m., *11.20 3.10, *14.25,
•4.50. 6.30, 16.60, 8.40, *10.40 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond (or Portland, 6.15,7.00,
7 30.9.05,10.05,11.36 a. m., *11.16, 3.06, *4.20,
•4.56, 6.36,16.30, 6.60. 8.26, *10.36|p. m.
Leave Trefetbeu's for Portland, 8.10,8.65, 7.25,
9.00,10.00, *11.30 a.ni., *11.10,3.00, *14.16, *5.06,
6.20,16.35, 8.30, *10.30p. m.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, 6.06, 8.50, 7.20,
8.66, 9.56,11.25 a. ro., *11.06, 2.65, *t4.10, *5.00,
6.15, t6.40. 8.26, *10.26 p. m.
Leave Long Islaud for Portland, 6.40,8.45,9.45,
11.15 a. m., *112.66, 2.46,*t4.0O, 6.06,6.30,8.15,
•10.15 p. ill.
run ou stormy or foggy weather,
t) -Touches at Peak's.
t)—Leave Peak's for Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trefethen’s.

urdy

Agent

Sebago Lake Route.

Island, 5 45, 6.45, 8.00 9.00, *9.45, 10.30, *11.00,
12.00 a. m., *12.10 *12.60,1.45,2,16, 3.00 *3.16,
8.30, 4.30, 6.45, 8.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00,8.30,
*9.30, 9.45 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.45, 8.00, 9.00,
•9.46, 10.30. *11.00, 12.00 a. m„ *12.60, 2.16,
3.00, 3.30, 4.30, 6.46, 8,10, *7.00, 7.80, 8.30,
*9.30 p.

Portland 8.36 a. m.. 13.35, 7.60
p. m.
Parlor and Sleeping Car accommodations secured
by application to M. I.. Williams, Agent, PortJ. HAMILTON, Sui t.
land, Me.
DMAS. H. KOYK. <1. T. A.
Portland, June 23.1888.
)e32dtl

CO..

BOSTON

m.

AT

24 PLUM STREET.

A.

ai» Mime Ml reel, Car. H road hi., Hmim.
•10
CM

an.

(ord
Arrivals la

3 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or geneial information
to or address the General Eastern Agents.

Leave Jones’, 9 25, 10.36, 11.60 a. m.; 2.15,
4.16,6.20 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 9.16,10.4512.00, a-m.; 2.25,
3.30, 6.06 p. m.
•For Jones’only, tin stormy or foggy weather
will run to Trefethen’s, only at option of the

JULY

rive .Montreal S.js p.

Wagarr Calaee Cars far Niagara Falls on
8.50 a. m., arrire at Niagara Falls 10.40
a. at., connecting for all
points West.
Wagarr Palace Cars for Fabyaa’s on 13.60
p. in.
Passengers by this train reach all
White Maaataia It. .an. before rrraiag.
Br-Thls train will not stop at Hiram.
Canadian Paelge aieepers (or Montreal on
8.16 p.m., arrive Montreal st.-jj a. as., ail
trains connect at Bridgtcn .lunch with B. * H.
B. K. for Hrldgiaa. Harrison and Water

apply

Leave Portland 5.60, 6.45,8.30, 0.45,11.00a. m.;
•i 2.t o in., 1.56,3.00, 4.45, 8.10,7.26,19.30 p.m.
Leave Jones’, [Greenwood Garden] at 6.25, 7.16,
8.60, 10.06. 11.20a.m.; 12.20,2.15,4.15, 5.20,
6.40, 9.00,10.15 p. m. [or at close of entertainment.]
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.15, 7.06, 9.00, 10.15, 11.30
a. m.; 2.25, 3.30, 6.06, 6.30, 7.56, 9.60 p. ill.
MUNDAY TI.T1K TABLE
Leave Portland, 8.56,10.15,11.30 a. m,; 1.66

AND AFTER

at. express for Cflea
Haase, Craw,
lard’s, Fabvaa’s, Prattle llaase, Meaai
Wa.hiagtaa, Hriblrbelat, Jefferson and
Fruuceaia.
0,13 p. m. for No. tea wav, Crawford’s,
Fabraa’s, l.itilriaa. Wells’ Mirer, *r.,
arrives .Montreal s 4» a. as.
Kims dally.
Sunday Included.
Farlar Cars far Montreal on 8.60 a. m., ar-

14.30 p.

Japan and Cbiaa.
CITY OF NEW YORK, sails Saturday July 21,

SUMMER TIME TAKE IN EFFECT JUNE 23,1888

p.

Passenger trains will leave Union Station, Portland, as follows:
N
“■ ,or
on through line, all
all, stations
While .Hoaataia
Ke.an., connecting with
ah points In Northern New
Hampshire and
termant. This train runs through to Meat.
Ogden.bnrg,
If*.1.’
Niagara
Falls and Weal.

For

GREENWOOD:

R. R.

Ogdsnslwrg

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
COMmencIng June !!}, 1883.

SAN MARCOS.sails Tuesday, July 10, Noon.
From Hau Francisco. 1st and Hrannan Sts.

Wharf. Partlaad.
Between Custom House and Boston Steamers. For
Trefetben's and Jones’ Landings,
and Greenwood Garden.

3.00, 4.46

_J

Portland and

Prom New Tor*, pier foot of Canal 8t„ North
River, for Maw Rtraarisca via The l.ihniu.
•( I'Huaua,

H.ruhi.u.'.

CERTAIN

DIZZY P

years of age;

__29-1

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

DIAMOND COVE

’*

Mailed free to readers of this paper. Tells what to
do In case of accident, and what may result from

_____29-1
18
WANTED—Boy
Glaminar school graduate.

nr KA.ntcKw.

aprlldtlFreeport.

removes #n from
to thrao hour it.

Anglua

HELP

5.16,

will

a. m.

doing

facility

very

apply.

ARE

8A i.E—1 seeoud-baud 12 horse power

DRY, Blddeford. Me.

an extra train leaves Canton
8.00 p. m.; connecting with train due in Lewiston
and Portland 5.45 p. m. Returning
from train leaving Portland 6.16 j>. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.
R. C. BRAD FORD, Q, T. A.
my!7dtl

Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)

Dr. JOHN P. TBUE & 00., Proprietor*,
AUBURN, MAINE.
Worms a Specialty. Tape Wormr
minute#
hour

a

hie; also small house and store, and about three
acres of land.
Inquire of O. R. WISH, Argus
office.
9tf

engine, and one 14 horse power boiler wltb
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bar-

On Saturdays, only,

Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Ureat Chebeague, Little John's and Cousins Isl-

Returning

m

Returning, leave Mexico tf.OO, Dutfleld 7.00 a.
m.; arriving at Portland 12.15 p. m.

1888. the steameriPbanMaster, will run as fol-

new

model 2 horse Buckeye $20; 1 new model 1
horse Buckeye $20; 1 Hamlin mower $20; 2 Victor mowers, 2 hor.se, $15 each; 1 Sprague mower,
2 horse, $10. At KELLEY'S Agricultural Works,
Kennebec
26-2

n

Co.

D—Summer boarders, at South Gorand after Saturday, May 6th, Steamer will
WANTS
ham, Me., pleasant house, surrounded by
Wharf every Tuesday and SatONleave Franklin
shade trees. The comfort of guests carefully

MALE—We have
extra bargains
FOB
in 2d-hand mowing machines at following
HOARDER*—Parties wishing
SUMMER
model 2 horse Buckeye $25 each; 1
prices: 2
country board, please address M. C. BUR-

new

—

ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
H. P. DEWEY, President.
jlyUdtf

at 10.00

Eftrci

Leave Fortlanu, via U. T. Hallway, 7.10 a.m.;
Lewiston 7.16;
Mechanic Falls tmixed train'
9.00. Arriving at W. Minot 9.28;
K. Hebron
9.64; Bhcktletd 10.05; E. Sumner 10.46; Hartford 10.65; Canton 11.15 a. m.
Leave Cortland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00, Mechanic Falls 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 3.30,
K. Hebron 3.40;
BuckBelJ 3.63; E. Sumner

lteturn, leave Town Landing Falmouth Foreside
fur Portland, calling at above landings 6.00, 8.30
a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; arrive Portland, 6.60,
9.20 a. ill., 1.50, 5.60 p. m.

ands.
Leave South

4th,

Ruiuford Falls & Backfield Railroad.
Mummer t rnvagrmral la
IMAM.

Day Time Table.
Leave Portland for Mackey's Island, Waite’s
Landing, Sargent’s Landing. Town I-andlng Falmouth Foreside. 7.30,11.00 a. m., 3.30, 6.10 p.

Un a’l.l after tune 26th,
tom, H. B. Townsend,
lows:

and

good to return until Julr 6th. For further particulars apply at the Ticket
Ofliec at 0. T. K. Passenger depot.
W. KIM.AK,
J. HICKSON.
Uen’I Passenger Agent. (Jen’l Manager
<14t
je80

Mltamer Alice Week

Steamboat

Co. will

to all their stations ip Vermont. New
Hampshire aud Maine ou

FALMOUTH FOKESIDE ROUTE.

Freeport

NOTICE.

SINGLE FARE

25 cents.

minimi.

MALE—No. 47 Myrtle street; three
light overcoat. Finder will t>e
Fob
story brick house containing 10 rooms, LOUT—A
warded by leaving same at the UNITED
terms easy. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

H1AI.E

ftxl&w-nrmly

WANTED.—Ladies

change. Will the finder please leave

8

augl2

and see our new
line of Ladles’Kid Button Boots; Patent
Leather tipped. Opera Toes, Half French Heel
and the latest stvles. J. P. WELCH, 421 Congto call

finished rooms; gas, Sebago. furnace and modern conveniences. Apply to JOHN
F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
30-1

weight.
BLE, Green Street.
mays

These pills were a wonderftil discovery. No others
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The Information around each
box Is werth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. One
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everypill a DOSE.
where, or sent by mail for 25 cts. In stamps. Db. I. 8.
Johnson «fc Co., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mas*

On and after July 1,1888, elegant new STEAMEH MEBBYCONKAU, Steamers Gordon and Alice, will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
daily as follows:
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island,
Jenks’, East Eud Ut. Chebeague and Harpswell,
9.00,16.00 a. in., 2.00, 6.15 u. m. For Bailey’s
and Orr’s Island, 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 6.15 p. m.
lteturn lor Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.46,
11.16 a. m., 4.00p.m.; Bailey’s Island 6.00,12.2^
a. m., 4.10 p. in. ; Harpswell 6.16.
11.40 a. m
l. 30,4.26 p. in.; East End Ut. Chebeague 6 45
a. m., 12.05, 2.00, 4 60 u. in.; Jenks’ 7.00a. m.,
12.16, 2.16, 5.00 p.m; Hope Island 7.05 a. m.,
12.20,2.20,6.06 p.m.; Little Chebeague 7.20 a.
m. 12.25, 2.85, 6.10 p. m.; Long Island 7.35 a.
m., 12.36, 2.60, 6.20 p. m.; arrive Portland 8.16
a. in., 1.16, 3.30, 6.10 p. in.
MINDAY TI.VIE TABLE.
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little Chela-ague, Hope Island. Jenks, East End Ut. Chebeague and Harpswell. 9.46 a. m., 2.00 p. in.; re
turn leave Harpswell for Portland, calling at
above landings, i 1.45 a. m., 3.45 p. m., arrive
in Portland 1.30, 6.00 p. in. Bound trip tickets
Sundays to Harpswell 35 cents, other landings

ON

TENANTED—The ladies to attend 4tli July
W*
week special sale in Human Hair Goods,
229 new Shingle Bangs iust received, only 93 cts.
each;'regular price *2.00. LOVEKING'S Paris
Hair Store. 618 Congress St., Portland. Me,
2-1

a

and kind and
years old,
horse,
about 875 pounds; stands with
BAYweighs
Can be seen at

Hill$
Make New, Rich Blood!

29-1

evening.

WANTED.

a

a

^juRSATiTP

or

Brown's Block and High St.,
MALE—On Winter St., desirable two
LOWT.—Between
five franc piece, five
purse containing
FOB
story brie house iu block of two houses,
horse
two keys and
small
tickets,
12

IjSOB

ANODYNE

chamber maid at 639 CONWANTED—A
GRESS STREET; must be well recommendin the forenoon
ed.

best sta

of the

bles with
carriage house there Is in the
town; lot contains about 7600 square feet; house
has a froutage ou two streets. Tills property is
offered at a great bargain as the property must be
sold. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

MALE—2 desirable house lots
gress St., at cor. of Weymouth.

JOHNSON8

PBHALE UELP.

Spring street, consisting of two story house containing 10 rooms and bath room, all heated with
steam, also in tbe rear

first
By
mh&tf

GEO. MILLIKEN.

Apply

MALk.

MUIU nititll I MMTMIliV FO
with Hcnlts like apoie of mortar.
by the Unticuru Hemedirv.

LET.

a

sizes in proportion. A rare chance and
permanent business. These safes meet a demand never
before supplied by other safe companies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Fool. ALPINE

Foreign Ports.

Spoken.

TO

take the agency (trav
with stable connected, both in
Wanted—MAN—To
cling
20x18x1
safes;
local) of
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
HOUSE
inches; weight 500 lbs.; retail price *36; other

BATH—Ar 2d, seh Duroo, Anderson, Perth
Amboy.
Passed up 2d, barque Skobelelf, Tucker, Portland ; schs Mattie B Russell, Larrabee, fin Phila; Express. Kimball, Boston.
delphia
Sid 2d, schs Jed Frye. Langley, for New York;
Eleanor, Poole, Philadelphia.

Delano, do.
Ar at Buenos Ayres prev to 1st fust, barque Auburndale, Wooster, Portlaud for Rosario.
Ar at Black River, Ja, 18th lust, brig Daisy,
Nash, Laguayra.
At Guantanamo June 23, sch Norena, Chase, for
Delawai e Breakwater.
Ar at Sagua prev to 28th, brig Lahalna, Allen,
Cow Bay.
Sid fm sackvllle 26th, sch Ada S Allen, Dudley
Philadelphia.

as the International House,
and Commercial streets, containing
forty rooms, Including on the first
floor two good stores and a room, suitable fora
barber shop; the upper stories can be disconnected and are well art anged for a small hotel or
boardinghouse; the above described property
will be let as a whole or separately at a reasonable rental.
Apply to AUGl P. FULLER, 432
Fore street.inylBtf

HOTEL,
India
about

WANTED.

AUBNTN

Nassiiu Nl*

28tli Inst, ship ltobt L Belknap,
Francisco; barque Girard C Tobey,

28-tf

TO LET.

are hereby notified not
C. Foster, on my
account, as shall pay no bills of her contracting
after this date.
CHARLES J. FOSTER.
30-1
Raymond, Jane 29,1888.

Atlautic City; Onward, Lowell. Nautucket for
Calais; Wm Thomas, Bonney, Derby, Ct, for do;
Mazurka. Lane, Boston for Rockport; Elbridge
Uffry-Uerry, do for Rockland; Ida, Strout, Lynn
for MUlbndge; E A Stevens, Boston for Bangor:
Hume, do for Rockland; J M Kennedy, dufoi
Calais.
GLOUCESTER—Sid 2d, sebs H C Higglnson,
from New York lor Boston; Lunet. do for Calais;
Effle .1 Simmons, aDd Edwin, from SuUivau for
New York; L A Boardman, East Greenwich for
Calais.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 1st, sch Mary E Amsden. Clark, New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 2d, schs Albert, Manton,
Calais;Commonwealth, Kenney, Rockland.
BaNGOK—Cld 2d, sch MVB Chase, Pinkham,

of six rooms, and

rent

Sebago water in house,
Maple St., Deerlgg. Enquire of J. B. DON-

persons
NOTICH—All
to trust my wife, Ella
l

Searsport; Henry Whitney. Tapley. Bangor lor
Bridgeport; M H Reed, Phlnney, Kennebec for

LET—Old Orchard; a furnished cotsea wall, 10 rooms, cellar, nice water,

3-tt

9IIDVELLANEOCS.

In port 3d, schs; Express, Kimball,
Amboy for
Bangor; W S Doughton, Clossou, Port Johnson

Sau

SPECIAL

KAILBOADI.

The Urand Trunk Railway
Issue return tickets at

on

good drainage, aud first-class neighborhood, with
stable. Apply to IRVING BLAKE, 17 Church
street, Cambridge, Mass., or LEONARD JORDAN, corner Free and Centre streets, Portland.

TAKE ANY OTHER.

my!8_

lor

con

F. S.

Exchange 8t.13-lf

LET—For two years furnished house, posrflO
A session given Oct. 1st. -Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 306 Commercial? or MRS. L. T.
BROWN, 90 State Street.7-tf

TIN

LJI

street.je 28-2mos
a

CNEAPEST

Get the genuine.

—

WATERHOUSE,

DrQT1

RED

LET

LET-House No. 71 Gray street,
TO venlent
and desirable rent. Inquire of
98

WHICH IS
—
_
DLO I
NOT ONLY THE
BUT CONTAINS 20 PER CENT. MORE
TOBACCO THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
OF SIMILAR QUALITY, rurAnrcT
and is THEREFORE the
IN THE MARKET.
Every plug is
STAMPED "FiNZER'S OLD HONESTY’’
AND HAS A

29-1

LET—Summer

Store Nos. 117 and 118 Middle
street; one of the finest stores in the city;
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON. 164 Brack-

pNZER’S

TRy

Me._

cottage, partly furnished
near Trefethen’s Landing, Peak's Island. Address F. SKILLINGS, 89 Commercial street,
Portland, Me
29-1

Bangor.

Liverpool

i.ki

St.,) having
put
good order Is now
ready for occupancy; pleasant aud central; a good
location for a physician. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48) Exchange St.
3 1

SALEM—Ar 2d, sch Geo Shattuck, Lorlracr
Bangor.
Also ar, schs L 8 Lawrence, from Ellsworth for
Plymouth; Lizzie C Rich, Rich,Cottage City for

Ar at

premises;

LEAME—The three story frame house
and stable No. 641 Congress (near the head
IjSOB
of i’aik
been
in

Bucksport.

Melbourne.

Steamboat Co.

m.

2d, barque Nellie E Rumball. Johnson, foi
Rockport; schs Jona Bourne, Thompson, Kennebec ; H F Crosby, Godfrey, and J C Sweeney, llig
bee, do to load for Philadelpnia.
Ar 3d, schs Nevada. Judkins, Deer Isle; Radiant. Hardy, Rockport; Rosie E, Johnson, Damariscotta.
Cld 3d, sells Harry White, Hardy, Haytl; Kale
Foster. Tate, Nova Scotia; Nellie G Davis, Davis
and Minnie G Davis, Davis, do.
Sid 3d, barque Nellie E Rumball, for Rockport;
sell Elbridge Souther.
PEOVINCKTOWN—In port 2d, schs W U Card
from Philadelphia for Salem; Mary Augusta, New
York for Gardiner; II Y Dlverty, Philadelphia for

Staples,

season's rent for the

fixthe

ibis summer’s sandwiches will clear *1000; excellent Investment of *R60.
J. W. McGRATH,
28 School street, Boston.
29-1

jmrtja8^K
Cld

JYmesbury, Sydney, NSW.
Arat London 20th,
barque Mohican, Berry,

South

MALE—*200 buys stock and small
FOR
tures of fine bakery and lunch room at

Stonlngton.
Ar 1st, schs Hattie E King, Port Johnson foi
Boston; David Kaust, Kondout for do; Win But
man, Klizabetliport fordo; Prank Herbert, Philadelphia for Weymouth; Pelro, W< ebawken foi
Ipswich; Lady of the Ocean, Port Johusou foi
Saco; Charlotte Kish, Jersey City for Bangor; 8 h
K' hdall, New York fordo; F E Hallock, Ambo;
for Bar Harbor; T Benedict, New York for Au
gusta; Jas H*Deputy, Klizabetliport for Kenne
bunk; Kendrick Hsb, Bangor tor New York.
KDGAKTOWN—Ar 2d. schs Helen Thompson
Amboy for Portsmouth; Yankee Blade,NYork foi
do; Caroline Knight, Hoboken for Saco; Sea Pig
eon. New Haven for Steuben; Geo W Glover, Nee
York for Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, schs Lizzie M Elies,Greenlaw
and Katie Hall, iStinson. Deer Isle ; Fannie &
Edith, Warren, Belfast ; Victor, Stanley, Goulds
boro: Waterloo, Creamer, Bangor; L H Smith,
Leach, Penobscot: Exchange. Dillingham, Rock
Nash, Stevens, Batn; Railroad, Smith,

At Manila May 26. ships J R Kelley, Gibbous,
for San Francisco, (3400 tons sugar); Geo Curtis,
Sproul, for do, (2600 tans do.)
Ar at Genoa 26th Inst, barque Jennie Harkness,

interest In one of
business In this city;
per cent, profit; best

60 to lo5
pays a
profit
of references given. W. F. CARKUTHERS,11
Court 8t., Boston.
4 i

—

Ar at Gloucester 3d Inst, sobs Elsie M Smith,
seining; Helen F Treltck, ground ttshlng.
Ar at Port Mulgrave 2bth, sebs Melissa D Itolibins, Robbins, Portland for North Bay; 30th,
Lilia B Fernald, Fernald, do for do.

Domestic Poi ts.
□SEATTLE—in port 24th*sliip» Abner Coburn,
Nichols, for San prrancisco; Cyrus Wakelield, Hibbard, do; Palmyra, Claire, do; Fredk Billings,

MALE—$1200 buys flrst-class newspaper periodical store, doing a line business;
horse, wagon, Sc.; 600 daily and 700 Sunday
papers; no competition. W. F. CAKRUTHERS,
11 Court St.,
4-1
Boston._

on

Harpswell

KAII.KOAUM.

Delightful Sail 20 miles down Casco Bay.

bosinemm tnaia'KR.

the best manufacturing
FOR
net
of

NTKA.HKKN

INLAND

LET—Alcove room, up one flight, with all
modern conveniences. 11 BKOWN ST.
20-1

oaugur.
Sid 1st, sell Will Todd, Wood. New York.
Sid 2d. steamer Diadem, Se.lers. ortlaud.
VINEYARD-HAVEN Ar 30th, sells Raven
Amboy for Boston; Andrew Peters, Calais foi

Fishermen.

Lauderkin. Colon.
MOBILE-Ar 2d, sch Florence Lelaud, Adams,
Galveston.
FERN AN DIN A—Cld 2d, sch Almeda Wiley,

York—

Cumberland..4 60@6 00| Light.
@7 60| Mfd weight.
Acadia,..,.,..
Chestnut.6 7o®‘? 00 Heavy.

Launched—At Bath 3d, from the yard of the
N K Shipbuilding Co. sch J Frank Seavcy, 400
tons, owned In Dover, NH.

.,

Sheet.

6

squall.

from New York.
TACOMA— In port 24th, ship Palestine. Hayden, for San Francisco; barque Carrollton, Lewis,
for do.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 2d, sch Ceo Moulton, Jr,

I.eoa.

Hup.7Vi@8
sq..BVigti

Memoranda.
Bilk Harry Stewart, of Bangor, Capt Blake,
sailed from Portland Marpli 16 for St Louis, WCA
thence to Turks Island, loaded a cargo of salt,
and sailed for New York, where she arrived Jue
24th. 101 days round voyage. The passage from
Portland to St Louis was made hi 2G days.
Sch Flora King, Reed, from Newport tor Calais,
put Into Provlucetown 2d leaking 2600 strokes
per hour, and with loss of Jib and foresail, having
encountered a heavy blow off Cape Cod.
Sell J'epine, Thurston, from Boston for Boothbav
returned to Bostop 3(1 with foremast and Jibboolii
sprung.
Sch Alfred Keen, of Rockland, from New Haven, arrived at New York 1st with loss of mainsail and flying Jib, having been struck by a heavy

TO

Bostou.

Unatnll

Sell Minnie C Taylor. 192 (ops, built at Harpswell in 1874, has been purchased by Gallagher &
Co, Capt 1> C Quinlen la to command her.

ttuomt*.

8TONINGTON—Ar 1st, schs J 8 Gilmore, froir
liondout for Providence; Susan, New York foi
Rockland; Challenge, do for Gardiner; Eva Adel
Hoboken for Boston; Glenulten, South Amboi
for do.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 1st, sch J & H Crowley
Lord, Calais for New York.
WARREN, KI-Ar 3Uth, sch Nellie E Gray
Piukham. Rockland.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 2d. schs Wil
lie Martin, New York for Bluehill; Agricola, d<
Augusta; Charlotte Brown, Kockport for N York
M C Hart, Hoboken foi
Humboldt, dofotdo;
Salem; Vicksburg, and Ann Eliza, Perth Ambo)
for Lynn; Carrie L Hlx. Port Johnson tor Saco
Alabama, Weehawken for Calais; H B Metcalf
Elizabethport for Augusta; Nautilus, New York
for Saco.
WOOD’S HOLL -Sid 2d, brig Stockton, Allen
Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 30lli, sch Petrel, Decrov

FOR

FROM

Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra...July g
Andes.New York..Carthagena. July 3
Alaska.New York..Liverpool....1u!y 3
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...July 4
Gallia ..New York..Liverpool...July 4
Brltantc.New York..Liverpool...July 4

3ni.,lroe

NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 2d, sell Viking,Church.
Portland.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar, schs Mattie E Eaton,
Gamage, Kennebec: Blanche H King, do.
Cld 2d. sch John J Hanson, Portlaud.
BALTIMORE—A r 2d, sells Gen A Ames,Jameson, Kockport; Oliver B Barrett, Wallace, Boston,
Sid 2d, sch N ina Tlllson, Green, Boston, (and
sailed.)
Ar 1st, sch Willie I, Newton, Coombs, Kennebec
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, brig Fanny B Tuck
er. Mountfort, Portland.
Ar 2d, brig Fannie B Tucker, Mountfort, Portland : schs Annie F Bailey. Marstou, Bath ;| Chas
8 Baylis. Devereux, and C B Church, Gallagher,
do; 8 P Hitchcock. Blair, do.
Cld 2d, sch Julia S Bailey, Olis, Bridgeport.
Ar at;Delaware Breakwater 2d, sch Norombega
Harding, Port Spain.
Barque G M Btanwood, from Barbadoes, is or
dered to New York.
Sid 2d. barque G M Btanwood.
PERTH AMBOY- Sid SOtb, schs J C Nash
Crowley. Boston; E L Gregory, Maker, and Julia
Strout. do.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, schs Maine, Shaw, Phlla
Paragon. Bangor; Princeton,do; Amelii
delphla;
F Oobb, do for Wilmington; Win Douglas, Rock
land: A E Wilder, Kockport; Win Todd, Bostou
Petrel, Salem.
Ar 3d, sch Jas 11 Jordan, Marlin, Savannah.
In Flushing Bay 2d, schs Wigwam, from Hobo
ken foi Boston; Searsvllle, do for Boston; Adi
Ames, do for Rockland; Modoc, Port Johnson foi

Until the akin

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

■

middling 9%c.
Boston Stock Markot.

46 Clapboards—
Spruce. X...$288330

20
20
20
22

Iron.

*222,207.050.00
7X4,177,400.00
138,050.00
14,000,000.00
04,623,512,00

Principal. *1,705,992,320.68

terms.

J. B. Smith,

2

}09%
]27%

Try them.

FINANCIAL ANMiOMMERCIAL

Schr

*7uly

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co....109%

UiUlfl s

Anatole (to Be Jones, who has been trying to
make himself understood in bill-of-fare French)—
If ze gentleman vlll talk ze language vot he was
born In, I vlll mooch better understood.
Mr. Be Jones (to friend)—Queer, ain’t It, bow
soon these Frenchmen forget their own lingo
when they get over here?

private

3.

Adams Kxnress.140

N [Mlf vnnif

ice

.108%

lsts.

Union Pacific 1st. ..113
do l.and Grants
do Kinking Funds.
The following are closing quotations oi stocks:

Box shooks
Cd
neadlng—
Spruce 36 iu 18®
Pine
18®
Hard plue

Bagar

be had of 8. H. UKLLKN,Ticket
Agent, Porb

•Does not

stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PITERS BUM

FOURTH OF JULY.

PRESS.

Tl^LK

WEDNESDAY M0KN1NG, JULY 4.

How It

will

be

Celebrated

PERSONAL.
In

This

Vicinity.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Ftr

ll>mKTI*I!JIKNT» TO-DAY.

NEW ADVEXtXISEMENTS.
Barbadoes molasses—Cousens & Tomlinson.
Horse brand Baker horse blanket.

Tne Greenwood will drop her regular time
the two morning and ti.10 p. m<
trips, and will run as often as possible beShe will
tween Peak’s Island and the city.
not touch Trefetbens every trip, but will
blow proper signals when coming.
Great preparations are going on at Green-

table, except

sale—Second-hand sloop.
Wanted -Proposals for grass.
W. F. Carruthers. Boston—3.
Synchronous time company.

boys are coming.

Summer board ou farm.
Portland yacht club.

Garden for the celebration of the
Fourth of July.
The fireworks have arrived from a celebrated laboratory In New
York. The rockets are larger than ever
thrown in this city and the large set pieces,
bombs ana floral displays, will make a very
fine exhibition. Those wishing to visit the
Garden should be Bure and ask for Garden
tickets. Boats leave Custom House wharf
e very half hour. There will be four
performances at the Opera House.
At2.30.p. m. the Turnverein will hold
their athletic sports at the base ball grounds
in Deering. Grand stand tickets can be
procured at Palmer’s shoe store.
The United Order of the Golden Cross and
friends will go to Empire Grove by the
Grand Trunk, taking trains at 7.10 and 9.15
wood

Advice to mothers.
MBS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYKXJP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as ’’bright as a button.’’ It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-flve cents a bottle.
lanlff
FM&W&wly
—

The best regulator of digestive organs and the
best appetizer known Is Aagoatwrw Bitters.
Try it, but beware of Imitations. Get the genuine
article, manufactured by Dr. J. G. Slegert ft Sons.
eod&wlw
Julyl
The action of Carter’s Little Uver Pills is
pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the liver, and regulate the bowels but do not
purge. They are sure to please. Try them.
d&wlw
July2
A WARNING.
The modes of death's approach are various, and
statistics show conclusively that more persons die
from diseases of the Throat and Lungs than
any
other. It is probable that everyone, without exception, receives vast numbers of Tubercle Germs
into the system, and where these germs fall upon
suitable soli they start Into life and develop, at
first slowly, and Is shown by a slight tickling sensation in the throat, and if allowed to continue
their ravages they extend to the lungs, producing
i/ouaumpuon, ana to tne neaa, causing Catarrh.
Now all this Is dangerous, and if allowed to proceed will, In time, cause death.
At the onset you
must act with promptness; allowing a cold to go
without attention is dangerous, and may lose you
your life. As soon as you feel that something Is
wrong with your Throat, Lungs or Nostrils, ob
tain a bottle of Boscliee’s German Syrup. It will
give you immediate relief.
uov8-dly-cT

ATTENTION HARRISON GUARDS.
All members are requested to meet at Park
Garden, Federal street, FRIDAY EVENING,

July 0, at 8 o'clock. Members of Blaine Guard of
'84, who have not been notified, please attend.
Per order committee.
—

ATTENTION PIONEERS.
Pioneers are requested to meet at headquarters,
Park Garden, Federal street, FRIDAY EVENING, July G,at 8 o’clock sharp for organization.
Per order committee.
SUPREME JUDICIAL

COURT,

The following decision, with rescript,
yesterday from the Law Court: •

was

re-

ceived

SAGADAHOC COL'JTTY.

Hannah Savage by Cbas. B. Savage, devisee, vs.
Mary Delia Savage.
Rescript by Llbbey J—By R. 8. of 1871, chap.
01, sec. l,a married woman had the power to convey her land directly to her husband.
The Instructions of the presiding Justice to the
Jury on the question of duress was sufficiently

favorable to the plaintiff.
The court Is not required to give to the Jury a
request presented by a party unless the case
shows there was evidence in the case to base It
upon.
We see no error hi the admission or exclusion
of evidence excepted to. The mol Ion Is not relied
on, no report of the evidence being presented.
and motion overruled.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday.—RufaHS. Reed, Michael Kiug, John
Doherty, Her-y Vincent, John Phillips. Intoxl-

oation^jjaffiTi fined $3 and costs.
affirm Donahue, John Connors, John Feranson.

_-

a.m.

The new and elegant steamer Merriconeag
will make an excursion among the islands of
Casco Bay this evening leaving Custom
House wharf at 7 o’clock, touching at several landings along the route as the passengers
may desire. After the heat of the day it will
be a most enjoyable trip.
The Williston Sunday School will picnic at
Long Island, leaving the wharf at the foot of
Pflop]
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«

The Free Baptist Sunday School (Plymouth
will go to Hope Island in the Merryconeag, leaving Custom House wharf at 9
o’clock.
The usual holiday office hours will be observed at the post office today, viz.: Cashier’s office and general delivery open from 8

church,)

to 9 a. m., and

to 2 p. m.; carriers’ usual
morning delivery and collection will be
made, also collection at 6 p. m.: all others
1

omitted.
The Trefdale Association will celebrate
today by a grand display of bunting, an illumination in the evening and fireworks in
front of the Valley View House.
The parlors of the Valley View will be open to the
association and music will make the evening
gay.

The Portland Club will dedicate its new
summer club house at Great Diamond Island. From 1 to 4 p. m. there will be vocal
and instrumental music and dancing: at 4.30
p. m. a clambake followed by speeches, and
dancing during the evening. The last boat

will leave for the city at 10.20 p. m.
Col. C. B. Merrill will entertain the Loyal
l. ogion at his house from 12 to 2 p. m.
At the Cafe, Long Island, from 12 to 4
o’clock, Ponce will serve one of his firstclass clambakes. See the steamers of the
Casco Bay Company’s time table for the
time of trips to this island.
The Portland & Ogdensburg club will play
the Pulp Mill club at Yarmouth today at 9 a.
m. and the Webb &
Cushing club in the afternoon. The train will leave here at 7.10 a.

m.

The Atlantlcs of this city will play in Lewiston today. The team will wear their new
uniforms for the first time.
The Gun Club will have a shoot at their
grounds at 9 a. m. and 2 p. m.
Fireworks will be displayed from the head
of Lincoln street, Deering, this evening.
There will be a Fourth of July celebration
at Freeport, with the following programme:
Sunrise—Salute and ringing of bells.
8 a. in.—Antiques and (lorriDles.
10 to 12-Potato, sack, foot and other races.
12 m.—Salute and
ringing of bells.
1 to 2
p. m—Concert by Yarmouth Band.
2.30— Ball

Freeports.

game between the Yarmouths and

Sunset—Salute and ringing of bells.
8— Fireworks.
9- Ball in new pavilllon at the Maine Central

Depot.
The programme at Saccarappa is
lows:

Edward Boyce.
Common drunkard.
Three
months In couuty jail.
John Donahue, Jolm Connors and John Feranson. Affray. Each fined go and one-thtrd costs.
Winnie Cady.
Assault.
Ten days In county
jail.
John Highland. Breaking and entering. Bound
over to tlie grand Jury In the sum of gloOO.

Sunrise, noon
ringing bells,

county jail.

o’clock,

at 139

The steam yacht Hanniel and another steam
yacht, of Boston, were In the harbor yesterday.
The Portland A Rochester railroad company are to build a new station at Hollis Centre, or enlarge the old one.
Roland A. Kent, of Ward 2, has passed his
general examination before the Police Examining Board.
The regular meeting of Division 1, A. O.
H., which was to have been held tonight, Is
postponed until Monday night, at 8 o’clock.
L. H. Collins caught his hand in the knives
of a stave machine at the Portland Cooper"
age Company’s shop, and mutilated several
fingers.
Doughty, who assisted his son to escape,
asked a continuance of his case in the Municipal Court yesterday, and the court postponed the case till tomorrow morning.
Mrs. C. M. Raymond has sent a check for
9250 for an annual free bed at the Maine
General Hospital.
She has maintained a
free bed at the hospital ever since its organization.
There were 4000 cedar ties brought In from
Moncton, N. B., yesterday, for,the Boston &
Maine road, and 302 hogsheads and 41 tierces
of molasses from Porto Rico, for Geo. S.
Hunt & Co,
Trains over the Portland A Rochester road
which leave Saccarappa at 8.37, will make
close connections at Grand Trunk Junction
with the through Montreal express leaving
this city at 9.15.
Mr.

Cartland,

of the firm

|of Davis A Cartland, and Mr. James McGltnchy, of this city,
arrived home Tuesday night from a fishing
excursion to Bear river. They brought home
fourteen pounds of splendid trout
Deputy Marshal Merrill arrested a sailor
named Highland for breaking into Mr. Turner’s house and trying to get into Hon. W.
W. Thomas’s ; and in the Municipal Court he
bound over to the September term of the
Superior Court.
was
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Board of Health, has compiled some curious
statistics relating to sewers. From a table
showing the average mortality in thirteen
cities in England before and after the construction of drainage works It is shown that
a good sewerage system prevents the death
of nearly five persons In every thousand
yearly. On the bisls of only two deaths a
year prevented and reckouing nine days of
sickness as preceding each death, this having been proved to be the average, Mr. Jordan has figured out that a town of 5000 inhabitants would save $500 on funeral expenses, $2500 on costs of medicine, loss of
time, etc., and $15,000 on the value of future
labor of the two men whose lives are saved,
by a system of sewerage, the whole amounting to $18,000 annually.
Bath

fol-

in.—Fantastics.

o a.

and

sunset—Firing

cannon

and

m.—Grand civic and military procession.
AFTKRNOON.

l.OQ—Tub race.
2.00— Swimming inatcb.
2.30—One hundred yards dash.
3.00—J

umping

contest.

Orphan Asylum.

The children of the Bath Orphan Asylum
given an excursion to Peak’s Island
yesterday by Thatcher Post, Grand Army of
the Republic. The children, about 50 in
number, arrived here from Bath by the
morning train, and after a lunch which was
served in Thatcher Post
Hall, met in front
of City Hall.
Here City Engineer Cook
were

took their photographs.
They were then
taken by the street cars to the steamboat
wharf.
Then the whole party went to
Peak’s Island, where the day was
spent in
Greenwood Garden. A collation was pro-

vided by Thatcher Post.
The children
turned to Bath by the evening’s train.

re-

Mt. Desert Cuide.
We have received from Chisholm Bros,
their Mt. Desert guide, which is a capital
handbook of the island. It contains all one
desires to know in reference to the charming
resorts that are located there with the ways
to go and come, and with illustrations of features of Interest. It was written
by M. F.
Mweetser. author of Ticknor’s Guides.

There will be a game of base ball between
two well known clubs, and in the evenitig
there will be the grandest display of fireworks ever seen In Westbrook.
The disniwuoa

uuuuruie
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given at Sprinfield, Mass.
At Sebago Lake there will be addresses by
ex-Governor Robie and A. F. Moulton at 2 p.
m.

The day’s programme Includes fantastlcs
at 4 a. m. Services at 10 a. m., in memory of
the late Hon. John B. Finch, G. W. C. T. of
the world. This ceremony will be under the
auspices of Sebago Lake Lodge I. 0. G. T..
Deputy District W. C. T. Capt. S. S. Knight
assisting. Girls dressed in white will build
a monument of flowers to the
memory of the
departed brother. At 10 a. m. the Song of
and
Club,
Camp Shepley, Portland,
varans
will play a game of base ball. Another game
at 2ip. m. by the Sebago Lake club aad Cumberland Champions. Boat races, foot and
potato races take up the odd hours until 5 p.
At 8 o’clock there will be a fine display
of fireworks. Dancing will be enjoyed afternoon and evening, with Will Pearson, of
Portland, as floor manager. Spiller’s noted
band, of Raymond, and the Mount Pleasant
band, of Fryeburg, are engaged for the day.
Turner’s Island will have a celebration,
the principal features of which will be outdoor sports in the grove and a boat race on
thepond.
No paper will issue from this office tomorrow

Mr. W. B. Nichols, the popular cashier of
the Augusta National Bank has
resigned his
position to accept the situation of cashier in
the Manufacturers’ National Bank of Leav-

enworth, Kansas,
Mr. Leary of Augusta, has recently ueen
appointed cadet at West Point. He was a
student of Bowdon College and a successful
teacher, having just closed a term of High
School at Dresden.
Monday, June 25th, being the 12th anniversary of the marriage of Rev. Charles
Huso and wife of Hermon, 90 or more of
their relatives and friends assembled at
their home to congratulate them on the
event. Rev. Josiah Bean, in a brief speecb>
presented the bride and bridgroom in ibe

rising together like a brood of Titans,
and under the inspiration of liberty, peace
and assured union, are renewing the wonderful tale of the earlier years of the century,
the progress and development of the great
West ? The power and resource of those
States in war seem to have revealed to them
their unsuspected skill and force in peace.
The vigor, the tenacity, the ability that contested victory upon this field for those three
famous days are now working the greater
miracles of industrial enterprise. Never be
fore was the sword beaten into so vast a
ploughshare nor the spear into so prodigious
a pruning hook.
The world’s imperial deposit of iron has
lain dormant for ages between the coal
and the limestone of Alabama, but only now
has it proved more precious than a gold
mine. From the war-desolated wilderness
cities have suddenly sprung, humming with
workshops and a hundred trades, and startled Pennsylvania hears and wonders, while
Alabama and Georgia smiled iu rivalry, and
the Haring furnaces of Tenuossee challenge
the ancient fires of the Lehigh and the Alleghanies. South Carolina nearly doubles her
manufactured products in seven years, aud
this year they will nearly equal in value all
the crops of the State, including rice and
cotton. In seven years the assessed valuation of property in the twelve old Southern
states
has
advanced
nearly, one-third,
while the rate of taxation is
diinished.
Thousands of new industries, mining, manufacturing, commercial, and agricultural,
arise as In a
discovered or lately setnewly
tled land.
To facilitate every enterprise
are

of their many friends witli a beautiful
chamber set, silver spoons ana other valuable articles, also cash, all amounting to

#53.75.
Reminiscences of Old Portland.
To the Editor of the Press:
This old order of Col. Prime’s awakens the

following reminiscences:
Camp A, Falmouth, June 19,1780,
Permit the schooner Industry of about fifteen
tons, owned in Falmouth, commanded by Capt.
Rueben Higgins, that proposes coastlug and fishing. to pass the forts six months from tills date
aud her orders of General Wadsworth.

Pbime,

Lieut. Col. Commander.
There were two garrisons in Falmouth,
one on Mount Joy where the earthworks
can now be seen, another on Brnmhall Hill,
in Cape Elizabeth, guns were mounted at

Spring Point,

and Portland Head. Some old
papers which recently came into my hands
reveal the opinions of prominent people.

railroads, thoroughly appointed penetrate
the remotest valleys. The water courses are
richly burdened with a freight hitherto un-

known, and with

industries greater skill
various demnnds, opeu wider

The country people were against the government of Great Britain.
The oligarchy on
the Neck was favorable to the King of Gor*
path. After Gen. Sam Thompson. Cant.
Richard Mayberry, Frost and Miliiken of
Scarcoro came into town
they seized the
goods of Thomas Coulson and the person of
Mowatt. They were kind of milk and water,
‘‘Good Lord and Good Devil.” The committee of

safety

for each

town held

a

meet-

at

envied marks ef distinction, were the Waldos,
Knock Freeman, Brigadier Preble, Alexander Ross, Stephen Longfellow, Dr. Coffin,
Richard Codman, David Wyer and some
others.
The fashionable color of clothes among
this class was drab. The coats were made
with large cuffs reaching to the elbows and
low collars.
All classes wore breeches.
These people favored the cause of the King
Monarchy was in keeping with their habits.

These they by surrounding circumstances
had to relinquish or leave the country. Rue
ben Iliggius was from Cape Cod and came
here about the breaking out of the Revolution and resided on Meeting House Hill,
Cape Elizabeth. He afterward owned the
farm now in possession of J. B. Libby, of
Congress street, Portland. His decendants
are

the

Higginses

of

Cape

Elizabeth and

Gray. Alvin and E. S. Higgins, carpet
manufacturer of New York city, are among
his grandsons, Micah Higgins of your
city is
another. Gen. Wadsworth was afterwards a

Congress and built the brick
building adjoining the Preble House. He
member of
was

in command in the

morning.

The Hull Yacht Club.

The Hull Yacht Club will probably arrive
here today. It has been at Gloucester and
the Isles of Shoals. The squadron consists
of the steam yacht Eugenie, Cotnmodoie

Converse; schooner Sylvie, Captain and exAlderman C. Y. Whitten; cutter Jack, Capt.
J. B. Stetson and son; sloop Hattie C., Capt.
II. B. Briggs; schooner Adrienne, Capt. C.
B. Lancaster; sloop Nimbus,
Capt. J. J.
Souther; schooner Arcthusa, Capt. H. W.
Savage; yawl White Cap, Capt. D. H. Rice,
with Secretary W. E. Carey on board; catboat Myrtle, Capt. R. C. Poor, with Messrs.
Thayer and Harry Sturgis as guests; sloop
Mystery, Capt. H. C. Sturgis, of New York;
sloop Albatross, Capt. J. J. Henry with his
wife, his son and G. A. Keats; steam yacht
Annie S., Capt F. Pope; and the Aglia,
Capt. J. E. Davis with Mr. Sawyer as guest.
The squadron will return to Boston the last
of the week.

ill fated Penobscot
S. P. M.

expedition.
Cape Elizabeth, July 2d.

Base Ball Grounds.
And why not? The
sports are novel, having never before
been presented in this way to Portland
people by a class of young men who have
Not only this but there will be
excitement and plenty of it. Seven entries
in the hundred yards dash, five in throwing
the hammer, seven in throwing the ball, six
in the running high jump, six in the bar
Each contestant
vault, etc., ad infinitum.
has been given a color so that the audience
may know who lieis andjput the applause
in in the right place.
The sale of reserved seats has already
been large enough to warrant the prophecy
that by 12 o’clock today not one in the
grand stand will be left.
Below is given a list of the best Turnverein records, many of which will be broken
and speed.

tuc

Union.

party.
The

heard a noise in the lower part of the house
and suspected burglars were present. She
knew the outer and inner front doors were
locked and some of the room doors.
She
went down into one of the parlors accompanied by the dog.
The burglar had managed to get through the outer and Inner
front doors, and pushed the
key out of the
door of the room where Mrs.
Thompson
was.
Then he unlocked the door and, as
soon as he did so, the dog made foi him and
he executed a rapid retreat out of the house.
He was a young man about twenty-two years
old.

Yesterday, during the morning, the house
Torrey, at Morrill’s Corner, was entered, and a pocketbook containing two
dollars, belonging to Mrs. Ford Piper, was
of Mrs.

taken. Later a man tried to gain an entrance
to the house but was frightened off.

Coming
The

to Maine.

know

from other States to
every day now.
The
New York steamer Eleanora on her last
trip brought a large number of passenger*,
and the Portland Steam Packet Company’s
boats and the International line are bringing
summer

Maine is

travel

increasing

many tourists to

the State.

The steamer
City of Richmond on her trip east Friday
night netted more from freight and passenger fare than ever before on a

single trip.

French Canadian Haymakers.
The Montreal noon train yesterday
brought to this State four carloads of French
Canadian haymakers, about two hundred in
number, who were left at Danville Junction.
From there they went to Waterville. in the
vicinity of which place they intend to work
during the haying season. They were hardy
looking fellows and apparently able to withstand without difficulty the heat of the summer sun in the hay field.

and squally.
Monday the yachts
sailed for Boothbay, and expected to return
to Crundy’s Harbor yesterday, and make
Portland this afternoon. Thus far the fleet
has had a glorious time.
Commodore Bray

took Fleet Captain Goold to Harpswell Point
Gordon for home—Capt. Goold
having a pressing engagement here—but the
to take the

Queen.

The Fish Arrivals.
The small boats had

a

successful ashing
in all some 20,000

day yesterday, landing
pounds of cod and haddock. The Osh arrivals, other than small boats, amounted to
2,000 pounds of mackerel.

Today at the garden will be a grand gala
day. There will be two bands of music in
attendance, and at the Opera House there
will be four performances commencing at
10.30 a. m., 1.30, 4 and 7.30 p. m. All children
coming to the garden will be given free
seats in the Opera House.
Alter each per-

Past Commander—Charles II. Crocker.
Noble Commander—T, W. Burnham.
Vice Commander—Mary i.', Ames.
Prelate—J. G. Colley.
Keeper of ltecords—J. A. Kennedy,
pin. Keeper—N. M. KickerTreasurer—Lewis Pray.
Herald—K. L. Colley.
Warden Inner Gate—Alice Al. Colley.
Warden Outer Gate—John Durgin.
Ice cream and cake were served by the ladies of (he commaudery at intermission.

combined, nothing

less than our

mighty

peace and not of war. But, after the settlement of the country, the current of immigration almost stopped until receut years.
Its
flood is now greater than ever, but it no
longer pours sifted grain upon this continent
but grain mixed with noxious weeds and
brambles. Our population is already more
heterogeneous than that of any othercountry
To-morrow is (he fouith of July.
It is our
national festival
Yet half the population of
our greatest city, aud vast numbers of the
people elsewhere, will have no knowledge of
the sublime significance of the day, no kindling pride, no answering enthusiasm, as the
stars and stripes greet the auspicious morning. This is a fact of profound significance.
the magic power of the lotus could dull
Unly
the longing of the Greek heart for Greece.
The soul of the German thrills everywhere
to the music of his fatherland.
The Irish,
nan is still the exile of Erin,
The wanderng Savoyard hears in his dreams tho raiiz
lex vaches among his native mountains.
The Scotchman, whose land is merged in a
,.*:u *_c*_

Greenwood Carden.

The following were installed oflicers of
Casco Bay Commaudery last
evening by
District Deputy John A. Bennett, assisted
P.
J.
C.
Stewart
and
G,
by
C.,
Charles A.
Dixon, G. H.;

dazzling statistics

Puritan divine, William Strougbtou:
,lGod
sifted a whole nation that he might send
grain over into the wilderness,” and the
great commonwealth in which we are now
assembled with equal pride, venerates its
founder who won his domain by the arts of

steamer refused to wait till he was carried
from the yacht to the steamer in a boat, and
the Commodore kindly carried him to Long

Colder) Cross.

Let me mention as illustrations two

western wilderness from the mouth of the
Missouri to the Great Falls in thirteen
months.
Now that wilderness is transformed into farms. Distance and time are
conquered by endless railroads, the channels
of ceaseless torrents of trade and intercourse,
pouring through an imperial realm of fabulous fertility. The spectacle amazes and fascinates the world. The fables of El Dorado
are told once more, and the new Atlantis
seems risen from the sea.
That this land of
boundless opportunities is also the home of
universal freedom, and that the blessing is
to be enjoyed by every comer, begets in every
land a hunger for America aud the annals of
American immigration almost recall the migrations of ancient races.
The first settlement of the country two
centuries and a half ago. was made in general by tried and worthy pioneers. New England proudly quotes She words of the old

windy

lion, william U. Davis has had the plans
drawn by Fassett & Tompson for a hotel to
be erected by him on the corner of Congress
and St. John streets. It will be three stories
high, of red brick with buff and black trimmings, and contains sixty rooms, besides ten
parlors. It will be 217’ feet on St. John
street, 117 feet on Congress street, and 4#
feet in depth. The first floor will consist of
eight stores and a cafe. An arched driveway
will lead into the inner court, from which
three flights of stairs will lead to the second
floor.

ques-

Northwest can be thegranary. Eighty years
ago Lewis and Clark toiled through the

their anchorage they presented a fine sight,
all being so close together it was difficult to
see daylight between them.
Sunday was
spent quietly at Harpswell, for it was so

Hotel on St. John Street.

utner

South, larger, more fertile, more marvellous
New Englands appear beyond the Mississippi
l’he old poets described teeming Sicily as the
granary of the world, and it was so for the
world they knew.
But now for that old
world and the boundless new world that we

Portland Yacht Club.
The Portland Yacht Club had a delightful
run from Portland to Harpswell Saturday,
and when they came around the point to

formance Walter Wentworth will give his
most daring feat on the flying rings.
At the
close of the evening’s entertainment there
will be a grand display of fireworks.
The
garden will be brilliantly illuminated with
Chinese lanterns, and this with the flight of
rockets, fire baloons, submarine explosion,
bombs, floral displays and large set pieces
will make one of the grandest celebrations
ever on the island. (Steamers of the Casco
Bay line will run every half hour. Those
wishing to visit the garden be sure and ask
for garden coupons.

semen,

to which I have alluded, outstrip all precedent, but they are
not limited to one part of the country. While
now Ohios aud l“euns''lvanias arise in the

Burglaries.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o’clock, Mrs.
Edward Thompson, No. 54 Hanover street

is

these questions, which are in the highest
sense questions of the country and not of

Standing broad jump, 0 feet, 73,i inches; three
broad jumps, 29 teet, 2 inches; standing high
jump, 4 feet, 8Vs inches; sack race, 26 yards and
return, 11 Vs seconds; iuo yards dash, 10 4-6
seconds; throwing base ball, 298 feet, 0 inches;
running high jump, 6 leet; putting the shot, 32
feet,
inches; running broad jump, 16 feet, 9
Inches; thiowiog the hammer, 72 feet, 11 inches;
lion, step and jump, 36 feet, 6 inches, one quarter
mile run, 1 minute, 2 seconds; bar vault, 6 feet,
9Vs inches; three legged race, 100 yards, 16 seconds.
The plan of the grand stand will remain
at the Palmer shoe store until noon.

took the Forest

great question

tions, indeed, remain which will sternly try
our patriotism and our wisdom,
But they
will be appealed to the ordeal of battle no
longer. 1 hey will be settled in those peaceful, popular and parliamentary contentions
which befit a patriotic and
republican people. I do not mean only that party politics aud measures will be so discussed.
I
mean that great fundamental questions like
in
the last generation, questions of
slavery
immigration, of citizenship, of administrative reform, of the suffrage; questions of
local bearing and interest, but of a national
import and consequence, can be, and henceforth will be, discussed everywhere in the

today:

Island, where he

new

satisfies more
commercial connections and more intimate
social relations, and establishes a higher and
more opulent civilization.
In all tlnsalitterlng panorama the happiest incident is due
directly to the war It is the blending of the
capital, the people, the energy, the experience, the skill and conviction, of other States
which has produeed this great result.
Before the war this was impossible.
Ever
deepening doubt an^ angrier divergence had
consumed the heart of Union and only its
form remained. This universal confidence
and co-operation, therefore are in the truest
sense the fruits of Uniou.
But fairer than
all these, as this smile of prosperity broadens
over the awaking States, is the fact that
labor itself becomes free, and slaves are
transformed to citizens. Free labor produces
the great Southern staples as amply as before
and is welcomed to the new industries. It
pays taxes on property of its own valued at
nearly a hundred millions of dollars, while
for the children of former slaves there are
nearly twenty thousand schools of every degree with an enrolment of more than a million of pupils, and everywhere a demand for
education and a public disposition to gratify
it hitherto unprecedented. This new birth
of freedom is the noblest aspect of the spectacle. The splendor of material progress
may easily delude and betray with its fond
and fluttering caress. But it is not in such
details alone that the promise of anv people
is to be discerned.
It is not great mines
only, and factories and farms, that make
The patriot looks to see
great nations.
churches, and schools, and libraries, he studies the decreasing records of crime, he marks
the growing respect for common rights,
the evidences of public spirit, the moral
qualities, the progressive political tendencies, and higher standards of life among a
people, before he counts the spindles and the
cotton bales, if he would cast aright their
horoscope and foretell their future. The appearance of such signs under complicated
and unprecedented conditions, conditions
which no other States in history ever knew,
he sees with hope and pride amid this vast
industrial revival. The full fruition, indeed,
is not yet. But if some impatient observer,
eager that the surely ripening harvest shall
be reaped before its golden prime, exclaims
angrily that nothing has been done because
so much remains to do, let his answer be
that of the wise general to his young lieutenant, who burned for victory anil thought
the
troops too slow, "‘Tis an
awfully rough road my boy, give them time,
give them time!”
Not easily nor rapidly can the passions
sprung from bitter local differences, and
cherished and strengthened for a generation,
disappear. Often in hot and reckless protestations those dying emotions will break
forth like the distant muttering thunder of a
retiring storm. But the central fact is bright
as a fixed star.
The line across the Union
drawn by the flaming sword of hostile social
and industrial institutions, and irreconcile
able theories of the nature and powers of
the government itself, this latent revolution
and nascent civil war have disappeared forever.
At the end of a hundred years the
Union is the sacred seamless garment of
equal rights, of harmonious institutions, of
accordance in views of the government, in
which sixty millions of people in thirty-eight
States are invincibly arrayed.

Wm. Ruckman’s tavern, near Colley
Corner, to take into consideration the needs
of the district.
The first day, those from
the neck did not appear. An adjournment until the next day was had.
Then part of
them came. Three men from the country
were chosen to examine and report what
places should be fortified and they decided
the site of the forts before mentioned should
be the location, which was the origin of
these fortifications.
Distinction of rank among different classes
of the community on the Neck (Portland)
prevailed at the breaking out of the Revolutionary war and were preserved in the dress
as well as in the forms of society.
In the
circles of the little town, the lines were
drawn with much strictness.
The persons who were distinguished by
the cocked hat, bushwig, and red cloak, the
ing
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complete paralyslsof their business energies,

name

JOSEPH

F1BST

marhsalled for the warfare ol a generation,
if such had been decreed, swiftly and noiselessly disappeared, and all that military energy and discipline and skill, streaming into
a thousand
industries are as beneficent in
peace as they were terrible in war. What
prouder spectacle is there for America, what
vision could more worthily stimulate devout
gratitude in every American heart, than that
of the States south of the l’otomac which,
after the fierce and wasting stress of four
years of war upon their soil, after the total
overthrow of their ancient industrial system, the destruction of their wealth, the

week.
Mr. M. C. Peirce and family of Bangor are
at “The Bluffs,” Mt. Desert Ferry, for the

The Turnvereln Sports.
If only pleasant weather prevails a large
number of our citizens will probably find
themselves drawn toward the Portland

4.00—Sack race.

Chandler’s Band will give a sacred concert
at Long Island next .Sunday.
The bark Sherwood left yesterday for
Buenos Ayres, with 875,249 feet of lumber.
There is talk of the Latin School occupying the John B. Coyle house In Deering.
The Fresh Air Fund committee will meet
at 10.30

6 a.

as

3.30— Wheelbarrow race.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
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cents.

Intoxication. Each fined g 5 and one-third costs.
Horatio N. Washburn. Intoxication. Ten days
in countyjall.
Oliver Barbour. Intoxication. Fifteen days In

Thursday forenoon,

Fort

[CONTINUED FBOM

j

season.

Gorges.

Km-

Exceptions

celebration of the Fourth
been

no

city, no appropriations having
made by the city government this J’ear.
A salute of 38 guns will be fired from

Citizens’ mutual relief society.

X he cow

There will be
in this

THE LAST DAY AT CETTYSBURC-

Rev. l)r. G. W. Field and wife of Bangor
are at “The Bluffs,” Mt. Desert Ferry, for a
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wherever he wanders bears in his yearning
memory every Scottish legend, song and hero
Patriotism feeds upon local traditions, historic events, and the memories of famous
men.
But a miscellaneous multitude sprung
)f many nations, without a common heart to
id hr ate instinctively to common memories
lud associations, would lack that supreme
patriotism which is the moral defense of a
lation.
Let us beware, then, how we recklessly
water our life-blood, Webster said at Bunk;r Hill, just as the vast immigration was beginning, “we are placed at the head of representative and ipopular governments.”
We
shall be recreant to the duty of that headship
f we permit the fundamental conditions of
pational repose, of the security of personal
rights, of good laws, and of just administra;iou, to be imperilled by the ignorant, lawless
die, and dangerous overflow of all other
1 rountries.
We are the occupants and guarlians of this country, and with a kindly
leart and hospitable hand toward all the
world, we must prescribe the conditions upin which the world shall come here.
If
America is to remain the head of free
and
the
of
hope
1 [overnments
liberty in the
world, our first duty is to remember that
, lonstitutional liberty has its
own laws and
1 mnditions, and that only by respecting
and
them
can
for
nforcing
ourselves and
liberty
or all men be preserved.
Akin to this is the problem of the suffrage,
! jiibieot to the constitutional guarantee of a
epdblican forn) of government, and of no

llscriminatlon agkiust

racs or

color, the reta-

liation of the suffrage is wisely left to the
itates. But the action of every State upon
I ubjects of a common interest necessarily
The suffrage is the uiain1 iffects the Union.
pring, the heart of our common life, and
; vhatever
it
affects
injuriously, touches the
latioual sensorium and the whole country
*

j

thrills.

No community politically founded
upon the legal equality of the suffrage can
habitually disregard that equality without
moral deterioration,
growing indifference to
the authority of law, and destructi on of the
democratic-republican
principle. If ignorance and semi-barbarous dominance be fatal
to civilized communities, not less so is constant and deliberate defiance of law.
In a
national union of states whera fair elections
are assumed, systematic fraud or violence or
suppression of votes, in the event of a closely
contested poll, would
inevitably destroy the
cenviction that the apparant result
repre
seuted the actual will of the
legal voters, and
that result would be
challenged amid violent
disorder. It is not enough that a national
election be fair, it must bo the national conviction that it is fair.
honest man should delude himself with
.1
the theory that this is a local
question.
In New 1 ork there is a
very large class of
ignorant, un-American voters, who barely

speak our language, who have no knowledge
or practice of free,
popular institutions, and
whoarealien in tradition, sympathy and
spirit. It is a class of no single nationality,
but is gathered from all other lands.
It is
large enough to control the State, and as the
electorial vote of New York is very important,it might easily decide a national election,
but whatever its ignorance or
degradation,
this is a class of legal voters.
They have
been

enfranchised by'the law upon which
rest all our rights, and if
by fraud, or force,
illicit method, this class of voters
°£
should be deprived of their
legal right, it
would not be a New York
question alone.
V lrginia,
Mississippi, Maine, Minnesota
would be equally concerned.
The national
pace would be imperilled until that depriva-

tion ceased, and either the
right to vote were
legally annulled or freely exercised. If there
be a national question, a
question, which viitally interests every American citizen from
tlielcnobscot to the Kio Grande, a question,
not be set aside, but must be
honorably entertained and patriotically
adjusted, it is the
question of a free legal ballot.
1 he practical
remedy for its coercion or
its repression,
indeed, is local not national,
file citizens of this magnificent commonwealth cannot reach across the Potomac and
Impose their will respecting the suffrage upon the mother of States, nor can the States
of New England dictate
legislation to the
States of the northwest. But the
Virginian
knows that the Pennsylvanian is
virtually
interested in his action. Iowa and Wisconsin knows that Maine and Rhode Island have
a common stake in such local
laws, and as
Washington and Pickney, Jefferson and
Madison and Martin took counsel with Alexander Hamilton and Dr. Franklin, and Rufus King, and Roger Sherman, bent
upon a
common purpose but with due
regard to every local condition, so will their sons confer,
fraternally forbearing, until the great problem of the suffrage and all other
problems
are solved.
This is the auspicious result
which would appear everywhere in the country adjusting the bitterest differences if the
spirit of this day and of this field should become the spirit of our
politics and then, by
the grace of God, as the essential reason of
sectionalism disappeared with the war. its
disappearance, in fact, in feeling, and in
polical action, would be the crowning glorv
of Gettysburg.
Fellow citizens, so far as lies in us, shall
not such be the spirit of our
political contentions? Can we wrest from the
angel of this
hour any blessing so priceless as the common
resolution that we shall not have come to
this consecrated spot only to declare our
joy
“nd gratitude, nor only to cherish
proud and
tender memories,but also to
ourselves
pledge
to Union in its
sublimest significance?
Here at last is its sacJed secret revealed.
It
lies in the patriotic instinct which
lias
brought to this field the army of Northern
v irginia
and the army of the Potomac.
It
lies on the manly emotion with which the
generous soldier sees only the sincerity and
courage of his ancient foe, and scorns suspicion of a lingering enmity. It lies in the
perfect freedom of speech and perfect fraternity of spirit which now for three days
have glowed in those hearts aud echoed In
this enchanted air.
These are the forces
that assure the future of our beloved
country
May they go before us on our mighty march
a pillar of cloud by dsy, of fire
by night.
Happy for us, happy fo'r mankind, if we and
our children shall comprehend that
they are
the fundamental conditions of the life of the
republic. Then, long hereafter, when in a
country whose vast population covering the
continent with a glory of civilization which
the imagination cannot
forecast, the completed century of the great battle shall be celebrated, the generation which shall gather
here in our places will rise up and call us
blessed. Then, indeed, the fleeting angel of
this hour will have yielded his most precious benediction: and in the field of Gettysburg, as we now behold it, the blue and
tbe gray blending in happy harmony, like
the mingling hues of tbe summer
landscape,
we may see the radiant symbol of the triumphant America of our pride, our hope and
our

joy.

The number in attendance today is not
near so large as
yesterday, and enthusiasm
Is much less plentiful.
Tonight a banquet
was served at Spring’s Hotel. The
following
monuments were dedicated today: 5th New
York Cavalry, near Round Top, General
Hammond, Colonel J. N. l’enfield. Major S.
B. Ryder and Colonel A. H. White taking
part; 146 New York Infantry, “Ganard
Tigers,” on Little Round Tod: 67th New
York (hirst Long Island Volunteers), known
as Beecher’s regiment, on Cuius
Hill, Rev.
Thomas K. Beecher, of Elmira, N. Y., oraNew York Independent Battery, near
tor;
“Bloody Angle,” Major General \V. S. Rosecrans, orator; Battery B New York ArtilBeauchamp, orator; 13th
!Sry'
V1

Fraternity Lodge.

Georgia

George

Uggo-MaryK.

_No.

Cargo British Brlg“Resultado,”
duty paid.

Cousens &

Efflle Gardiner,

jy4

14,98*

Sufirxxors to Hoyt,

—AND—

Stationers.
Nanuf activers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

d2w

BLANK BOOKS, LEGAL BLANKS
COUNTING HOUSE STITIUNERY.
Headquarters for

Chautauqua

Dlucimuts to clubs
and Urge orders,

Remit

Special

WaUMStwHarsMU.
eod3t

Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.
regular monthly meeting of the Citizen's
Mutual Relief Society, will be held In Reception Hall, City Building, FRIDAY EVENING^
July 0, 1888, at 7.45 o'clock. A full attendance
is requested. Per order,
Ily4d2tF. J. ROLLINS. Sec.

AU the

THE

NEW and POPULAR BOOKS
received

TH

—

Grant, aged 62 years.
lu PIttston, June 2tS, Hattie, daughter of Bam’l
A. and Lavlula Jewett, aged 21
years 10 months.
lu Cnelsea, June 17, Miss Elizabeth J. Given
aged 58 years 2 months.
lu PIttston, June 26, Mary, widow of the late
Weston Goodspeed, aged 81 years.

by addressing C. W. DEEKING, South Buxton,
Maine. (City refercuees given.)
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the boy is to all appearances
Sarsaparilla,
completely cured. He Is now four years old. and
has been afflcted since he was six months nf age.”
Mbs. B. Sa.ndkkhu.n-, 66 Newhall street. Lowell,
Mass.
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Sarsaparilla

100 D*«es One Dollar
apr20
T&wly
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MANSON G. LARBABEE & CO.,
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100 boxes

Envelopes
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CURE

ft in

positories

a

great benefit,

SICK

An

Sill)

-

HEAD

ACHE

1

a» the bane of so many lives that
n«; make our great boast* Our

The 10 cent Books

here is where
pills cure it while

Pills are very small and
or two pills make a dose.
strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
isothem. In vlalsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Bold
■y druggists everywhere, or scut by mail.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Saill fill, Snail Bose. Small W*
NUin-Murrraa Manp Is peerless In cases of Skill
disease. Use for toilet, bath ana shaving.
Pnlmer’- Mbia Nvccch has cured
many of
the most stubborn skiu and scalp disorders.
HICHLY

ENDORSED

Medical

Profession.

JelSdtf

Fire Cracker*. < ***•■ Cracker*, Aaarricu
Camara Cracker*.
Tarpedae*.
Paper Cape, Paper Cap Pislal*,

Header*, Paak, aad Fire
de*eripti*a.
Cities and towns furnished with displays. Cata
lorues sent on application.
Headquarters for Campaign goods, such as Lanterns, Torches, Ked Ktre, Flags, etc. Bunting
Flags. Flag Poles.
Lawn Tennis Backets, Poles, Nets,
Balls, etc.,
at reduced prices.
Baby Carriages at Cost.
Oaakle

W.rki af ever,

TOTAL OPERATIONS

White Lawn Suits

953,

Portrait* of Presidential Candidates as soon as
Trade supplied .it maim
lacturers’ prices.
Cleveland Pins. In Boll Plate. 10 cents each.
Hammocks and stretchers, largest assortment
snd lowest prices.
nominations are made.

-AND-

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY.

DressingSacques.

Remember, if a baby does uot thrive,
do Hot change its food, but add five or
more drops of Murdock’s
Liquid Food at
each feeding.

We

344 Congress Street.

have an excellent assortment of these Roods which may
be seen in our Cloak Boom.

LIQUID FOOD la adapted lor all ages. In health
disease, as by the use of one lablespoonful four
dally for an adult, it will cause a rapid
Improvement In nutrition, a better state of the
blood and tissue, and a decided increase in
strength. We use in our Hospital 200 large
bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee
of sweetness ol every bottle
sold, which is not
or

FOR rough or soaly
Indispensable
Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

given by any manufacturer of any preparation In
tbe world. It is recognized by the Medical Profession as the ONLY It AW FOOD KNOWN free
from Insoluble matter, drugs,
minerals, salts or
acids and contains the blood corpuscles.

At drugglBtn, ‘Sk InHSuccety,'
26c. A 75c. ‘Skln-SucceBsSciap'
25c. Palmer (twmical Co.,N.T.

Bfl_I_I.
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skin.
for the

■ frhiag of the

Mbia causing torture and loss
of sleep, Is banished by Skin-Success Soap.

BEWARE
mar2H^

Mkin-Miirrraa Neap and skin eruptions
children will be prevented and the skin kept

Mae

now

CHAS. DAY.

P

14*

ask to see our

Chudda, Cashmere, Berlin
and Honeycomb

a*

WS&M

Book, Card
^Shakes

In all colors. The Art Shades are Decoratet
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades, Plain
or Decorated, are
unsurpassed in Beauty:
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstdahs Spring Roller ready to hang.

apiO___

a

AGENTS WANTED

To canvass for one of the largest.#lde.i rnals
lisor'l, HKNT KNOWN NIIRNKRIKN 111
the country.
Most liberal terms.
Unequalled
facilities.
FON-rilll.L
Nl’HMKRIKM,
Oar. Established 1842.

WELLINfiTON,

Montreal.
codSuinrm

3VI.

8TATE1) meeting of the M. C. M. Association
will be held In the
Library Boom, Mechanics'
building, on THURSDAY EVENING, July 6th,
at 7.30 o’clock.
R. H. SW1PT,

A

Jly3d3t

Cream, Black, Blue, I
Cardinal and Tan.

—

PRICES

’IiINtbim’ i:\nmiiiK,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Jya

TKXAN

SPECIALTY

MAKE

AN

JIKIICO,
Me uii.monthly
Portie»,—Personally conducted-combining Comfort-Low Kates-Quiek Time
"“t** 8**«PU»g Cars. Call on or address nearest
Ticket Agent, or E. E. CUKKIEK. New England
Agent Southern Pacific Co.
IW* AV«.bi»gtoa
Wi.y Htnft Muss.
Jly2eout>m

APPOINTMENT
AT

TU

IXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA

—

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL Lim
For tickets and Information, apply to Me Ticket
.gent. Bostou ft Maine K. K., Commercial sti e-t
ta*Ion. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec'-odtf
noth._

flrain, Sewer & Well Pips.
**

Secretary.

24 PLUM STREET.

Jewer
L

Wwde

,

*

ENOKAVED.

WATER,

EIRE, ACID and ALkALI

PROOF UOOD4, NOW,

24

PLUM

al

STREET.

ftLJ k visiting

cards and cornier plate fortl.uO.
Our second anunal oner, good only during
June, July and Augusl.
Regular price, gg.uo.
Sand for samples. W. W. 1»AV1S & CO., Weddlug Stationers and Engravers, 23 West St.,

1

1anl4eod0m

Pipe,
Acid Prwwf.

24 PLUM

STREET.

P. *. O. K. K.

ye”

Boston.

ME.

will be recehred until July
o’clock noon, for furulshir
and material, and doing all the work
squired lor the erection and entire romDletlon
f a building for Oeneral Office* of the Maine Cental K. K„ at the corner of St. John and C. streets,
ortland.
Plans and speclllcatlons may be seen at office of
i ‘resident, Maine Central K. tt., Portland.
Tire right Is reseryed to reject any or all bids.
By order of the Committee.
AKTHCK SKWALL, President.
JeSlMTlw

«iti

AltD

-

SEALED Proposals
J
}*th, 1888. at 13
all labor

Allorders by mall or telephone
promptly a
«°<led to.
novlleodtf

C A 1.1 Fo K Ml A

JUTLAND

STREET,
-

fo contractors:

$1.00 to $20.

EASTMAN BROS. & DANCROFT.

Exchange 8t., Portland, Me.

PHimimPucR
•HWIWUIIHIIH.il

514 C0*tiRE8S

-IN-

Job Printer

97 i-2

mm

SHAWLS

eodnrmcM
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White Sijtfor $3.75

MARKS

AND

Jel2d3tW»S2w__

LADIES,

COUNTERFEITS.

OF

WITl. W.

spotless.

C.

selling

FRANK 8. CLARK.
FIRE WORKS,

times

M.

are

fast.

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
In all parts of the
,r I1." jno'.s ,be*nK recognized
United States by the medical profession, as they
ar® sending ladies
suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case) from I all
sections.

are

STORE k

assortment of tine

pound.

1
doz., Adults ... $1.20
“
•
1-8 “
.GO
“
1
Infants
.35
if “ot kept by your Druggist, we will
deliver by mail.

Ache they would be ilmoil prlceleea to thoee who
Buffer from thie distressing complaint; but fortunately theirgoodneeadoee notend here.and thoee
who once try them will And these little pill» valuable fn BO many ways that they will not bo wllllug to do without them. But after all sick head

■I. W. BEAL, Manager.
3®28

elegant

Boston Candy at 50 cents per

as

When we remember that a large percent, of all
digested by absorption hi the Intestines,
<“>d knowing the value of Murdock’s Liquid Fo<>d
In making new blood wheu taken
by mouth, and
that each large Suppository contains as much
nutrition as a fun quantity of Liquid Food If
taken by mouth, we can say no more In recommending the Suppositories than that the dally use
of them In our Free Surgical
Hospitals for Women,
containing 112 beds, confirms our claim

correct all disorders or the stomach ,Btiniulate tho
Vver and regulate the bowels. Eveu if they only

oct!2

in the

food Is

Headache, yet Carter s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

of

Stone Jewelry

city.

they will
nourish the si-stem and rest the stomach
so that it will be able to
retain food in a
few days, and quicker if five or ten
four
times
drops
dally, and increase to a
teaspoonful, be taken of Murdock’s
Liquid Food.

Bicz Headache and relieve all tho troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Bide, Ac. While their moet
remarkable succees has been shown in curing

and best assortment

<
lie

IIUU

10 cents.

largest

of Rhine

When sick, and the stomach is unable
JWU

aud

slightly damaged Photograph

The

>»o«

ik

Writing Paper

Albums at less than half price.

O

s

Pen $3.00;

Leather Purses 17 cents.

50 tine

u

»

splendid Fountain

regular priee $3.50.

>
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there do not.
( arter’s Little Liver
v«ry easy to take. One
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Sold by all druggists. *1; six for *6. Prepared
only by O. I. HOOP 6 CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.
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103 MIDDLE STREET.

SPECIAL SALE

Prices!

Could we do this
unless plate glass
and modern Improvements were
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Hood’s

BStreet

for the standing crop
WANTKD—Proposals
of grass
the Mussey Farm, Cape Eliza-

Name

ovs<4

^

desirable brick bouse
pleasantly situated on the corner of Locust
and Cumberland Sts.; contains all modem convenienccs. Apply on the PREMISES.
4-1

At home Is a tower of strength abroad—says the
familiar proverb, and It is fully verified by the
history of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The first words
of commendation and praise for this medicine
were received from our friends and neighbors, and
from the time it was fairly Introduced up to the
present, there has been, and is now, more of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla sold In Lowell, Mass., where
it is made, than of all other sarsaparillas and blood
purifiers combined. This “good name’’ among
people who have known Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Its proprietors for years should certainly be strong
evidence to people in other cities and towns of
the excellence and merit of their medicine.
“After the failure of three skillful physicians to
cure my boy of salt rheum, I tried llood’s Sarsaand Olive Ointment I have nowiused four
(ITIlf OinllllPIlI

But to You we do the Favor

VI KK

HOARD ON A EARN A few
Si'll
first-class boarders will find accomodations

77 years 3 months.
lu Lyman, June 25, Alvin

Rarilla

Stevens&Jones

having purchased large boat has no use for
her. Apply to ARTHUR B. HORNER, Prout’s
Neck.
4_2

In Dayton, July 1, Greenleaf W. Paker, aged

Good

THANKS FOR PATRONAGE !

mai.f .second-hand
sloop clinker-built
FOR
boat; 22 feet; sails complete; price <25.00;

owner

9 months.

Issued.

E

regular meeting of the Portland Yacht Club
will be held to-night at 8 o’clock. Per order,
D4(llt
C. D. SMITH. Sec.

2, Charles A., only child of
B. Cookson, aged 5 months.
[Prayers at house. No. 124 Centre street. Wednesday, 4th Inst, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Burial
private.
In Biddeford, July I, Bert Foss,
aged 24 years

as soon as

MAINE .SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPOSITORY.

Portland Yacht Club.
this city July
„L«*
William and Emma

given to supplying Sunday
School, Town and Private

order or N. Y
•
•
draft to •

J|y4

DEATHS.

Publications.

attention

p/o.

dv

all kinds ol

and

HarrisoDdMi/Morton!!

Boiled
pin out. csinpilgn
gold piste. Sells
at sigut.
Sample
10c^ $h. per gross.
tapalgm MTg C*.

Fogg k Ronham,

Publishers,
Booksellers,

TIIE

11 ■

ULkS

dtl

pTd.

R.

A.

June:

Fapers. 95,080

8t„ Portland, Mi

Annual Meeting of the Relief Association
of the Portland Fire Department will be
held Wednesday Evening, .July 11, 1888, at 8
o’clock, at tlic Chief Engineer’s office, City Building, for the purpose of electing (16) sixteen trustees for the ensuing year, and to transact whatever
business may legally come before the Association.
A. J. CUMMINGS, President.
RICHARD H. BALL, Secretary.
jy4dtd

In Saufordi June 27, Fred A. Springer and Carrie|E. Bennett.
lu Jay, June 28, Bry M. Kowe and Miss Lottie
A. Bewail, both of East Livermore.
lu I.ltcnfield, ‘June 27, Frank N. Adams and
Miss Eleuora J. True,
lu North'Monmouth, June 30, Cbas. F. Moody
and Mabel E. Gordon.
In Turner, June 3o. Geo. W. Doe of Turner and
Hattie F. Coolidge of Livermore.

nity

-1887-.
Delivered. Collected.
140,360
Jitters.178,159
Postal cards. 39,092
31,176

hamik

Tomlinson,

inrOKTKRS.

R.

MARRIAGES.

The Ctrl Who Missed Him-

Increase thi*

Kii

for sale in liond

or

__

Gettysburg, July 3.—Tiie most restless
Southerner on ;the field yesterday was Capt-

-1888-Delivered. Collected.
169,168
Letters.220,387
Postal cards. 55,446
39,306
Papers.108.410
15,760
The report for Juue last year gave thes*

HAYDEN,

STENOGRAPHER
31 Vi
feblS

«• w

Stevens&Jones

3, and.7 p. in
din,

14 Burrels.

If pleasant the travel to the islands will,
without doubt, be very large today, and in
order that the steamers shall not be overloaded custom house officers will be stationed
at each boat to count the passengers that
go
on board/and only the
specified number will
be permitted to sail at one time on the same
boat.

firmly that there would be no North and no
South, but one country, linked togetner bv
chains of indissoluble friendship.”!
No exercises are scheduled for tomorrow,
and the day will probably be quiet as far as
the Army of the Potomac is concerned. At
a business meeting of the
department in the
cemetery today, it was decided to hold next
summer an encampment at this place, the
time to be determined at the winter session.
Ihe First Corps is taking steps to erect a
monument to Gen. Wadsworth.

Letter Carriers’ Report.
The letter carriers’ report for June gives
these figures:

2 to

)e21_

420 Puncheons.
16 Tierces.

Not to Be Overloaded.

yearly, they would serve to cement the
friendly feelings of the Blue and the Gray
more closely and bind North and South so

missed. Determining to call
upon the fair
inarkswoman when a more fitting opportuoffered, Capt. Peters put spurs to his
horse
and
was
soon
in
his
own
camp. Tho events of the next few days
were of such a character that the amenities
of social life were completely overlooked by
Capt. Peters. At odd times since the close
ui me war, ue tnougbt ol the
girl who displayed so much desire for Ills scalp, and now
that lie is here he is determined to discover
her on her identity. The townspeople had
never heard the story before, and are now
busily guessing as to who the young woman
may be.
Hut the town did not devote all its attention to this problem. There were too
many
other matters of interest to claim attention.
1 he streets, or rather roads, of the town were
paved with organizations of men who never
seemed to tire of marching. The Second Fire
Zouaves of New York, in their gaudy uniforms of scarlet and blue and headed by a
wonderfully expert drum corps of boys, no
sooner swept past, going at the double quick,
than a body of white helmeted veterans took
their place. These might be followed by a
band which simply marched and played because it was off on a
holiday. The rattle of
drums, the blare of brass, the boom of an occasional cannon,the roar of thousands of
voices, the tramp of thousands of feet, the
thunder of a thousand hoof beats was sweetest music in the ears of veterans and of citizens of (fettysburg.
The former it reminded
of war; to the latter it talked of dollars.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

|,marlJ,AII'*V'

PORTLANO. ME.

Office Hours:-# to 10a. m.;

J. A.

BAILEY & CO.
AodioBwrs and CoiamisMion Merchants

MOUSSES!

was com-

Richard Peters.
He has taken upon hlmielf a task that, so far, has proved a
puzzling
one for him and a problem full of interest
to those who have heard the story.
During
the battle of Gettysburg he was an aide on
the staff of Gen. George H. Stuart of Ewell’s
Corps. The latter, on the first day’s fight,
dispatched him with a message for Gen. LeeHe performed his mission, and was given a
letter which he was ordered to take to Gen.
Stuart. As he dashed along the Chambersburg road he heard the sound of a window
as it was being raised.
He looked toward a
house that stood some distance from the
roadside, and which seemed to him to be of
wood. He glanced at a woman as a sunbeam
fell upon her uplifted face and
beautifully
rounded right arm.
The thought passed
through his Blind that the girl was young
and handsome. His horse requiring attention Capt. Peters torgot all about the girl at
the window till he heard the sharp report of
a rifle.
The report seemed to come from the
wayside house. He looked toward the window. There stood the girl, the smoking rifle
still in her hands. She had
evidently taken
adeliberate aim at the invader and had

660 CONGRESS STREET,

pnilftni-pil

(Crnnlr

Myra Trefetheu,
Myrtie York,
Eva McDonald,
Mina K. Freese,
Andy England.

A

SALE.

6.

F.

Street._

Physician and Surgeon,

BARBADOES

High School.
The schools on Peaks’ Island closed Friday, after a successful term. The principal,
Mr. Wilber, was presented by- his
pupils
with an elegant book of poems. The followscholars
ing
received cards of promotion to

the High School:
Sadi e Trefethen,
Annie Brackett,
Lettle Trefethen.
Evvie Skillings,
Laura Ackley,

bgaul ffilinlti,

a7 pium

WM. LAWRENCE DANA, M. 0„

CHOICE

Fred Davis.

BERRY,

iitrongest blanket made. Will
tutwear five ordinary blankets.
Don’t be deceived by imitations.
Always look for the Horse
branded inside. For sale by all dealers.
^

to Margaret A. Griffin, gl.
Osgood to Arblne E. Stanton.
to

AUCTIONEERS.

SHALL sell at public auction, on Saturday,
July 7,1888, at 3 o’clock, the following described
property, situated on Soring street, Sacca*nppa: two dwelling houses, about 60 bouse lots,
1
mowing machine, 1 horse rake; terms easy.
iy3Q4‘*E. J. PENNELL.

HORSE BLANKET

Lydia O. Spear.

John

ami

4M, Jb

Crown to Frank M.Hawkes.

Kavinolld—Ann Thurman

to leave for AtBefore going, he said:
“This meeting was a great success. If these
reunions between the soldiers could occur

figures, which shows the large

STEPHEN

taken

Hawkes to Frank M.Hawkes.

^hT^bdlsh-Frederick Lowell to

CO.,

1

gl etc.

to

BAIlEvlk

AUCTION

The following transfers of real estate In
this couuty have been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds:
Westbrook-Samuel A. Canned to Wills H.

Henry Green
^Freeport—
T. Griffin

SSSlS
#

F. 0.

Real Estate Transfers.

A.

I shall sell at pnbllc
on FKIDAY. the sixth
CU,0k
p- ,n a!l th‘‘ rl«ht*
a.lA°
Utle and interestvV
held
by said George W. Burnham
at time of his decease In and to tne block of three
houses located on the northwesterly corner of
Humham and Lowell streets. In Cortland, with
said lot of land, being about stily-seren feet and
nine Inches long on Iarwell street, and 4fi feet
wide on Burnham street.
MAKY A. BURNHAM.
Jyatd

“eputi®*

of a
speech but thanked the brothers for their
very thoughtful gifts, after which they all
adjourned to the upper hall and partook of
ice cream and cake. The Lodge now number 100 members.

Gorham—Hattie

PortUad, Me.. deceased,

dSSnWE

ILd pliS
$l.oo.f&MulUt,™ freJ'

graphic pen. The secretaries were so
by surprise they could not make much

REAL ESTATE.

_0F

given me In the last
P^HPA?? authority
ueo. w* Burnham, late
Aot
of

EiaminatlmislSm

After the installation Mr. C. A. Woodbury
was called on and presented
Secretary Parkman with an elegant
encampment pin, and
Permanent Secretary Adams with a stylo

statue of Gen. G. K. Warren will be unveiled in October, commemorative of the work
done by this important branch of the army
in battle.
They also elected Gen. Jesse Merrill president, and decided to hold annual reunions at the time and place of the National
Encampment of the Grand Army of the ReJ. B. Gordon of

sicians* FwmtSPaffl?

AUCTIONEERS.

AUCTION SALE

I And that about four
flftb,
the cmm
given up to die can be cured.
distance by letter with their tun nan e
of residence uad one 3 cent stanm aiwiaJrSigV
animation at the office.
Office hours 9a. m. to» d. m.
them.

J*-

$Windh«m-C,rus

F. 0. BAILEY I CO.,

Medical Booms 93 Franklin
8t, Portland, Me.
chrome diseases that flesh

A. Sylvester.
(?•H.
8.
8.—L. H. Crockett.
J. G.—H. B. Libby.
O. G.—G. Jeffords.
Chaplin—A. F.Hill.
H- S. V. G.—E. Mathews.
L. S. V. G.-S. F. Clark.
Past Grand—W. W. Mitchell.

Sawyer,

AUCTION MLII.

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

L.

today, and determined to erect an imposing
tablet on Little Round Top, a short distance
to the right of the place where the bronze

Gov.

aiaiNKas I'lioi.

QRANO

Permanent Seeretarv-E. E. Adams.
Treasurer-B. E. Benson.
Warden—H. B. Seal.
Conductor —E. M. Sawyer.
]*• S'
S' ~B. II. Hudson;
[:• h. N. G —F. A. Libby.

Independent Battery.
.The Signal Corps Association of the Army
of the I o to mac held a crowded
meeting here

by his official duties,
pelled
lanta this afternoon.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HORSE

ants:
N. G.—Charles A. Dow.
\ U.—A. A. I .Dwell,
Secretary—B. L. Parkman.

New York

public.

NEW

The following officers of Fraternity Lodge
No. 6,1. O. of O. R., were installed Tuesday
evening by D. G. M. iSagely and his assist,

'!

)PP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.
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